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Get your arms 
around a 

VISTA terminal server 
in24hours. 

And by tomorrow afternoon, 
you'll see how VISTA is the most 
powerful terminal seiver on the 
market. 

Or, if you don't agree, send it 
back collect, and forget it. 

At Datability, we're racing the 
clock to bring you tomorrow's 

network solutions today. VISTA maximizes your 
network's flexibility through open architecture, 
expandability and common sense engineering. 

3-steps to a no-risk, on-site VISTA: 
Instead of waiting weeks or months to get hands-0n 
experience, Datability's fast-track methods give you 
immediate results. 

Step l. Fax Datability a no-risk purchase order 
and we'll take step 2 for you. 

FAX (212) 463-0459 
Step 2. An eight port VISTA unit will be 

delivered to your site within 24 hours of receipt 
of your faxed order. 

Step 3. If you're not 100% satisfied, simply 
return your VISTA (collect) within 15 days and we'll 
cancel your order. No questions asked: 

100% IAT compatible. 
When we say the VISTA terminal seiver is 100% 1.AT 
compatible, we mean it. VISTA provides identical 

DECseiver functionality for users and system 
managers. But even more amazing is VISTA's 
modularity. When user require- ....,m1111-~t.,• 
ments or network strategies 
change, so 
can VISTA 
with a simple 
change of an 
interface card, 
unlike single-

Four expansion slots connect up to 128 
purpose R5423 port users or 32 RS232 port users. 

seivers that become obsolete. 

Lowest cost per port. 
A single VISTA can support up to 128 users for less 
than $118 per pqrt. And it's done in modules so you 
can add groups of 8 or 32 users at a time. 

9x the bandwidth & much more. 
Vista is not only extremely fast at port speeds up 
to 38.4K BPS, but it easily outperforms DECseiver 
products by as much as 9 times with a thruput of 
100,000 CPS. 

Ready. Set. Fax. Or call today. 

1-800-DIAL-DSS 
In New York call (212) 807-7800 
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r------------------------------------------~~, 
DYES. Name _______ _ 

Please express me Datability's 
extraordinary networking platform 
VISTA If I don't like it, I'll send it back 
collect. I have attached my company's 
purchase order. 

Ready. Set. Fax. Or call today. 
1-800-DIAL-DSS 
In New York call (212) 807-7800 

Title/Dept. _____________ _ 

Company ____________ __ _ 

City _______ State ____ ZIP __ _ 

Telephone~(~-~-----------

...,,ATAllLIT~ 
322 Eighth Avenue, New York, NY 10001 
London • Boston • Chicago • San Francisco 

L--------------------------------------------~ 
Copyright 1989, Datability Software Systems, Inc. Vista and DECserver-200 are respective trademarks of Datability Software Systems, Inc. and 
Digital Equipment Corporation. 



The displays on some 8mm tape drtves 
will put on a good light show. 

Ours tells you what you need to know. 

G
et the tape backup system that 
makes it easy to find out the 
facts. Our CY-8200 has a 2-line. 
40 column LCD option that 

gives you complete status information. 
In easy-to-read, precise format, you see 
transfer rate, command under execution, 
unused tape in megabytes, and the ECC 
rate indicating backup integrity. No 
guesswork . . . just the facts. 

SUJte-of-the-art helical scan tech
nology. You get all the advantages of 
advanced helical scan technology, operat
ing speeds of up to 15 Mb per minute, 
2.3 Gb of formatted capacity on a single 
8mm tape, major time savings from 
unattended backup, and tremen-
dously reduced media and 
storage expense. All at 

The industry's most 
advanced Bmm backup 

system. 

True Plug and Play Compalibilily with 
DEC 
IBM 
ffe\\ lett Packard 
Data General 
Unisys 
Prime 
Pyramid 
Apollo 

Zilog 
Wang 
Sun 
IBM PC Compatibles 

MS DOS 
SCO XENIX 

/\lpha \1icrosystems 
l\ltos 

an unsurpassed price/performance ratio. 

Tomi nexibi/ity, toUJI support. The 
CY-8200 can be configured to meet all 
your site requirements. Choose from 
tabletop or 19" rack mounting options, 
hard disk combinations, and cable lengths 

up to 80 feet. The 
CY-8200 subsys
tems provide turn
key solutions for a 
wide variety of sys
tems, such as true 
plug-and-play 
compatibility with 
direct interface to 
Pertee standard 
9-track tape 
controllers. 

And nobody matches our support. 
The CY-8200's full 12-month warranty 
includes unlimited technical support, 
direct from our in-house engineering and 
technical support group. 

Up to four 
CY-8200 drives can be mounted 

in our standard 19" rack. 

For full information on the CY-8200 
high-speed, high-capacity, 8mm tape 
subsystem call us at (804) 873-0900. 

11830 Canon Boulevard 
Nrwport Nrws. Virginia 23606 

FAX(804)873-8836 
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NllOO PLUS 
• 4 Mbytes DRAM 
• 8 KBytes Cache 
• Hardware Floating Point 
• Memory Management 

NllOO 
• 2 Mbytes DRAM 
• Memory Management 
•Serial Line Unit 
• Universal Boot ROM 

J-11* POWER FOR OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE 
FITS ALL EXISTING PDP 11/04/24/34s 

NO BACKPLANE CHANGE 

FOR SPECIAL PRICING ON NllOO, CALL OLIVIA AT 
(800) 233-1837 IN CALIFORNIA (714) 261-8811 

NISSHO 
E L EC T RON IC S 

17320 Red Hill Avenue, Suite 200, Irvine, California 92714 · FAX (714) 261-8819, TIX 181-308 

•uNIBUS and •J -11 are registered trademarks of DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION 
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Tailor your Memory Purchase to Today's VAXstation 3100 Needs, 
And Assure Yourself of the Most Flexible Upgrade Path Tomorrow. 
Announcing the OCME, M31 Series 
available in 8, 12 or 16 MB stackable 
array cards. Clearpoint offers you the 
most configuration options. Expand 
your upgrade possibilities beyond DEC's 
limited offerings. All Clearpoint M31 
Series boards support stacking, so you 
can get exactly the amount of memory 
you need today. Plus, you know you can 

Trademark acknowledgements: 
Clear/XJint .I Clearpoint Research Car/Xlfation; V AXscation, 
VAX, MicroVAX, Unibus , Q-bus, DEC/Digical Equipmem 
Car/Xlfation. 

upgrade as much as you need tomorrow, 
either by stacking or using Clearpoint's 
"trade,in, trade,up" policy. Clearpoint 
boards can make a big difference in your 
system's performance. 

All Clearpoint memory products are 
supported by an unconditional lifetime 
warranty and 24,hour,a,day service. 

CLEARPOINT 

Clearpoint Research Corporation 
35 Parkwood Drive, Hopkinton, MA 01748 

1,800,CLEARPT or (508) 435,2000 
Japan (03) 221,9726 

Canada (416) 620,7242 
UK (0628) 66,7823 

Netherlands (023) 23,273744 

Other DEC-Compatible Menwry 
• DCM£,M30 for the MicroVAX 3XXX: 
• DCM£,M20 for the MicroVAX 2XXX 
• DCME,M02 for the MicroVAX II 
• DCM£, V88 for the VAX 88XX 
• DCM£,V86 for the VAX 86XX 
• DCM£, V7 Series for the VAX 7XX 
• DCME,UNI for Unibus systems 
• DCME,Q Series for Q,Bus systems 

Call or write 
for our current 
catalog, the 
Designer's Guide to 
Add, In Memory 
and Memory Tales, 
a memory, 
applications video. 
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PU BUSHER American Su~ Story 
Carl B. Marbach Control Data Corporation (CDC) of 

Minneapolis, Minnesota, is an 
American success story at a time 
when the Far East seems to be winning 

most high-tech battles. The problem is that no one gives CDC 
the credit it deserves. 

Until DEC started producing the RAxx series of disk 
drives, DEC disks were produced by other manufacturers. 
One of the first drives DEC delivered, the RP02, was produced 
by Sperry Univac, and the follow-on RP03 and RP04 were 
made by the same manufacturer. Later, the RPOS and RP06 
came from Memorex, and when DEC was late with its RA
series Winchesters, Memorex produced the RP07. But the 
RM02 and the MASSBUS RM03 were the removable disk drives 
of choice in the late '70s, and these were made by CDC. 

Emulex and System Industries made their first major 
inroads into the third-party markets by selling CDC 9766 disk 
drives with more than three times the capacity of the top 
drive available from DEC. These 276-MB monsters had the 
same footprint as an RM02/RM03 but held three times as 
much data. Other companies, such as Diva Corporation and 
Century Data, also sold controllers and these drives, but 
they've either gone away or no longer serve the DEC market. 

Eventually, DEC brought out the RM06 to match Emulex 
and System Industries, but their mark had been made. In a 
sense, the 9766/RM06 signified the time when disk drives 
grew up in the DEC market - they finally held enough data 
to accommodate the data processing needs of a company. 
This development, along with the venerable PDP-11 /70, gave 
DEC its start in the commercial market. So, in a real way, 
CDC contributed to DEC's success in the commercial arena. 
Until this year, CDC continued to manufacture the 9766 to 
satisfy demand for a removable disk drive just now being 
satisfied by removable Winchesters. 

At the start of this decade, Fujitsu brought out a 10 1/2-
inch 160-MB Winchester that·spelled the end of the removable 
disk drive as a way of life. The RM02/3/5 drives were washing 
machine-sized boxes that required lots of room. And, although 
they were reliable, removable media were easily contaminated 
and head crashes were a regular occurrence. More than one 
operator serially destroyed data by putting perfectly good 
disk packs in a drive whose heads had crashed on the previous 
pack, trying in vain to find a good pack when in fact the drive 
was the problem. 

Winchesters almost ended head crashes. Professional Press 
installed its first 160-MB Fujitsu in 1981, and we've never lost 
a single bit of data because of a head crash. 
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Later, Fujitsu followed with a 450-MB+ version with the 
same 10 1/2-inch rack-mount footprint and the same 
reliability. DEC countered with its homemade RA81, but it 
was no match for the Fujitsu drives, and those who used 
third-party disks enjoyed better reliability and price/ 
performance. 

While the Winchester revolution was going on, CDC still 
was making hay with the venerable 9766, but it was soon to 
be totally outgunned in size, speed and reliability by the 
Winchester onslaught. There was no follow-on from CDC, 
the DEC business dried up as DEC brought its own disk 
manufacturing up to speed and the third parties turned to 
Japanese Winchesters for their offerings. CDC, at least in the 
DEC market, was out of the disk drive business. 

It looked as if disks were to be like memory - not made 
in America. But the talented men and women from Minnesota 
didn't give up. After exhaustive research and development, 
CDC produced a series of Winchester drives that are beating 
the Far East drives in speed, reliability and price/performance. 
From the small Wren to the 1.2-GB Sabre, CDC came back. 
The Sabre is a 5 1/4-inch, half-size dynamo that has to be 
slowed to run with a KDBSO on the BI bus. Two of these drives 
give you a 5 1/4-inch rack with a capacity of 2.4 GB. 

Unfortunately, for reasons that I don't understand and 
that are beyond the scope of this space, CDC will cease to 
exist as we know it. The ETA Supercomputer division has 
been closed, and the disk division was renamed Imprimis, 
which Seagate Corporation now hopes to purchase. It looks 
like a good deal for both sides, adding larger-drive technology 
to the Seagate line and getting Imprimis out from under the 
collapsing structure that was CDC. 

But, for now, congratulations to the fine people at CDC. 
Your talent, energy and hard work prove that America can 
compete. Good luck to lmprimis in its proposed new home 
with Seagate. 

On July 4, 1989 - thank you. 
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MESA 6300 Series 
•MESA turnkey subsystems are plug compatible with 

DEC® and Sun.® 
•Feature reliable 51/4'' drives by Hewlett-Packard® and 

Hitachi.® 
•MTBF up to 150,000 hours on HP drives. 
•5 year warranty on HP drives. 

5%" Drives By 
Ff/OW HEWLETT 
~~PACKARD 

•Available with removable or nonremovable drives, in 
rack mount, desk mount or tower configurations. 

•Up to 3 GB per subsystem. 
•Installation, on-site service and custom integrated 

subsystems are also available. 

DEC is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. Sun is a registered 
trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc. 

MESA 
ii#d#i@lelieiNM+1i·ii•i·i·lllel@I 

9720 Patuxent Woods Dr. Columbia, MD 21046 

Columbia MD Lowell, MA Milford, CT Springfield, MA Burlington, VT Raleigh, NC Richmond, VA Morris Plains, NJ Philadelphia, PA Charlotte, NC 
800/950-6372 800/999-6780 800/ 777-0984 800/999-6780 800/999-6780 800/777-2340 800/777-2340 800/444-9238 800/333-8641 800/777-2340 
301 /290-8150 508/458-4100 203/878-6800 201 /538-8004 215/644-3100 704/529-1792 

Q An Electrocomponents Company 
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EDITORIAL Missed Opportunities 
Dave Mallery Professional Press is a fair-sized Digital customer. We own seven 

VAXs, two PDPs and a DECsystem 3100 ULTRIX engine. 
Despite this array of equipment, we're too small to have a 

Digital salesperson. Instead, we deal with a distributor, Hamilton 
Avnet of Cherry Hill, New Jersey. I'm sure this sounds familiar to many of you. 

Hamilton Avnet is wonderful. When we want something, its phone folks can't do 
enough to find and deliver. In many ways, it's giving me the best service I've had since 
1976. That was the last time I had a Digital salesperson. 

At Professional Press, I sit at the center of the Digital universe and get a close look 
at every product that's announced. I also can find my way around the electronic store, 
and I subscribe to the Digital reference service, so I have everything in writing. However, 
I still have a problem. 

Recently, one of DEC PROFESSIONAL's contributing editors told me that ALL-IN-1 is 
dominating the world of office automation. The last time I saw ALL- IN-1, it was a 
horrible CPU hog that only could dominate your machine, not a worldwide market. 

My problem is, How can I find out more? Whom do I call? Distributors are great, but 
only if you know what you want to buy. 

If Professional Press is representative of the majority of Digital customers, then 
Digital is missing a giant opportunity to sell into its installed base. Maybe Digital should 
create special software salespeople - SWAT teams that would make the rounds of a 
territory to ensure that the installed base was covered completely. 

Recently, we encountered another opportunity for Digital to market its software. 
After upgrading our 8250 to an 8350, we found that we were spending all of our CPU time 
on the interrupt stack. DEC's Customer Support Center at Colorado Springs connected 
to our system and found the culprit in a few hours using the latest SPM. 

It's time for DEC to stop ignoring the small and mid-sized firms, to stop missing 
opportunities to provide the customer base with tools it needs. 

DEC customers don't buy products simply because they're announced. They buy 
products they need; and they only need products they understand. It's that simple. 

RISC And VAX: Together Forever 
DEC's product introduction on July 11 featured the debut of RISC and VAX systems i 

and software that will have a significant impact on the company's sales in 1990. Major 
products launched included: , 
• The IBM killer - The VAX 6000 Model 400 is the highest-performance VAX series 
ever. The series combines from one to six processors using SMP, achieving 85 per
cent greater performance than VAX 6000s, and spans performance levels of four IBM 
families. 
• Th~ Sun killer - The 10.4-mip RISC-based DECstation .. ?100 is priced fro!ll $7,950. 
That's $1,000 less than Sun's 12-mip SPARCstation 1. · . 

• The HP killer - The DECsystem 5400 and 5800 are DEC's first foray into 
RISC/UNIX midrange servers. The MicroVAXlike 5400 is priced from $49,900 and the 
5800 is priced from $121,500. 
• The PS/2 killer-The multiuser MicroVAX 3100 is the new entry-level VAX with 
2.5 times the performance of and a lower price than a MicroVAX 2000. With its cor
responding VAXserver 3100s, the new MicroVAXs are competitively priced against 
the PSl2 Model 80 and the AS/400 BlO. -Evan Birkhead 
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The New Leader 
Today VAX and VAX cluster users are looking to Micro Technology for the dynamic solutions 

they need to solve their networking and storage problems. As the new leader of VAX enhancement 
products, we have worked hard to respond to the needs of this constantly changing marketplace 
with the most efficient solutions possible. 

• Solutions for unattended HSC cluster 
backup, like our MA-24. The revolutionary 
MA-24 features 4 gigabytes to 32 gigabytes of 
unattended cartridge tape backup-the first to 
offer this capability. 

• Solutions for keeping your rapidly 
expanding network under control with our 
LANager network analysis and monitoring sys
tem for Ethernet. The LANager trouble shoots 
network problems quickly and monitors the 
performance in real time. 

• Solutions for capacity problems on your 
HSC port cards, KDB50 or space on your com
puter room floor, such as our 6200 Storage Array. 
20 gigabytes of disk storage are matched with 20 
gigabytes of cartridge tape in one single footprint. 

• Solutions for operating your VAX in a 
secured, classified environment, such as our 
Intercept removable storage system. Intercept is 
virtually operator error-proof. It protects the 
integrity of your data by not honoring spin
down commands until all processes are completed. 

But we don't intend to stop here. We intend to remain the leader in high capacity disk and tape 
subsystems, removable disk enclosures and networking products by continuing to listen to your 
needs and implementing the solutions you ask for. And backing them with a service commitment 
with worldwide support. We offer sales and service to over 5,000 customers worldwide. Satisfaction 
is important to us. That's why we are the leader today ... and you can count on us tomorrow. 

For more information please call Micro Technology 800-999-9MTI. 
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5065 East Hunter Avenue 
Anaheim, California 92807 
800-999-9MTI 
VAX, VAXcluster and HSC are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment 
Corporation. 



VMS And ULTRIX: 
DBTAL 
WA1Cll Finding The Fit 
Evan Birkhead UNIX has 

become an at
tractive alter
native to pro-

prietary operating systems. Every major 
system vendor, including IBM, DEC, HP 
and Unisys, offers a UNIX lookalike 
operating system on its standard hard
ware platforms. And some, most 
notably Sun Microsystems, have thrived 
by making UNIX their foundational 
operating system. 

Because UNIX always has been 
readily (and inexpensively) available for 
these systems manufacturers, UNIX 
went from an operating system with a 
lot of potential to one with a lot of 
momentum. This momentum also can 
be attributed to other important factors: 
1. Professionals emerged from colleges 
with skills m advanced UNIX 
programming. 
2. Porting UNIX applications became 
easier than writing new applications 
from scratch. 
3. UNIX features excellent process and 
1/0 handling, a sophisticated filing 
system, a modular nature and built-in 
programming tools. 
4. Success breeds success: UNIX carved 
out its own niche markets, ensuring sur
vival, and its library of applications 
grew steadily. 

UNIX-based systems have gained 
such momentum in the last year that 
many industry observers are forecasting 
a tenuous future for proprietary operat
ing systems such as VAX/VMS. 

Although VMS will undergo radical 
changes during the next decade, it prob
ably won't disappear. VMS is DEC's 
primary breadwinner. DEC can't afford 
to see VMS survive only in niche 
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markets. DEC historically has pushed 
VMS first, because it's better suited to 
the VAX architecture, offers a wide range 
of functions (its oft-referred-to "ele
gance") and brings in significantly more 
revenue per sale than ULTRIX, DEC's 
version of UNIX. 

But the company's entrance into 
the UNIX workstation arena with the 
RISC-based DECstation 3100 signals a 
shift in strategy. DEC now pours an 
equal amount of research and develop
ment funds into each of its operating 
systems. The ULTRIX side of the 
business is growing at a much faster rate 
and now accounts for more than 20 
percent of overall business. This is an 
intriguing trend as the company enters 
the multivendor, open systems era of 
the 1990s. 

Adding fuel to the UNIX fire, DEC 
President Ken Olsen, widely regarded 
as one who resists the UNIX movement, 
says that VMS' robustness eventually 
will be written into ULTRIX. 

ULTRIX Versus VMS 
DEC has positioned ULTRIX as its 
"open" operating system. That means it 
complies with widely accepted applica
tion environments such as :x/Open's 
CAE, the Open Software Foundation's 
(OSF) Motif and the National Institute 
of Standards and Technology's (NIST) 
POSIX system. DEC intends to sell 
ULTRIX primarily to multivendor 
environments (which today include vir
tually every computer site) and sites 
running applications on workstations. 

The marked difference in design 
philosophy between ULTRIX and VMS is 
exemplified by their structural internals. 
According to DEC's ULTRIX Product 
Manager Jim Barclay, "There is a point 
at which UNIX functionality fails, forc
ing a turn to VMS." Barclay maintains 

VMS will undergo radical 
changes during the 

next decade. 

that, for instance, UNIX isn't well-suited 
for production environments or high
throughput applications such as OLTP. 
According to Barclay, UNIX's file 
systems aren't proper, optimizing the 
wrong types of functions. Further, its 
scheduler isn't as good as VMS'. Finally, 
it's difficult and expensive to restructure 
UNIX for real-time applications. Still, 
these haven't stopped UNIX from grow
ing in production and high-throughput 
markets. 

Where does UNIX fit best? Govern
ment agencies are leading the switch 
from proprietary systems to UNIX, 
because their Federal Information Proc
essing Standard (FIPS) specifies clean, 
neutral purchases. Other industries that 
purchase UNIX include telecommunica
tions, primarily because it was written 
by AT&T, but also because it's an 
excellent switching system; computer 
science, because it's malleable and can 
be taken apart and put back together 
easily; and Fortune 100 companies such 
as Du Pont, General Motors and Shell 
Oil, because it's the open system com
monly used in business. A vendor 
developing software for these industries 
probably will use UNIX, as well. 

DEC's aim will be to continue to fit 
sites with appropriate solutions. "Appli
cations integration and interoperability 
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will be one of DEC's biggest goals for 
the next five years," claims Barclay, 
adding that the three operating systems 
DEC licenses - MS-DOS, VMS and 
ULTRIX - "must be able to be installed 
together.'' 

Radical Change 
DEC's VMS strategy is to score big sales 
in areas for which VMS is · best suited. 
Because VMS was written to be a net
worked operating system, its perform
ance is great in Ethernet settings. It also 
offers unique benefits such as clustering 
and journaling, and is a security
conscious operating system. 

According to VMS Product 
Manager Phil Auberg, integrated, 
distributed environments will use VMS 
in the next decade. Such environments 
are popular in multinational corpora
tions and OLTP sites. VMS also always 
will be there for customers who want 
a single-vendor solution. 

"In technical and scientific applica
tions, compatibility is important," in
dicates Au berg, explaining engineers' 
preference for different sizes of DEC 
processors, all of which run the same 
operating system. 

"I'm sure that at some point in the 
1990s there will be a radical change in 
terms of VMS technology,'' Au berg 
forecasts. "The [VMS) operating system 
will run on more powerful things in the 
future. And you may see parallel proc
essors in the future with closer ties to 
heterogeneous computer environments." 

The worst-case long-term scenario 
for VMS is that it will become the 
foundation of a hybrid operating system 
- probably VMS plus ULTRIX plus 
future extensions - with a user inter
face that can be configured by user 
preference to look like one or the other. 

"VMS and ULTRIX service very dif
ferent market needs," Auberg says. "If 
they didn't, we wouldn't be making both:' 

The Role Of Standards 
DEC is closely monitoring the 
emergence of standards from OSF, ISO 
and NIST. NIST's POSIX is a set of pro
posed standardized operating system 
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Industry Watch 
Telephone Tag - DEC is making a concerted move into computer-integrated telephony 
(CIT) technology. Aaron Holzer, a consultant with DEC's Engineering Systems Group, 
says that DEC's vision of computing environments in the next century includes hard
ware that integrates telephones and fax machines into networks and software that pro
vides real-time voice recognition for communications and security. 

This year DEC started major codevelopment relationships with Northern Telecom 
Inc. and AT&T that are steppingstones in that direction. Northern Telecom's ISDN/AP 
protocol software links the company's Meridian SL-1 PBX with auxiliary processors 
such as VAX.s. The AT&T agreement is a pact to devdop a PBX-to-VAX application 
interface based on DEC's CIT platform and AT&T's Adjunct Switch Application Inter
face (ASAI). 
Patents Versus Copyrights- Courtrooms across the country are hearing cases that could 
be affected by the recent 9-0 U.S. Supreme Court decision that upholds a contracted 
programmer's right to copyright material he produces. Many in the industry are con
cerned that the Court's tendency to protect intellectual property may result in patents 
becoming more difficult to obtain, particularly for manufacturers of software clones, 
such as Lotus clones. This might limit freedom in improving existing software 
programs. 

Patents are a stickier issue than copyrights. With copyrights, programs created 
independently have an automatic defense. With patents, whoever gets to the patent 
office first has a defense. The U.S. Patent Office is expected to release hundreds of 
software patents this summer, some of which have been pending for three years. 
Semi-Tough - Just one month after DEC announced a complete redesign in the way 
it manufactures semiconductors, it became one of seven founding members of U.S. 
Memories Inc., which will manufacture IBM-style DRAMs on a large scale. The 
emergence of the corporation comes at a critical juncture in the U.S.'s ability to com
pete with the Far East in the production of advanced electronics. The other backers 
include IBM, Hewlett-Packard, National Semiconductor, Intel, LSI Logic and Ad
vanced Micro Devices. 
Solid State - The first subsystems to incorporate solid-state disks into V AXclusters 
have been introduced by System Industries. The V AXcluster Performance Pacs use 
HSC controllers for f/O and support large- and small-spindle Winchesters in addition 
to solid-state devices. Prices range from $75,000 to $182,000. 
Standard B~rriers - Rich Lewan, product marketing and development manager for 
DEC's Engineering Systems Group, says that the company supports the Computer
Aided Acquisition and Logistical Support (CALS) initiative. CALS is the U.S. Govern
ment's standard for document management, sharing and access. 

The problem for CALS developers is attaining a standard set of CALS-compliant 
products that allow government and industrial users to upgrade with CALS systems. 
DEC's CALS-compatible software products include CDA-related products, DECview3D 
and EDCS II. 
Community Relations - Stratus Computer Inc. is the most recent of 35 systems ven
dors licensed to run CommUnity, the DECnet-compatible environment from 
Technology Concepts. Stratus manufactures XA2000 fault-tolerant, high-throughput 
systems. The software, called DNS/2000, lets an XA2000 participate as an end node in 
a Phase IV DECnet/Ethernet. 
Temporary Shelter - Wellfleet Communications Inc. is delivering a set of dient/server
based communications products that adhere to the Simple Network Management Pro
tocol (SNMP), the current standard on the Department of Defense's Internet. SNMP 
is an interim standard that will be used until the move to the International Standards 
Organization (ISO) model. SNMP is ISO-like, but not part of the model. Wellfleet's 
versions run TCP/IP and use the X Window System environment. 
Networking - Agreements with Chipcom Corporation and StrataCom Inc. signal 
DEC's willingness to cooperate with third-party vendors in building its enterprise net
working strategy. Chipcom1s ORnet fiber optic Ethernet system will help DEC com
ply with FDDI standards, while StrataCom will provide data, voice, video and image 
services over Tl networks. 
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Peritek 
does it with 

color! 
Graphics and 

alphanumerics for 
LSI, PDP, VAX 
and MicroVAX. 

Peritek has been offering the 
widest range of Q-bus and Unibus 
display controllers available anywhere 
for over 10 years. Hardware and soft
ware for most applications. Color and 
monochrome. Low to high resolution. 
Software support for RT /TSX, RSX, 
VMS, and ULTRIX, and bit-level 
subroutines which interface directly to 
Fortran and C. Image processing soft
ware is also available. 

Peritek's most powerful board, 
the VCK-Q/U, combines an advanced 
CRT controller and a 68010-based 
computer on one quad-height card. 
You get: 
• 1024 x 1024 x 8 color graphics 
• l 024 x 1024 x 1 graphics overlay 
• 64 x 85 alphanumeric overlay 
• hardware pan and zoom 
•two channel DMA 
• two serial I/O ports 
•SCSI port 

The VCK-Q/U prices range from 
$3,495 to $4,485. A complete 
package with software and monitor 
starts at $6,500. 

For your special requirements, 
Peritek can supply custom configura
tions of our standard products. We're 
ready to quote on custom software and 
hardware design projects, too. 

Call or write for free catalog. 
Peritek Corporation 
5550 Redwood Rd., 
Oakland, California 94619. 
Phone (415) 531-6500. 
In the east, (516) 798-1919. 

Peritek 
See us at: 

DEXPO West, November 7-9, Booth-223 
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Companies Mentioned In This Article 

Adtinced Micro Devices 
P.O/ Box 3453 
Sunnyvale, CA 94088 
(400) 97(}.97oQ 

Lotus Development Corp. 
55 Cambridge Pkwy. 
Cambridge, MA 02142 
(617) 577·8500 

Sun Microsystems Inc. 
2550 Garcia Ave. 
Mountain View, CA 94043 
(415) 960-1300 
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AT&T LSI Logic Corp. 
55Q Ma(liSOf) Ave. 
NeW. Yofk, 'NY 10022 

"(212) 605-5500 f 

1551 McCarthy Blvd. 
Milpitas, CA 95035 
(408) 433'-8000 

System Industries Inc. 
560 Cottonwood Dr. 
Milpitas, CA 95035 
(408) 432-1212 
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" ChiQcom Corp. 
· 195 Bear Hfll Rd. 
ii'wattham, MA 02154 

National Semiconductor Corp. 
2900 Semiconductor Dr. 
Santa Clara, CA 95051 

Unisys Corp. 
P.O. Box 500 
Blue Bell, PA 19424 
(215) 542-4011 (617) 890-6844 + (408) 7l1-5000 
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Intel Corp. 
'3065 Bowers Ave. 
Santa Clara, CA.95051 
(408) 967-8080 

Northern Telecom Inc. 
2100 lakeside Blvd. 
RJchardson. TX 75062 
(214) 437-8000 

Wellfleet Communications Inc. 
12 Di Angelo Dr. 
Bedford, MA 01730 
{617) 275-2400 
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StrataCom Inc. Technology Concepts Striifus Computer Inc. 
55 Fairbanks Blvd. 
Mar:tboro, MA 01752 
(soB) 400-2000 ' 

3175 Winchester Blvd. 
Campbell, CA 95008 
(408) 370-2333 

40 Tall Pine Dr. 
Sudbury, MA 01776 
(508) 443-7311 
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services. Jim Isaak, DEC's representative 
on the POSIX committee and resident 
open systems officer, says that the goal 
of POSIX is to isolate hardware plat
forms from the operating software so 
that code can be ported by recompiling 
between systems. "Ultimately, you'd 
have harmonization," says Isaak. "You'd 
be using the same words in different en
vironments.'' 

UNIX versions easily are made 
POSIX compliant. DEC is pursuing the 
difficult task of POSIX compliance for 
VMS, but POSIX is only a small part of 
open systems conformity; VMS offers 
most of the other components. VMS 
won't be POSIX-compliant for a few 
years. This will be accompanied by 
other efforts to establish closer ties to 
heterogeneous environments. "We're 
noticeably weak in the POSIX interface 
to the operating system," acknowledges 
Auberg. "But the POSIX application 
program interface will be a standard, in
tegrated part of the operating system. 
VMS will conform to all standards in the 
future.'' 

DON'T EXPECT VMS to go away mad 
based on the success of ULTRIX. Rather, 
expect DEC to make the two run 
together more easily by making them 
look more alike. If you think of the tale 
in Rudyard Kipling's just-So Stories about 
how the tortoise and the hedgehog 
evolved into an armadillo by undergo
ing separate transformations, you're on 
the right track. 

As part of VMS' evolution, expect 
DEC to attempt to improve VMS' per
formance on parallel (SMP) architectures 
versus ULTRIX. Simultaneously, the 
price of VMS must come down to a level 
competitive with the UNIX clones. DEC 
denies any plans to develop a RISC
based VMS machine, however, and many 
believe that RISC and VMS are mutually 
exclusive. 

IfVMS has a fatal flaw, it may prove 
to be price/performance or price/mips. 
Like IBM, DEC has inflated its prices, 
citing operating system elegance as the 
reason. Entering the 1990s, however, the 
bottom line is price. • 
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It took Logicraft 
et two otlier giants 

~--.-.....to each other. 
It was a global concern. DEC and IBM were 

engaged in a cold war. A war whose only real 
casualties were businesses desperately looking 
for a way to improve relations between their 
Digital terminals and IBM PC-compatible soft
ware. So they turned to Logicraft for the answer. 

Our innovative 386Ware provides VAX users 
with virtually unlimited access to PC software 
by integrating MS-DOS with VAXstations and 
VT terminals-at a fraction of the cost of pur
chasing individual PC's. 

Many of the world's largest government, educa
tion, and financial organizations, as well as over 
200 Fortune 1000 companies, have discovered the 
great communicator-386Ware from Logicraft. 

Call us today at (603) 880-0300 and end the 

cold war between your VAX hardware and 
MS-DOS software. 

386Ware from Logicraft. Think of it as detente 
for computers. 

~D~Dama
· • Coopcrari vc 

I ,. Marke1in~ 
Pro~ram 

DCID 
Bringing DEC and IBM Together 

22 Cotton Road, Nashua, NH 03063 
(603) 880-0300 FAX: (603) 880-7229 

Logicraft is a registered trademark of Logicraft , Inc. DEC is a registered tradem.ark of Digital Equipment Corporation . IBM is a registered trademark of Interna tional 
Business Machin es Corporation . 386Ware is a trademark of Logicraft , Inc. VAX , VAXstation , and VT are trademarks of Digi ta l Eq ui pmen t Corporation . MS-DOS is a 
trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 
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A QUALIFYING ERROR 
In "Daemons" (February 1989), Keviq 
G. Barkes shows how to create a de-: 
tached process with the RUN command. 
He neglects to point out that if the 
image is LOGINOUT, it's pointless to 
include the /ERROR qualifier, as 
SYS$ERROR will be the same as 
SYS$0UTPUT. 

Robert Firestine 
San Jose, California 

Kevin G. Barkes: The reader is correct. 
According to the DCL Dictionary, "the 
/ERROR qualifier is ignored if you're 
running SYS$SYSTEM:LOGINOUT.'' 

To redirect SYS$ERROR, you must 
reassign it explicitly from within the 
command file specified as the input to 
LOGIN OUT: 

$ ASSIGN DETACH.ERROR SYS$ERROR 

Two other notes: 
1. /OUTPUT must be defined, even if 
it's to the null device (NL:). Otherwise, 
the process will terminate when it can't 
find a file to assign to SYS$0UTPUT. 

2. Error messages generated by DCL 

commands will appear in both the SYS$ 

OUTPUT and SYS$ERROR files. Images 
that directly reference SYS$ERROR will 
send error messages only to SYS$ERROR. 

MORE ON MAPPING 
John Reynolds' response to my letter of 
January 1989 (Letters, April 1989) 

describes a situation in which a large 
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Please address letters to the editor to 
DEC PROFESSIONAL magazine, 
P.O. Box 503, Spring House, PA 
19477-0503. Letters should include 
the writer's full name, address and 
daytime telephone number. Letters 
may be edited for purposes of clarity 
or space. 

VAX is brought to a standstill. He incor
rectly ascribes the blame to the use of 
mapped sections when the problem is 
an unrealistically high ratio of virtual 
pages to physical pages. In this situation, 
a process may be paging its page table, 
resulting in dead page table scans that 
flush the modified page list. Mapping 
is simply one tool that makes it easy to 
create this problem. 

Consider two processes that want 
to bring the same large file into their 
virtual address spaces. The first process 
maps the file to a process private sec
tion. Page table entries are loaded as the 
section is created, resulting in one page 
fault for every 128 pages in the section. 
The second process uses RMS block I/O. 

Because th.e file is large compared to the 
working set, almost the entire file will 
be run through the working set, onto 
the modified page list and then to the 
page file. The cost is that of reading 
and then writing almost every page in 
the file. 

From this point on, both processes 

behave similarly, because both have the 
file in virtual memory with almost all 
of it on disk (in the section file for the 
first process and in a page file for the 
second process). The effects of a user 
wandering randomly through a large 
virtual address space will be equally 
deleterious to both processes and the 
system. 

The question is whether or not the 
entire file must be in the process's vir
tual address space. If the answer is yes, 
then mapping is the most efficient way 
to get it there. Having done so, you 
must pay the price, either ·in perform
ance degradation, which can result from 
the high ratio of virtual to physical 
memory, or in dollars to purchase ad
ditional physical memory to bring this 
ratio back into line. 

Also, a large virtual address space 
may not be a problem if it can be ac
cessed in such a way that locality of 
references is maximized. Further, if a file 
is mapped to a section and is writeable, 
the $UPDSEC system service can be used 
to bypass the modified page list on 
writes. This can prevent modified page 
list flushing, although it doesn't reduce 
turnover on the free page list and 
consequently does nothing to reduce 
hard faults. 
Bob Heath 
Edmonton, Alberta 

THE SOFTWARE SIDE 
John C. Dvorak's "Hardware Versus 
Software" (April 1989) is a generalization 
of the early days of data processing. 
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flicker-free. 

If you 're thinking about ordering a Digital 
Vf330 or Vf340 graphic terminal, don't
at least not until you've seen the C.Itoh 
Tiger Terminals. The C.ltoh CIT334 and 
CIT344 Tigers offer some powerful advan
tages you won't get with DEC~ 

More speed. 
For instance, the maximum data trans
fer rate on the C.Itoh Tigers is 38.4 kilo
baud. On the DECs, it's only 19.2. Add the 
Ethernet option, not available on DEC's 
terminals, and your communication is at 
network speed of 10 MB/sec with I.AT or 
TCP/IP protocols. 

More color. 
The CIT344 gives you up to 16 colors for 
each window from a palette of 262,144-
64 times as many as DEC. And it offers 16 
foreground and 16 background color text 
attributes you won't find on the Vf340. 
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And more. 
Tigers can also run two sessions at once, 
and dynamically size and position the win
dows anywhere on the screen. They have 
pop-up menus for easy setup using key
board or mouse. 

Feature CIT344 VT340 CIT334 VT330 

Drawing S{m! 
(Regis) 2x Ix 2x Ix 

Page; of Memory 6 3 6 3 
Dynamic Window.; Yes No Yes No 
Pq>-Up Menus Yes No Yes No 
Colors 

Per~ion 16.r262K i614K - -

Color Text 
Attribute; Yes No - -

Scrren 
Refre;h Rate 70 Hz. 6o Hz. 70 Hz. 6o Hz. 

Oversalil/ 
Borc~rscan Yes No Yes No 

Ethernet 
Interfare Option No Option No 

RGB lnterfare Option No - -

STl2.1PESI" 

A standard Apple Desktop Bus lets you 
use any ADB device for terminal cursor 
control, so you can choose from a mouse, 
keyboard or tablet. The Tigers also have a 
faster refresh rate- 70 Hz as opposed to 
60- so they're flicker-free, making them 
easier on the eyes. 

We think C.ltoh's CIT334 and 344 are 
simply more terminal for the money than 
the DEC Vf330/340. And when you com
pare, we think you'll agree. 

Call {800) 347-2484 or {714) 757-4492 
Southeastern Regional Office ( 404) 368-9183 
Eastern Regional Office (508) 366-5445 
Midwestern Regional Office (312) 850-9500 
Western Regional Office {714) 757-4422 

C.ITOH 
C. ltoh Electronics, Inc. 
2505 McCabe Way, Irvine, CA 92714 

We build more in. So you get more out. 
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Today, software engineers are more 
social and communicative than hard
ware engineers. Software engineers are 
more concerned with giving users what 
they want, doing it efficiently and 
meeting deadlines. Hardware engineers 
have to know only one machine, not 
multiple operating systems, applications 
and languages. 

The greater degree of knowledge 
and flexibility required of software 
engineers emphasizes their worth. Real
ity contradicts Mr. Dvorak's article. 
Cheryl Colburn 
Appleton, Wisconsin 

PORTRAIT OF THE ENGINEER 
John C. Dvorak's "Hardware Versus 
Software" (April 1989) begs a reply. 
Hardware engineers do a fast, efficient 
job because their jobs can be done by 
anyone who can plug in a lamp. 

Dvorak says that the classic hard
ware engineer smiles a lot and stays 
well-groomed. Hardware engineers 
smile a lot because they're thinking 
about lunch. They stay well-groomed to 
blend in with the crowd: Because 
anyone with a voltmeter can do their 
jobs, hardware engineers have to fall 
between the cracks during personnel 
cutbacks. 

Software engineers dress, act and 
live as they do because they're artists. In 
a foreign language - FORTRAN, C or 
whatever - they build a manuscript 
that makes the hardware engineer's 
boards and cables jump through hoops. 
When something goes wrong, fixing it 
isn't a matter pf plugging in a meter and 
letting it do the work. And each empty 
file at the beginning of an edit session 
is a canvas on which the software 
engineer paints his work of art. 

Sure, software engineers are geeks, 
but have mercy on them. Van Gogh's 
contemporaries probably thought he 
was a pretty big dweeb, too. 
Wayde Killmeyer 
College Park, Maryland • 
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A matched set 
of solutions. Our new line of 
MicroVAX 3500/3600 controllers 
is precision-tuned to boost your sys-
tem's performance. Every detail has been quality
engineered. For example, special extractor handles are 
FCC compliant, while providing optimum cable man
agement and full compatibility with BA 213 cabinetry. 

Each controller has a high-performance, micro
processor engine that can push the speed barriers of 
MicroVAX technology. The full set is backed by the best 
support team in the industry, and you can choose the 
best tool for your needs: 

QD24 Disk Controller ... supports up to four ESDI 
drives with transfer rates up to 15MHz. Full MSCP im
plementation. Standard and custom drive geometry 
configurations and on-board diagnostics allow simul
taneous multiple drive formatting and verifying. 

QD34 Disk Controller 
••• supports up to fourSMD-E disk 

drives of any capacity, with transfer rates 
up to 3.0MB/sec. Full MSCP functionality and 

our standard on-board diagnostics. 
QT14 Tape Coupler ... for Pertee-interfaced tape 
transports . Choose TMSCP or TSV05 emulation. Stan
dard or adaptive transfers. 
QS09 Async Multiplexer . .. emulates 
16 full modem-controlled lines of 
DHVI 1 emulation in one slot. Standard 
and non-standard baud rates and other 
parameters are programmable. 
Free tool catalog! For more in
formation about these and other 
Emulex products, return this mag
azine 's reply card or call Emulex 
toll free! 

Call (800) EMULEX-3, or 
(714) 662-5600 in California 

Emulex Corporation 
3545 Harbor Blvd. -~-

Regional Offices: Anaheim, CA (714) 385-1685 Atlanta, GA (404) 587-3610 
Teaneck, NJ (20 1) 836-37 17 Chicago, lL (312) 490-0050 Dublin , CA (415) 829-1170 
Burlington, MA (6 17) 229-8880 Washington, DC (703) 264-0670 
International Offices: Pa ris 134-65-9191 Tokyo 3-234-8951 Toronto (416) 673-1 211 
Bracknell 344-484234 Mu nich 89-3608020 North Sydney 2-957 -1 669 

Costa Mesa, CA 92626 EMULEX MicroVAX is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corp. 
© 1988 Emu lex Corporation Inc. 
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V5.1 PERFORMANCE 
QUERY: 

Steve Curski (SIG 37/MESS 924) : We 
upgraded an 8-MB 7SO to VMS VS.0-02 
from V4.7. Everything's running slower, 
but I see no evidence of paging/swap
ping problems. It acts as if the operating 
system overhead has increased so much 
that the machine is running slower. Has 
anyone else had this experience? 

REPLIES: 

Richard B. Gilbert (SIG 37/MESS 925) : If 
you're new to VS, you can expect a per
formance hit. According to DEC, VS is 
about five percent slower. 

There have been rumors about 
problems with paging files. If rebooting 
straightens you out for a while and then 
your paging rate starts to go up, that 
may be your problem. There's supposed 
to be a patch from CSC for this 
problem. 

This hasn't happened to me. I have 
a pair of VAX.station 2000s on VS, and 
they both have enough memory. 
Therefore they don't do a lot of paging. 
Lee Gleason (SIG 37/MESS 926) : There's a 
patch for the page file fragmentation 
problem for VMS versions S.O, S.0-1, S.0-2 
and S.l. If you've been experiencing 
page file problems, the increase in per
formance is very noticeable. You can 
leave your VAXs up more than a few 
days without having them slow down. 

It's called the "lost page" patch. 
The comments in the patch indicate that 
the problem was caused by memory 
management routines that occasionally 
would lose track of a page in the page 
file. These one-page orphans gradually 
prevent pieces of page-file space from 
recombining into big chunks. 

The patch is available from Col-
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How To Use ARIS/BB 
Subscribers to DEC PROFESSIONAL can 
call up our on-line bulletin board and log 
into ARIS/BB, our Automated Reader 
Information Service. In ARIS/BB, you 
can download programs from this 
publication, communicate with our 
editors, request a change of address, find 
additional information about advertisers, 
order books and back issues, check the 
guidelines for submitting articles, take a 
peek at our editorial calendar for the year 
and communicate with other VAX users. 

To log in, you '11 need your sub
scription number from your mailing 
label. Set your terminal to seven data bits, 
one stop bit and space parity, or eight 
data bits, one stop bit and no parity. Set 
your terminal emulation to VT100 and 
dial:. 

• (215) 542-9458 - Pennsylvania 
• (818) 577-9100 - Southern California 
• (415) 873-2135-Northem California 

N""'! • (617) 863-5010 - Massachusetts 
Baud rates: 300, 1,200 or 2,400. 

The ARIS/BB symbol appears at 
the beginning of each article when 
the program is downloadable. VAX 
PROFESSIONAL programs are available 
to subscribers of VAX PROFESSIONAL 
only. For subscription information, 
contact Karol Hughes at (215) 542-7008, 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. EST. Use these recom
mendations at your own risk. 
Professional Press is not liable for any 
damages to your system that might be 
caused by the hardware, software, pro
grams or procedures discussed here. 

XMODEM and KERMIT are available. ~u must 
key in your name and subscription number before 

the ARIS/BB Welcome Screen appears. 

SIG Identification 
The SIG categories referenced in this 
month's AR/STALK are: 
21 ........................ Controllers/Memory 
37 ................. .. .. .... .. ................ ..... VMS 
42 ............ ...... ... ....... Data/File Transfer 

orado on request. If you have a large 
configuration with a lot of activity, I 
recommend it. 

MSV11-PL MEMORY 
QUERY: 

Douglas Taylor (SIG 21/MESS 108): In an 
attempt to get an RX02 board to work 
in a MicroPDP-11 , I strapped the 18-bit 
address jumper on a S12-KB DEC 
memory board. It didn't work, and now 
the memory board doesn't either. Could 
I have blown out the DEC memory 
board by doing this? The PDP-11/23 + 
CPU bootstrap comes up and says "no 
memory at location 000000". 

REPLIES: 

Dave Kaplan (SIG 21/MESS 109): I'm not 
familiar with your specific hardware, 
but here's some information to get you 
started. Q-bus backplane slots exist in 
two variants: Q/Q and Q/CD (see 
Figure). 

In the Q/Q backplane, slots 1-8 are 
identical, and dual-size boards can go in 
any AB or CD position. Bus grant 
follows the zigzag pattern as shown 
through all slots. In the Q/CD backplane, 
the first three slots are modified so that 
additional addressing lines (represented 
by *) connect slots 1, 2 and 3 in posi
tions CD, and the bus-grant path is 
modified accordingly. 

These addressing lines use connec
tions where power supply voltages 
otherwise would be present. Therefore, 
if you install a dual-wide 22-bit board 
in 1-3 CD of a Q/Q backplane, power 
voltages corning in on the extended 
addressing lines can damage the board. 
Brett Bump (SIG 21/MESS 109): Dave, you 
got it right, just typed it wrong. You 
should have said be wary of the CD in
terconnect in the Q/CD backplane. 
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he gold key has been accept-T ed as the most efficient user 
interface for the VAX, bar 

none. And WORD-11 version 4.2 sets the 
standard for gold key word processing on 
the VAX. That's because WORD-11 cou
ples gold key functionality with over 100 
sophisticated features. 

WORD-11 's list of gold standards includes 
the following: 

Multiple font support 
Automatic spelling correction 
Thesaurus 
Multiple wrapped columns 

• Choice of a wide variety of printers 
VAX mail interface 
VAX/FAX option 
Calendar Manager option 

WORD-11 was designed specifically 
for the VAX user, which means high . 
performance with low CPU over

head. Plus, WORD-11 is available on the 
IBM PC with the identical format and gold 
key interface as the VAX version. 

If you're in the market for a word pro
cessor you owe it to yourself to see 
WORD-11. For more information or a 
demonstration kit, call or write us today. 

ORD-
Data Processing Design, Inc. 
1400 N. Brasher St., Anaheim, CA 92807 

800-843-1317 
In California call 714-970-1515 

Fax 714-779-7 468 
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IGURE. 

Q/Q-type 18-bit addressing Q/CD-type 22-blt addressing 

A B c D A B c D 

• v 

2 v .. + v 

3 + • v 

4 v .. + + • v 

5 + • v v .. + 

6 v ... + + • v 

7 + • v v .. + 

8 end---.-+ + • end 

Q-bus backplane slots exist in two variants: Q/Q and QICD. 

[Report From Dr. R.] 

The Age Of Aquarius 
Editor's note: Dr. R. contributes timely information about upcoming DEC products and strategies. Look 
for his insights on ARIS/BB and in ARISTALK. 

•Admiral Olsen says full speed ahead with the successor to Nautilus. The air-cooled 
Aquarius is a hot new VAX CPU that will be available in uni through quadratic configura
tions and will deliver 30 through 108 VUPS scalar performance and 55 through 200 debit/credit 
transactions respectively. 

Angling for vectors? Great, because Aquarius' built-in vector accelerator will belt out 
18 Mflops (100 x 100 Linpack) and 125 Mflops (peak) on a per-CPU basis. That's substan-, 
tially better than the performance of the vector option to be offered at some point in the 
future on the VAX 6400 and Firefox workstation. 

Don't expect to see Aquarius in the Electronic Store until early next year. One- and two
CPU systems may ship in winter/spring 1990, but you'll have to wait a bit longer for three
and four-processor versions and UCTRIX support. 

• Uncle Ken and his crew are planning to spring a slew ofl}eW MicroVAXs on the DEC com
munity. First, we'll see the MicroVAX 3100, an upscale replacement for the obsolescent 
Micro VAX 2000. Later in the year, we can expect DEC to transmute the Firefox workstation 
into a family of multiprocessor Micro VA~. Alas, we'll have to wait until next year before 
DEC unleashes a 7-VUPS Rigel-based system. 

• The doctor is off to see the Wizard of OZIX. According to sources close to the DECwest 
lab, where this alluring new O/S is being crafted, OZIX is a next-generation VMS follow-on 
that will run on an as-yet unimplemented 64-bit version of the Mips RISC architecture. Can 
you say "Son of MICA?'' Sure you can. 

• Finally, DEC needs your help. It seems that DEC is set to progratn-announce its much
vaunted (and even more heavily rumored) DBCwindows terminal and needs a name for this 
$2,500 gem. DT300 is the internal name for the product, but this sobriquet lacks zest appeal. 
Give DEC a hand, and maybe they'll send the winner to KAPRI. 

Douglas, the MSV11-PL is a quad
slot memory board, so you shouldn't 
have a CD-interconnect problem such as 
Dave mentioned (assuming you're us
ing a BA23 box). As long as you don't 
have anything on line AUl or BUl (not 
bussed by DEC), you can stick your 
board in upside down and probably get 
away with it. However, you can give 
your board brain damage just Hy hand
ling it. If this occurs, replace it with a 
third-party board. 

As far as your RX02 goes, I don't 
know what you're running, but I always 
use two different RX02 systems (one 
DEC eight-inch and one third-party 
51/4-inch that thinks it's an RX) on 4-MB 
systems with RSTS and RTl 1. 

Douglas Taylor (SIG 21/MESS 110): The 
memory board was in a MicroPDP-11 
with the H9278 backplane. Your com
ments were helpful. I was moving the 
boards around to accommodate another 
controller and may have put the 
memory board into a slot where it 
wouldn't work. 

The MSV11-PL memory board has 
been replaced with Chrislin Industries' 
256-KB memory board, which works in 
the 11/23 +. 

KERMIT/MICROCOM 
David Kaplan (SIG 42/MESS 495): I'm us
ing ARIS for the first time, and I've been 
browsing through KERMIT-related 
messages. One problem I've seen several 
times is people unable to get KERMIT 
transfers to work when using 
MICROCOM modems. 

Here's a simple solution: address
ing AX/2400 and AX/2400C modems. By 
default, these modems look for a break 
character, which tells the modem to 
drop back into modem-command 
mode. This is the same function that's 
handled on Hayes modems by a three
second pause, then + + +, then a three
second pause. 

The default break character is ASCII 
value of 1. When you start a KERMIT file 
transfer, eventually one of these gets sent 
down the line. To fix this, type the com
mand SEO at the modem's ! prompt. 
This disables the break character. • 
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If you used INGRES on your backlogs,; 
youtl be home by now. 

INGRES Tools provide the fastest path through your applications jams. 
It's a fact of every MIS manager's life. Backlogs will happen. But the problem isn't the volume 
of applications traffic. It's how your development tools handle the load. 

The solution is INGRES. INGRES Tools are part of a fully integrated environment that ties 
together SQL, 4 GL, host languages, visual forms, and report editors in a way that dramatically 
accelerates the entire development process. 

Shift into high gear. With INGRES, there's no slowing to switch tools. No need to fabricate tricky 
solutions. No road blocks. And once your applications are finished, they're ready to go places. 
Because your INGRES applications are easily portable across multiple hardware platforms. 

What's more, INGRES open architecture allows you to integrate data from other data 
bases and systems in your applications-easily and transparently. All of which makes INGRES 
Tools the surest way to maneuver through applications development gridlock. 

The tools of choice. Don't take just our word, ask DEC. They've chosen to distribute INGRES 
Tools to their users. You'll also find INGRES among the solutions preferred by IBM, Sun, Apple, 
and a long list of industry leaders. Our clients include two of the Big Three auto manufacturers, 
major financial institutions, oil companies, and service organizations worldwide. 

Take the fast lane. Don't let backlogs bring your company to a standstill. Choose INGRES, and 
take the fast way home. For more information or to attend a free INGRES seminar in your 
area, call 1-800-4-INGRES. 

fNGRES fNGRES fNGRES fNGRES fNGRES 

IVGRES Application Query and Multi-Server™ Database Distributed 
Development Reporting Database Gateways Data 

Tools Tools Engine Manager 

lffi C4' m c RELATIONAL TECHNOLOGY 

Call 1-800-4-INGRES 

Corporate Headquarters: 1080 Marina Village Parkway, Alameda, CA 94501, (415) 769-1400 
International Headquarters: 99 Kings Road, London SW3 4PA, UK, 44 -(1) 351.7733 

INGRES, IN G RES T OOLS, INGRES OPEN A RCHITECTURE and RE LAT IONAL TECHNOLOGY are registered tra d em a r ks of 
Rela tio nal Techno logy, Inc. D EC , IBM, Sun a nd Apple are regis tered tradem arks of respectively Digi tal Equipmen t Corporation , 
Interna t io n al Bu sin ess Mach in es, Sun Microsystems, In c., App le Computers, Inc. ©1989 Relationa l Tec hnology, Inc. Printed in USA. DP 
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Color Printing With Postscript 
The QMS ColorScript 100 Model 20 
Expands PostScript-Based Printer Family 

. Q MS Inc. of Mobile, 
Alabama, has added a 

new member to its QMS 
ColorScript 100 printer 
family. The QMS Color
Script 100 Model 20 joins the 
Model 30 to form an Adobe 
PostScript-based color 
printer family. 

"The QMS ColorScript 
100 Model 20 provides users 
with an entry-level color 
PostScript print system that 
offers the same high-quality 
output as our QMS Color
Script 100 Model 30 printer,'' 
says Dr. Donald L. Parker, 
QMS executive vice president 
for products and technology. 

The Model 20's external 
controller is based on QMS' 
Advanced System Architec
ture for PostScript (ASAP) 
technology, which features a 
68020 MPU/16.67 MHz-based 
Atlas controller board with 
4 MB of RAM, 1 MB of ROM, 
35 resident Adobe typefaces 
and the latest release of color 
Adobe PostScript code. 

Interfacing flexibility is 
a key feature of the Model 20 

controller. With built-in 
RS-232, Centronics parallel 
and RS-422/AppleTalk inter
faces, the Model 20 can con
nect quickly to most mini
computer, microcomputer 
and mainframe hosts. By ad
ding the QMS PrintLink 
communications controller, 
the Model 20 can operate in 
any Ethernet 1CP/IP network 
that supports FTP commands. 

The Model 20 includes a 
SCSI interface that supports 
up to seven 
external 

SCSI devices of unlimited 
size, including hard disks 
that can be used to store and 
retrieve additional fonts, 
forms, overlays and scanned 
images. 

The ColorScript Model 
20 uses the same high
resolution (300 x 300-dpi) 
Mitsubishi G650 thermal 
transfer print engine that's 
currently used in the QMS 
ColorScript 100 Model 30. 
When used with a four-color 
printer film roll, the engine 
generates four primary col
ors (yellow, magenta, cyan 
and black) and three secon
dary/additive colors (red, 
blue and green). With these 
seven base colors, the Model 

20 can print more 
than 16 million 

The QMS ColorScript 100 Model 20 offers letter and A4 

capabilities for color PostScript printing. 
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process color combinations. 
The printer ships with a 

150-sheet, letter/ A4-size 
paper-input cassette. Output 
orientation is face up to a 
SO-sheet output tray. 

The QMS ColorScript 
family, through a licensing 
agreement with Pantone Inc., 
can simulate all of the colors 
in the Pantone Matching 
System Process Simulator 
747XR except for metallics 
and fluorescents. 

A controller upgrade is 
available for those who want 
to expand their output op
tions to the 11 x 17-inch/ 
A3-size capabilities that the 
QMS ColorScript 100 Model 
30 offers. This field
installable upgrade option 
includes an additional 4 MB 

of RAM, a 20-MB hard disk, 
PS Exec software, a down
loadable HP 7475A plotter 
(HP-GL) emulation and an 11 
x 17-inch/A3 paper-input tray. 

The QMS ColorScript 
100 Model 20 costs $16,995. 
The upgrade option to con
vert to the QMS ColorScript 
100 Model 30 costs $5,995. 

For more information, 
contact QMS Inc., 1 
Magnum Pass, Mobile, AL 
36618; (205) 633-4300. 
Circle 435 on reader card 

-Pamela F. Fullerton 
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ItS Time You Started Using Our Mail Slot. 
It's the one labeled AlisaMail.™ 

The corporate E-mail solution for Microsoft 
Mail users. 

AlisaMail is a powerful, cost-effective 
combination of mail servers and gateways 
on the VAX that connects Macs and PCs 
running Microsoft Mail with DEC, IBM, 
and public E-mail systems. 

Now Microsoft Mail users can lug --~".' 
into the corporate VAX mail system and 
network, using Microsoft Mail to send and receive 
mail messages on the network. 

There's no training needed for existing 
Microsoft Mail users, either. You use the same Mac 
mail interface you always have. To easily send mail to 

DEC VMS users, DEC All-in-I users, IBM Profs 
users, and X.400 addresses. 

And adding new gateways and servers to 
increase your mail connectivity is simple. 
Because our Information Switch~M the heart 

of AlisaMail, provides a common set of 
message services for mail gateways a~d servers. 

AlisaMail by Alisa. Another special delivery from 
the odginators of Mac-to-VAX connectivity software. 



Merging In Real-Time 
Computer Giants Concurrent 
And Masscomp Consolidate Systems 

T he merger of Concurrent 
Computer Corporation 

of Tinton Falls, New Jersey, 
and Masscomp, two major 
players in the real-time com
puting market, has created a 
$400 million corporation that 
must migrate two product 
lines into one. Completed in 
October 1988, the merger 
united Concurrent's OS/32-
based 3200 series with 
Masscomp's RTU-based 6000 
family (see "Real-Time 
UNIX," November 1988, 
p. 72). The new Concurrent 
has more than 30,000 installed 
systems. 

While blueprints still 
were being drawn for a high
throughput computer series 
that would be upwardly 
compatible with both ex
isting product sets, Concur
rent introduced two proc
essor series, the MicroThree 
and MicroFive, under the 
umbrella of the Micro3200 
family. 

These products will run 
the proprietary OS/32 real
time operating system, 
which consists of prioritized 
task scheduling that can be 
off-loaded to hardware. It 
also supports software 
development in FORTRAN, 
COBOL, C, Ada and PASCAL. 

A suite of tools called 
Reliance Plus adds a software 
development environment 
for relational transaction 
processing and database 
management. Other features 
include streamlined intertask 
communication control, 
multiple record 110 and an 
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enhanced File Manager 
Directory. 

The 6000 family, mean
while, has been upgraded 
from a subsystem to a com
plete real-time system with 
the addition of six data ac
quisition products and an 
eight-plane color graphics 
subsystem that features a 
real-time implementation of 
the X Window System. 

The data acquisition 
products include four hard
ware modules: a Waveform 
Digitizer, which is a 12-bit, 
VME-based analog-to-digital 
converter with a 16-channel 
analog multiplexer; a 
64-channel analog multi
plexer; a 32-channel simul
taneous sample and hold 
board set for applications re
quiring samplings of large 
numbers of channels; and a 
Waveform Generator, which 
features four 12-bit digital
to-analog reconstruction 
channels, which let users 
display results as data is 
processed. 

The two data acquisi
tion software products in
clude Data Acquisition Con
trol Software, which pro
vides a library of subroutines 
for direct control of all the 
data acquisition modules, 
and a new version of Con
current's Laboratory Work
bench applications develop
ment environment. 

The new Micro3200 
computers expand the 3200 
series at the low end. Con
current benchmarked the 
high-end Micro3200 family 
member against the VAX 
6300 and claimed a 30 percent 

The Micro Five Expanded System, a member of Concurrent's 
Micro3200 series, can be used for real-time simulation. 

price/performance increase. 
Concurrent also said that the 
Micro3200 has a multilevel 
interrupt facility that pro
vides a 15 ms interrupt 
response time. 

The systems use multi
ple register sets and Concur
rent' s 40-MB-per-second 
Distributed Bus Link (DBL), 
which links multiple 3200 
processors in a parallel ar
chi te c tu re. Concurrent 
recommends these con
figurations where one CPU 
isn't fast enough and net
works and clustering are 
impractical. 

The Micro3200 line 
features six members based 
on the two processor boards. 
The MicroThree series in
cludes the entry-level Micro
Three Compact Chassis, the 
MicroThree Compact Sys
tem and the MicroThree Ex
panded System. The high
end members of the Micro
F i ve series are named 
similarly. 

Software written for old 
Concurrent machines can 

run unmodified on the new 
systems. The computational
intensi ve MicroFives re
portedly run at 6 mips, while 
the 32-bit MicroThree!:, 
designed for applications 
that require a balance of 1/0 

and computational power, 
run at 3.5 mips. 

The systems use VLSI 
surface-mount technology, 
CMOS design and 200,000 
gates. Memory expansion 
modules are available in in
crements of 8, 16 and 32 MB. 

The systems are also expand
able to support four disk and 
two tape drives. Eight com
munication lines and a 
160-amp power supply are 
included. 

The MicroThree ranges 
in price from $55,000 to 
$100,000, while the Micro
Five ranges from $80,000 to 
$160,000. Prices for the new 
6000 products weren't avail
able at press time. 

For more information, 
contact Concurrent Com
puter Corp., 106 Apple St., 
Tinton Falls, NJ 07724; (201) 
758-7000. 
Circle 449 on reader card 

-Evan Birkhead 
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PV-WAVE 

Results of computa
tional fluid dynamics 
(CFO) analysis 
using data from 
Ho/set Engineering 
as visualized on a 
VAXstation 2000. 
At the left, powerful 
image processing 
features quickly 
show an oveNiew 
of the full data set. 
From there, features 
and trends are iden
tified interactively and 
displayed as surfaces 
and line graphs. 
PV-WAVE is ideal 
for quickly viewing 
large data sets to 
gain important 
insights. Using this 
new information, it 
is then possible to 
select features and 
subsets for further 
review and analysis. 

Interactive Data Display and Analysis Software 
Immediate Visual Gratification 

Explore, analyze, reduce and visu
alize your data interactively with 
PY-WAVE on your VAX, DEC or 
SUN workstations. Our Scientific 
Visualization software lets you inter
act directly with your data to navi
gate through data sets, select key 
features, and visually identify trends. 
Your data will be translated into 
publication-quality graphics fast -
262,000 data points from disk to 
display in less than 10 seconds! 

PV- WAVE; DEC, VAX, VAXstation 2000; and SUN are registered 
trademarks of Precision Visuals, Inc.; Digital Equipment Corporation ; 
and SUN Microsystems, Inc., respectively. 

See Inside Your Data Fast 

PY-WAVE lets you select from a full 
range of analysis, image processing, 
and graphics visualization methods 
to let you see inside your data fast. 
With PY-WAVE you can access any 
data in nearly any format. Tie into 
your own software or commercially 
available products; there's no need to 
build or buy special data converters. 
And you can easily develop special
ized applications to create custom 
interfaces using commands, macros 
or pop-up menus· for all users -
from novices to experts. 

How Immediate? Let Us Show You! 

Discover how PY-WAVE 
helps you see your 
data fast. And 
spend more 
time formulat-
ing important 
results. Call 
Chris Logan at 
800/ 447-7147 to qualify for a free A evaluation copy. 

"¥~VISlJals® 
6260 Lookout Road 
Boulder, Colorado 80301 USA 
303/530-9000 Fax 303/530-9329 
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Today's Special: CocoNet 
CocoNet Inc. Serves Up A 
Multiuser Server For DOS 

I f you struggle with a 
DOS-only LAN, the 

CocoNet Tree Server may be 
for you. Developed by 
CocoNet Inc. of Coral 
Gables, Florida, the 
CocoNet Tree Server is a 
UNIX-based multiuser net
working system for DOS PC 
users. For multiterminal ap
plications, it provides a plug
and-play multiuser system 
with the speed and versatil
ity of UNIX. It's 100 percent 
transparent to DOS users on 
the network. 

CocoNet is designed for 
large financial departments 
requiring multiuser access of 
single applications, such as 
general ledger or payroll. 
However, it's appropriate for 
a variety of office situations, 
regardless of application. It 
offers 100 percent NetBIOS, 
TCP/IP and OS/2 compatibil
ity. It also features support 
for Microsoft Windows on 
PC DOS machines with 
multiple log ins to different 
servers and a direct SNA-3270 
Interface to IBM mainframes. 
In addition, it allows an in
terface with AppleTalk. 

Further, CocoNet fea
tures 10 million bit-per
second network speed, 
multiuser, multitasking ac
cess to files and applications, 
DOS commands on UNIX 
files, UNIX services on DOS 
files, and DOS-to-UNIX and 
UNIX-to-DOS file transfers. 

CocoNet offers drives D 
through Z with no partitions 
or size restrictions and nearly 
299 MB of hard-drive 
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capacity on a single drive. It 
features guaranteed data in
tegrity with the UNIX file 
system, virtual log ins from 
any PC to any server and 
program, and complete 
UNIX security and password 
protection at log in at direc
tory and file levels and for 
each program. It also features 
remote backups. In addition, 
failed or· disconnected nodes 
don't affect the server or the 
network. Diagnostics of any 
node or server are ac
complished remotely via 
modem or any terminal. 

This network server 
provides remote file sharing 
with built-in file and record 
locking and remote print 
spooling to any printer. It 
allows multiple servers, and 

all DOS and UNIX machines 
on the network can be 
servers. 

All UNIX services are 
available to each of the PCs 
connected to the network, as 
well as to the 32 or more 
dumb serial terminals sup
ported. CocoNet functions 
as a complete multiuser 
UNIX system, simultane
ously servicing network re
quests over an industry
standard 10-MB-per-second 
Ethernet link. 

CocoNet contains pro
prietary software and an Intel 
80386 server equipped with a 
monitor and keyboard, 4 MB 
of 32-bit main memory, an 
80387 math coprocessor, a 
1.2-MB floppy disk, a 380-MB 
ESDI hard disk and con
troller, a CocoNet Ethernet 
card, a 150-MB tape drive, 
remote diagnostics/manage
ment modem and an 
uninterruptible power 
supply. 

The CocoNet system 
comes with the SCO UNIX 
Operating System and net
work software, PC Network 
Software, cables and ter
minator, and two serial and 
two parallel printer ports. 

The system is com
pletely assembled, and in
stallation is simplified with 
autoload and configuration 
of each node. The DOS side 
of the network requires a 
CocoNet card and the ap
propriate PC LAN software. 

CocoNet comes with a 
one-year, on-site warranty 
provided by Intel Corpora
tion of Santa Clara, Califor
nia. Remote LAN manage
ment is offered free from 
CocoNet Inc. for one year. 

For more information, 
contact CocoNet Inc., 4275 
Aurora St., Ste. E, Coral 
Gables, FL 33146; (305) 
447-4608. 
Circle 546 on reader card 

-Eric Schoeniger 

CocoNet Inc.'s CocoNet Tree ·server is a UNIX-based 

multiuser networking system for DOS PC users. 
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© Eastman Kodak Company, 1989 

Digital and Kodak are combining forces to provide 
high speed electronic printing for the Digital 
environment: the Kodak Ektaprint 1392 printer. 
Direct Ethernet® connection ... the first high speed 
Post5cript® printer ... high speed/low overhead 
system output printing. It's a powerful combination. 
As powerful as the combination of Kodak's 1392 
printer and Digital Equipment Corporation's 
distributed printing architecture. Digital and Kodak 
are joining forces to provide seamless printing 
for the Digital environment. The Kodak Ektaprint 
1392 printer's open architecture and software 
integration provide unequalled systems flexibility. 
At up to 92 pages a minute, it can often print 
and staple a complete set of documents in the time 
it used to take to make a set of masters! 

Ask a Kodak representative for details on a 1392 
printer integrated into your Digital environment. 
Or ca/17 800 255-3434, Ext. 500. 

Now Digital has the Kodak advantage. 

The new vision of Kodak 
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The Object Objective county in the U.S. Using a 
mouse, the user could call up 
county maps and then click 
on "house" icons scattered 
across the maps to call up 
statistics on houses in areas 
of interest. 

Servio Logic's GemStone For VMS 
Manages Databases With Objects 

The key behind object
oriented database man

agement systems (OODBMS) 
is that they permit many 
simultaneous workstation 
users to share large amounts 
of data. Using point-to
screen objects and pull
down menus, the software is 
designed to be easy for non
technical people to use. It 
organizes information in an 
accessible fashion. It also 
provides many of the secur
ity, performance, data inte
grity and extensible features 
0f RDBMSs. 

During the last few 
years, Fortune 500 organiza
tions have begun imple
menting this emerging data
base technology, and it suc
cessfully has completed the 
difficult transition from 
laboratory drawing board to 
real-world installations. 
fyieanwhile, the object
oriented method has been 
gathering momentum, and 
many industry analysts claim 
that it could and should 
someday overtake the popu
larity of RDBMSs. 

GemStone, from Servio 
Logic Development Cor
poration of Beaverton, 
Oregon, is one object
oriented package that already 
has many installations. Ap
proximately 50 percent of 
GemStone object-oriented 
packages are sold to sites us
ing CASE systems. The 
health-care industry and 
universities are among the 
early users of object systems. 
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Servio Logic projects 
that within five years 
GemStone will be used pre
dominantly in business ap-

The statistics generally 
included a scanned image of 
the home's exterior plus data 

Workstation 

C or SmallTalk 
application 

GCI or GSI 

Host -C or SmallTalk 
application OPAL 

application 
GCI orGSI 

GCI - Gemstone C Interface 
GSI - Gemstone SmallTalk Interface 

In GemStone's client/server architecture, OPA L and 
GemStone sessions run on the VAX host but are accessible 

from workstations via communications interfaces. 

plications and document 
management, as well as in 
CIM environments. The 
company reports that it 
already has uncovered ap
plications in integrated cir
cuit design, computer-aided 
and architectural engineer
ing, cartography and 
geography, office automa
tion and la rge project 
management systems. 

I saw a demonstration 
of GemStone on a Sun 386i 
front-ended by the SmallTalk 
communications package. It 
was a real estate application 
with 3,080 objects in the 
database representing every 

on such things as price, 
availability and room layout. 
A series of mouse-selectable 
pull-down menus guided the 
user through the information 
possibilities. 

Some database informa
tion (e.g., prices) had been 
entered by filling in blanks. 
Some were true or false 
responses to conditions, e.g., 
swimming pool: false. 

The program consists of 
two software portions: 
OPAL, a proprietary pro
gramming environment used 
for data definition and 

manipulation; and a database 
that uses the object metaphor 
for describing complex data 
structures and their associ
ated behaviors. The idea is 
that the user can define the 
structure, behavior and value 
of his data. GemStone uses a 
client/server architecture, 
with the server residing on 
the VAX. 

GemStone is also avail
able on the Sun 3 and Sun 4, 
Tektronix workstations and 
the IBM RT running AIX. 
However, applications can be 
developed on virtually any 
workstation, including the 
IBM PC and Mac 2, using 
versions of SmallTalk. 

VMS system require
ments for the GemStone 
object-oriented data manager 
and the OPAL environment 
include 1.5 MB of RAM for 
the database monitor and 
3 MB of RAM for each 
simultaneous user; 10 MB of 
disk space for GemStone 
system files and 4 MB of disk 
space for data storage; a TKSO 
or 1,600-bpi 112 -inch tape 
drive; VMS V5.0; and 
DECnet/VAX networking 
software. 

The GemStone C Inter
face requires VMS C Com
piler version 2.3, and TCP/IP 
is required for the Ethernet 
connection to Smalltalk 
workstations. Prices range 
from $9,975 for a one- to 
four-user license on a 
MicroVAX II to $119,700 for a 
one- to 64-user license on a 
VAX 8800. 

For more information, 
contact Servio Logic 
Development Corp. , 15220 
N.W. Greenbrier Pkwy., Ste. 
100, Beaverton, OR 97006; 
(503) 629-8383. 
Circle 448 on reader card 

-Evan Birkhead 
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CHANGE DETAILS REPORT 

System: ACCOUNTING.DEVELOPMENT/CON 

Structure 
PAYROLUSRC;3 
Description 

Date;Time 
01/06/86;15:26:06 

User 
JACKSON 

Change-name 
CHG3008 

Modified Social Security Number entry from sing.le field to three fields to accommodate new 
reporting requirements. 

Actual changes 
#1 Delete 1 line beginning with line 163: 

05 SSN PIC 9(9). 
112 
f63:1 
163:2 
163:3 
163:4 

Insert 4 lines: 
05 SSN. 

after line 163:0 

10 SSN-1 
10 SSN-2 
10 SSN-3 

PIC 999. 
PIC99. 
PIC 9999. 

This change to a COBOL source file is reported by CCC's change management f acility. 

Software Control 
Softool Corporation's CCC 
Controls System Development Projects 

C ASE tools address the re
quirements definition, 

design, programming and 
maintenance phases of the 
software life cycle. Many 
tools have some form of ver
sion checking and change 
control. Change and Con
figuration Control (CCC), 
from Softool Corporation of 
Goleta, California, offers a 
complete solution. 

CCC spans the entire 
software life cycle, giving 
management and developers 
the ability to track and man
age system changes. Syste
matic change control ensures 
software integrity. Program
mers won't have to worry 
about working with out
dated versions of code. 
Changes to code must be 
authorized before they're 
included in a sy~tem's pro
duction release. Testing and 
validation procedures can be 
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automated to make sure pro
duction systems run 
smoothly before they're 
released in the field. 

The first C in CCC 
designates change control. 
CCC can track changes to 
any machine-readable infor
mation, including source 
code written in any lan
guage, object and executable 
modules and documentation. 
A complete history of all 
changes is maintained. 
Previous versions of infor
mation can be reconstructed 
on demand. Changes are 
documented to ensure that 
the impact of a change can be 
tracked. Notification of 
emergency program repair 
helps developers coordinate 
system modification tasks. 
Change control is supported 
at line, program, application 
and system levels, so the im
pact of system modifications 
can be viewed from many 
perspectives. 

The middle c 
designates configuration 
management. All versions of 
a product can be identified 
and controlled throughout 
the system life cycle. Multi
ple configurations are sup
ported. Changes made to 
parallel systems can be 
monitored, allowing concur
rent development to take 
place. Selected changes can 
be applied across a number 
of software configurations, 
eliminating the task of 
changing each system 
separately. All the com
ponents of a single con
figuration are kept in a single 
database. There's no need to 
manage multiple libraries. 
Storage space is saved 
because information com
mon to two or more con
figurations is saved only 
once. 

The third C relates to 
control. CCC can be 
integrated into existing 
software systems, providing 
immediate productivity im
provements. Changes can 

originate from a variety of 
sources, such as word proc
essors, text editors, worksta
tions and remote computer 
systems. Users can be given 
different levels of authority 
and responsibility to author
ize and make system changes 
and to access data. Before a 
change is made, CCC pro
duces reports detailing the 
impact such changes will 
have on the system. 

Other reports can be 
generated based on various 
criteria, including differences 
among versions, users, dates 
and times. Audit trails are 
generated automatically, thus 
eliminating manual pro
cedures. The level of archiv
ing can be adjusted so that 
only the amount of informa
tion a manager requires 
needs to be kept. Test cases 
can be executed and the 
results compared, thus auto
mating a time-consuming 
task. 

Two new Softool prod
ucts will be available this 
month. For smaller projects, 
'Softool provides CCC/BASIC, 
a menu-driven, entry-level 
system. Prices for CCC/ 
BASIC range from $2,700 to 
$56,000, depending on CPU. 
To enhance DEC's CMS, Sof
tool also provides CCC/CMS. 
Development managers , 
quality assurance staff and 
production control person
nel get the full benefit of 
CCC's capabilities, while 
programmers continue to 
use their CMS libraries. 
CCC/CMS is priced between 
$2,500 and $42,000. 

For more information, 
contact Softool Corp., 340 S. 
Kellogg Ave., Goleta, CA 
93117; (805) 683-5 777. 
Circle 545 on reader card 

-David B. Miller 
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t's sort of ironic that 
so many big, powerful 
VAX systems have to 
get by with little, slow 

cartridges or reel-to-reel drives for 
disk backup. 

Wouldn't it be great if somebody 
offered a high-capacity cartridge 
drive with a direct, high-performance 
attachment to the VAXBI Bus? 

Now, somebody does. Presenting 
MegaTape's GT-88 VAXBI 8mm car
tridge subsystem. A breakthrough that 
lets high-end VAX users enjoy the 
enormous capacity of 8rnm without 
bus adapters or other bottlenecks. 
The result is far greater capacity and 
convenience than 9-track streamers 
-at a fraction of the cost. 

Each GT-88 cartridge stores up to 
2 gigabytes of data, costs around $10, 
and fits easily into your shirt pocket. 

CIRCLE 123 ON READER CARD 

Exabyte-compatible data formatting 
lets you interchange cartridges with 
virtually any other 8mm subsystem. 

MegaTape's proprietary VAXBI 
controller is completely TMSCP
compatible, and lets your system zip 
through backup chores using your 
standard VMS or Ultrix backup utilities. 

NOW: 8MM ON VAXBI BUS. 
ANOTHER MEGATAPE EXCLUSIVE! 

The GT-88 VAXBI subsystem 
offers something else that's crucially 
important, too: support capability 
built on nearly a decade of advanc
ing the state of the backup art. 

So if you'd like your VAX back
ups to really fly, there's only one 
place to catch the Bus: MegaTape. 

PS. We also offer the industry's 
"best buy" QBUS and Unibus sub
systems, too! 
VAX , VAX BI , QBUS , Unibus, VMS and Ultrix are trademarks of Digital 
Equipment Corp. 
© 1989 MegaTape Corporation. 

MEGATAPE CORPORATION 
1041 Hamilton Road 
Duarte, CA 91010-0317 
(818) 357-9921 • Telex: 510 600 7131 
Telefax: (818) 357-2369 

~~egaTape 
THE GREAT LEAP IbRWARD IN BACKUP 



Trusting Your RDBMS 
Sybase Inc. Beefs Up RDBMS Security 
With The Secure SQL Server 

T he Sybase RDBMS, from 
Sybase Inc. of Emery

ville, California, has the 
bizarre advantage of having 
entered the game late. With 
its first products shipping 
only about three years ago, 
Sybase was able to design a 
product based on current 
market demand and stan
dards, unhindered by past 
database trends. 

The resulting system is 
SQL-based, and offers a 
client/server architecture for 
database development and 
execution. The company has 
developed Sybase user-inter
face and front-end products 
for use with many major 
4GLs, statistical packages, AI 
systems and graphic interfaces. 

The system features two 
major components arranged 
in a client/server architecture. 
The client, called the Sybase 
SQL Toolset, runs the 
applications and develop
ment toolset and the server, 
called the Sybase SQL Server, 
runs the RDBMS. The server 
is a multithreaded single 
process that handles all 
database management func
tions and data requests from 
all users. 

Center (NCSC) Orange Book 
guidelines, which define 
levels of trusted systems. 

The Secure SQL Server 
comes in two versions: one 
that adheres to the NCSC Bt 

level and runs with UNIX
based systems, and one that 
runs with the B2 level and is 
designed for bare hardware. 
B 1 and B2 are measures of a 
trusted computer base's 
security enforcement 
mechanism. 

Both server versions 
provide centralized control 
of data integrity, as well as 
mandatory and discretionary 
access control. Mandatory 
control is a label-based sys
tem that controls user access 
based on automatically 
assigned security labels. 
Discretionary control limits 
access based on user identity 
as opposed to data label. 

The Secure SQL Server 
is priced from $20,000 to 
$200,000, depending on CPU 
size. This price doesn't 
include the SQL Toolset. 

The other component of 
the Sybase RDBMS, the 
Sybase SQL Toolset, includes 
a set of programs called the 
Application Productivity 
Tools (APT) Workbench. 
These are windows-based 
tools used for prototyping, 
building and maintaining 
forms-based on-line applica
tions. Sybase built APT to be 
extensible into visual, 4GL 
and 3GL environments. All 
developed applications also 
can be migrated to the Secure 
SQL Server. 

The Sybase SQL 
Toolset's components in
clude APT Build, a 
dictionary-driven automatic 
program generator; APT 
Edit, a visual forms editor 
for designing menus and 
screen layouts; APT SQL, an 
object-based 4GL for defin
ing logic and processing for 
APT Edit forms ; and APT 

Execute, the environment for 
running these applications. 

The Sybase SQL Toolset 
includes a Data Workbench 
that runs interactive SQL and 
visual SQL queries, reports 
and utilities. The program 
includes two programmable 
libraries: one for forms con
trol from programs written 
in 3GLs; and one that pro
vides a host-language inter
face from C, COBOL, 
PASCAL, FORTRAN or Ada 
to the Secure SQL Server. 

Sybase has development 
and licensing agreements 
with such companies as 
Ashton-Tate, Interactive 
Development Environments, 
Microsoft, Next, Pyramid, 
Stratus Computer and 
Unify. There are more than 
20 participants in the com
pany's Sybase Software Part
ners Program. 

For more information, 
contact Sybase Inc., 6475 
Christie Ave., Emeryville, 
CA 94608; (415) 596-3500. 
Circle 450 on reader card 

-Evan Birkhead 

Data Dictionary 
= -,;c 

History List 

Set DB Context 
Customize OWB 
Clipboard 

Define Format Properties 

Copy Table 

Program Version 

Now Sybase has re
leased a new version of the 
SQL server called the Secure 
SQL Server, available for VAX 

ULTRIX systems. This adds 
the ability to store data of 
multiple security classifica
tions within one database. 
Sybase reports that the sys
tem was designed to satisfy 
the requirements of the Na
tional Computer Security 

The SQL-oriented Data Workbench, which runs queries and reports, 

is an example of Sybase's pull-down menu structure. 
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Obviously, you need more power to handle additional tasks, 
more emulations to suppon a variety of software, and just 
more flexibility. 

This could be the beginning of an Ulcer! 

Camintonn has the Pre8cription for all your 
printing ills. 

We start with Adobe® PostScript' and 35 resident 
type fonts, 3MB of RAM, and the fastest processor available. 
e TurboLaSer/PS-PWS 3 provides the correct dosage of 

hardware to perfectly emulate DEC LNO~, LN03 PLUS®, 

c.eimmtonn 

LN03R®, HP LaserJet series II and Diablo® 630 ECS ALL-IN- ONE 
system. 

In addition, Camintonn provides RS-232, Centronics and 
AppleTalk interfaces for expansion convenience. 
Now you 1 re half way to healthy again! 

Camintonn eliminates all the aches and pains associated with 
buying the right laser printer. And, our emergency room staff 
of applications personnel is standing by to answer any . 
questions you may have to ease "Post Purchase" syndrome. 

Take to the TurboLaser/PS-PLUS 3 and call us in the 
morning. 

Call 1 (800) 843-8336 
Western Regional Office (714) 553-0247 
Eastern Regional Office (617) 871-7718 
FAX (714) 660~8063 



Going Tropical 
Tropical Communications Associates' pcX2 5 

Provides Link To X.25 Nets 

T he X.25 international 
standard network pro

tocol provides error-free 
communications without the 
need to use file-transfer 
utilities such as KERMIT or 
XMODEM. It also allows 
long-distance access via local 
calls either by dial-up or 
leased-line communications. 

pcX25, from Tropical 
Communications Associates 
Inc. (TCA) of Delray Beach, 
Florida, is a PC-compatible 
product that provides a syn
chronous link to private or 
public X.25 networks. 

With pcX25 and an in
ternal or external Hayes, 
Universal Data Systems or 
Data Race modem, you can 
achieve remote X.25 access to 
a high-end VAX and can log 
onto multiple sessions with 
only one logical link. Ac
cording to Sam Carter, presi
dent of Tropical Communi
cations Associates, you 
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should be able to achieve 
remote access to any VAX 
that supports VT100 terminal 
emulation and packet data 
networks. (At press time, 
however, the company 
hadn't completed testing of 
this feature.) 

Up to 20 simultaneous 
sessions are supported, and 
with a fixed split-screen 
capability you can view two 
sessions concurrently. For 
example, you can edit a 
document in one window 
and monitor file transfer in 
another. If you have more 
than two sessions running at 
once, a hot key lets you in
stantly switch display of the 
background session to the 
screen. 

You can connect simul
taneously to sessions on 
various VAXs or run several 
sessions from one VAX. Hot 
keys for switching displays 
of various sessions run from 

1 through O (the first 10 ses
sions). Beyond that, you use 
two- or three-key macros. 

Asynchronous and 
VT100 terminal emulation are 
supported (and you can use 
KERMIT or XMODEM), as is 
a print queue option in 
which you link your PC 
printer to the VAX and run 
"real-time" VAX print jobs 
in background on the PC 
printer while simultaneously 
working in foreground with 
other VAX sessions. The 
product treats the PC disk as 
its print spooler. Thus, print 
speed is determined by the 
speed of your modem. It can 
range up to 9,600 baud, 
depending on the modem 
you choose. (The Universal 
Data Systems modem is the 
only 1CA-supported modem 
that achieves this speed.) 

Both public and private 
networking are supported, 
although in North America 
X.25 public access lines are 
available only in major cities. 
The pcX25 comes with 100 
preconfigured North 
American dial-up numbers, 

which access Tymnet, Tele
net, Datapac (a Canadian 
X.25 network) and others. Of 
the public networks, only 
Tymnet supports 9,600-baud 
communications, although 
Telenet reports that it will do 
so soon. Public information 
networks are also accessible. 
The product is preconfigured 
with dial-up numbers for 
The Source, CompuServe, 
MCI Mail and Dow Jones. 

This menu-driven syn
chronous communications 
product requires an IBM PC 
XT/AT/PS2 or 100 percent
compatible microcomputer 
with at least 384 KB of RAM, 
MS DOS 2.1 or later and an 
internal or external Hayes, 
Universal Data Systems or 
Data Race modem. The soft
ware costs $295. 

For more information, 
contact Tropical Com
munications Associates Inc., 
P.O. Box 7057, Delray 
Beach, FL 33484; (407) 
498-1302. 
Circle 451 on reader card 

-Elaine L. Appleton 

pcx25 split-screen 
display with two active 
host sessions. The top 
session is menu 
selection, allowing 
keyboard entry. Bottom 
is XMODEM file transfer 
(to the same host). 
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RAX CO'S 
CACHE RABBIT. 

Speed plus smarts 
in data access. 

Tired of slow access to data on 
your VAX? Try RAXCO's RABBIT-II 

Caching and Virtual Disk System;™ 
a software solution that ensures superior 

VAX performance, without the expense 
of additional hardware. 

SMART, TRANSPARENT CACHING. 
PLUS ALL THE VIRTUES OF 

VIRTUAL DISK. 

RABBIT-11 's broad array of options lets you 
choose the combination of fast, transparent and 

reliable data access methods that's right for you. 
RABBIT-I l's dynamic caching facility puts a small 

amount of memory to work moving masses of data 
at exceptional speed. 

RABBIT-11 's virtual disk capability lets you dedicate 
portions of memory as workspace-high-speed disks-for 

projects requiring fast access. 
In addition, RAXCO's exclusive RABBIT 1/0 Monitor 

reports on disk and file activity for effortless load balancing 
and tuning. You'll see which applications will benefit most 

from RABBIT-11 's powerful features to enhance your VAX's 
performance. 

Most importantly, RABBIT-11 's write-through and shadow 
recording features keep your data secure without compromising 

system perfonnance. 

RAXCO, THE SMART SOURCE FOR VAX/VMS 
PRODUCTM1Y AND PERFORMANCE. 

The Cache Rabbit, RAXCO's RABBIT-I I, is the newest addition to the 
comprehensive family of RABBIT VAX/VMS productivity and 

performance tools. Cache Rabbit is supported by RAXCO Software 
Inc., with eleven years of experience serving VAX/VMS users. 

RAXCO'S CACHE RABBIT: 
FAST. SMART. RELIABLE. 

Why wait? Discover RAXCO's Cache Rabbit 
today. For a free demo, write RAXCO 

Software Inc., 2440 Research Boulevard, 
Suite 200, Rockville, MD 20850, 

or call: (301) 258-2620 
FAX: (301) 330-5756 

West U.SA: (714) 863-0100 FAX: (714) 863-1417 
Canada: (519) 371-5020 FAX: (519) 371-5533 

RAX CO 
SOFIWARE INC. 

CIRCLE 190 ON READER CARD 

VAX/VMS are 17ademarb of DtgiW Equipment 
Corporation. RABBIT-I I Caching and Virtual 

Disk is a trademark of RAXCO Software Inc. 
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HARDCOPY DEVICES 

Printer 
Setup 

Modules 
New software for ScriptPrinter 

bridges ANSI and PostScript worlds. 

THE CENTRAL IRONY of computer 
technology is that while systems and 
software become easier to use, the 
behind-the-scenes programmmg 
becomes more complex. Digital's latest 
release of its VAX ScriptPrinter Soft
ware, version 2.0, is a case in point. 

In Digital's previous release of this 
software for its 8-ppm desktop 
PostScript laser printer (LN03R), you 
could print PostScript code and ANSI 
files that first had been translated into 
PostScript by the software's built-in 
ANSI-to-PostScript translator. Unfor
tunately, ANSI printer setup modules -
small programs written to modify 
printer settings - posed a problem. The 
VAX ScriptPrinter Software couldn't 

distinguish PostScript setup modules 
from ANSI setup modules. 

In V2.0, Digital has added support 
for device control library search lists. 
Now you can specify a data type, ANSI 
or PostScript, for the device control 
libraries that contain your printer setup 
modules. You also can create a search list 
that specifies the order in which the 
device-control libraries will be searched 
for the printer setup modules you 
specify with the /SETUP or /FORM 
qualifier. 

With the new printer software, 
ANSI setup modules and files 
automatically are translated by the soft
ware's ANSI-to-PostScript translator 
before being sent to the printers, while 

BY DAVID C. LARRICK AND LEN F. WIN MILL 
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HARD COPY DEVICES 

Using Printer Setup Modules 
Wit& Non-Digital Printers 

If your shop has non-Digital ANSI or PostScript printers, you still may be able to take 
advantage of ANSI and PostScript setup modules and files. 

ANSI and PostScript code are highly transportable. You can send ANSI and 
PostScript setup modules and data files diret tly to non-Digital printers, as long as you 
don't mix data type8. If you restrict PostScript modules and data files to Pos~Script 
printers. and ANSl setap modules lcllld data files to non-Oigital ANSI printers. you'll 
stay out of trouble. 

VAX ScriptPrinter Software is highly specific to Digital's 8-ppm desktop 
PostScript laser printer. It doesn't .support non-Digital printers, PostScript or other
wise. This software features the device control library s~arch list support and ANSI

to-PostScript translators required for seamless printer operation in a mixed 
ANSI/Post~cript envirolJDlent. 

PostScript setup modules and files 
bypass the translation step. Digital's 
support for device control library search 
lists makes this process transparent to 
the user while protecting his investment 
in ANSI printer setup modules. 

Speaking The Language 
In the recent past, you spoke only ANSI 
if you wanted to print text to a Digital 
printer. ANSI files consist of ASCII text 
- alphanumeric characters, punctuation 
and other symbols used in text represen
tation - plus special non-printable 
strings. 

These strings are called escape or 
control sequences, because they're 
introduced by ASCII 033, the escape 
character, or ASCII 155, the control se
quence introducer (CSI). They perform 
a variety of printer operations required 
to generate properly printed pages. For 
example, sending the simple character 
string "PostScript Clones Don't Cut It" 
to an ANSI printer causes the printer to 
print that string. However, additional 
printer instructions are required so that 
you can obtain the printed output in its 
desired form. 

One common command is the 
form feed, CTRL-L. Usually the last 
character in a print file, this command 
causes the printer to advance by one 
page. This is handy for an impact printer 
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such as the LA75, and vital for a laser 
printer such as the LN03 - unless you 
want the printed page to remain inside 
the printer. 

Escape and control sequences can 
move the paper or current printing posi
tion up and down; select text attributes 
such as double-width/double-height 
characters; bold, underline, italicize and 
strike-through text; expand or compress 
horizontal and vertical pitch; set margins 
and tabs; and perform other functions. 

Over the years, the ANSI standard 
has served many Digital users well. It's 
a fast, simple, consistent method of 
sending text to a printer. ANSI requires 
little or no text formatting for simple 
documents. In printing environments in 
which the appearance of the printed 
page isn't critical, ANSI is unsurpassed. 

Now, technology and the market
place are moving to more intelligent 
printers. Programmability and graphics 
capabilities rapidly are becoming prod
uct requirements. But the ANSI standard 
was designed for the character-cell 
environment. Thus, the simple ANSI 
model of sending character strings sur
rounded by printer control sequences -
a descendant of the teletype - is ripe 
for succession. 

Digital, along with IBM, Apple, 
Next and other industry notables, has 
adopted the PostScript page description 

language from Adobe Systems Inc. 
PostScript is a complete programming 
language written for the specific pur
pose of describing the appearance of text 
and graphics on the printed page. Post
Script's widespread acceptance as a de 
facto industry standard is indicative of 
its quality and capabilities. 

PostScript adds new dimensions to 
familiar printing models. It provides 
complete control over how text and 
graphics appear on the printed page. 
PostScript applications can tap Adobe's 
scalable type outlines to generate text in 
a variety of sizes and styles. Among 
other things, PostScript can stretch, 
shrink and rotate graphic elements to 
any degree; overlay and superimpose 
text and graphics; print text in straight 
or curved lines; and fill characters with 
any texture or shade of gray. 

PostScript commands perform 
powerful, page-oriented functions. Not 
surprisingly, a PostScript print file is dif
ferent from an ANSI text file. Never
theless, PostScript print files have an 
attractive characteristic: They normally 
don't contain non-printable characters. 
They're straight ASCII text. Therefore, 
PostScript files can be communicated 
easily among different systems. 

Peaceful Coexistence 
Digital's first PostScript printer, the 
PrintServer 40 (LPS40), features built-in 
hardware accelerators that boost its 
maximum speed to 40 ppm for text files. 
Alongside the LPS40, Digital introduced 
version 1.0 of its VAX PrintServer 40 
software. This software follows the 
client/server model, with two com
ponents: the client portion, which runs 
on a VAX/VMS system; and the server 
portion, which is downline-loaded to 
the PrintServer 40's embedded 
MicroVAX II processor. The PrintServer 
40 software includes a PostScript inter
preter and printer control software. 

Because little PostScript application 
software was available for the VAX 
environment when the LPS40 was 
introduced, a key component of the 
PrintServer 40 software was a trio of 
software utilities that translate ANSI/ 
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CMS Enhancements can meet today's most dramatic storage problems 
with the ideal subsystem to fit your DEC® equipment. 

W hether you 're working with 
a Micro VAX II®, III®, 
VAX®, LSI®, PDP® or 

Unibus® system, CMS ' comprehensive 
line of DEC products are available to 
get you up and running - instantly -
because our entire subsystem selection 
is "plug & play" and ready to work in 
mere minutes. You can choose between 
single or multiple drive, tape or hard 
disk, tabletop or rackmount, and/or a 
combination of the above components to 
suit your exact needs. 

DEC VAX STATION 3100 SOLUTIONS: (Internal) 3.5" 
drives at 40MB and JOOMB capacities. (External) 5.25" 
drives ranging from 155MB to 766MB. 

Whatever your capacity or 
performance requirements, CMS has the 
subsystem that's perfect for your 
application. All of our models are 
engineered and manufactured to the 
highest standards of quality and 
reliability. 

At CMS, we complement our state
of-the-art products with instant 
availability, competitive pricing, and the 
finest in service and support. No wonder 
we 're the industry 's leading supplier of 
complete storage solutions - with well 
over one million hard disk drives sold, 
worldwide. 

So contact the DEC Sales 
Department at CMS Enhancements 
today. And let CMS take the tragedy out 
of your mass storage problems. 

Or, for the name and telephone 
number of your nearest CMS 
Enhancements dealer, call us at 
(714) 259-9555. 

MICROVAX II & Ill SOLUTIONS: (Hard Disk 
Subsystems) ESDI and SCSI from 155MB to 766MB. 
8mm HELICAL TAPE SUBSYSTEMS AT 2.2GB. 

ENHANCEMENTS 
The better part of your system . 

CMS Enhancements, Inc.• 1372 Valencia Ave. 
Tustin, CA 92680 • (714) 259-9555 
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PC, MAC, UNIX, XENIX, VAX, 
and more. 30 popular operating systems . 
Connect and manage file transfers around 
the office or around the world . 

RIGHT OUT OF THE BOX 
Use regular modems , V.32 , new high 
speed modems, X.25,LANs .. . 
BLAST makes them all compatible. 

FOR INSTANT NETWORKS 
Link two computers or 2000 . . . with 
• One easy, identical interface 
• One set of commands 
• One powerful script language 
• One reliable program 

WITH ALL THE FEATURES 
• Bulletproof file transfer 
• Terminal Emulators - VT 100/220, etc. 
• Scripting for customized routines 
• PC to PC Remote Control 
• Fully automated operation 
• Unbeatable noise resistance 

IN GOOD COMPANY 
• Over 50 ,000 users worldwide 
• Top-Notch technical support 

Call 800-24-BLAST 

Communications Research Group 
5615 Corporate Blvd. • Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70808 

(504) 923-0888 
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SIXEL, ReGIS and Tektronix 4010/4014 
files into PostScript print files. The 
ANSI-to-PostScript software translator 
lets you print existing text files on the 
PostScript-only PrintServer 40 while 
migrating at your own pace to native 
PostScript applications. 

Digital offered the same solution in 
the first release of the VAX ScriptPrinter 
software for its ScriptPrinter. At first 
glance, the ANSI translator solution 
seems ideal. But many Digital system 
managers and applications developers 
have discovered a nagging problem 
when attempting to bridge the ANSI 
and PostScript worlds: ANSI setup 
modules. 

ANSI Setup Modules 
ANSI setup modules contain escape 
sequences, control commands and text. 
These modules are sent to a printer to 
set up the printer for a print job. They 
can contain forms information, letter
heads, page layout specifications, type
face information, boilerplate text and 
other setup parameters. 

Setup modules are created with a 
standard text editor, such as EDT or 
TPU, and placed in device control 
libraries using the VMS LIBRARY/INSERT 
command. Suppose a system manager 
wants to make it easy for users to print 
memos on preprinted company letter
head . The system manager creates an 
ANSI setup module called MARGINSET 
that contains all the ANSI commands re
quired to format the text to accommo
date the company letterhead. These 
commands might reset the printer's top, 
bottom, left and right margins. 

You can create simple letters con
taining straight text, leaving the page 
formatting to the setup module. To print 
a letter, LETTER.TXT, on company let
terhead, at the VMS prompt type: 

PRINT/SETUP=MARGINSET LETTER. TXT 

This DCL command sends the 
MARGINSET setup module to the 
printer, adjusting margins, tabs and 
other printer characteristics. In other 
words, it sets up the printer for the text 

file, LETTER.TXT. 
In an all-ANSI world, ANSI setup 

modules are a convenient, time-saving 
solution for applications printing. 

Many system managers have 
developed large libraries of them for 
their ANSI printers. Substituting a 
PostScript printer in this environment, 
even with the benefit of the ANSI 
translators, complicates matters 
considerably. 

As a Digital computing environ
ment migrates to PostScript printing, 
more native PostScript print files appear. 
These can be ordinary print files or 
PostScript setup modules that perform 
the same functions as ANSI setup 
modules. However, PostScript's flexibil
ity lets developers create setup modules 
for performing complex printing tasks 
- tasks that ANSI setup modules would 
be unable to match. 

PostScript setup modules and data 
files frequently coexist with ANSI setup 
modules and text files in the same en
vironment. ANSI data , both setup 
modules and text files, must be trans
lated into PostScript before printing. 
PostScript setup modules and data files 
must not be sent through the ANSI 
translator before printing. 

In the mixed ANSI/PostScript en
vironment, therefore, four distinct 
printing requirements emerge: 
1. Using ANSI setup modules with 
ANSI files. 
2. Using PostScript setup modules with 
ANSI files. 
3. Using both ANSI and PostScript 
setup modules with ANSI files. 
4. Using PostScript setup modules with 
PostScript. 

How can the software manage 
these printing scenarios? How can you 
control which files get translated and 
which don't? The answer is device con
trol library search lists, a capability of 
Digital 's ScriptPrinter software V2.0. 

Device Control 
Library Search Lists 
Device control library search lists are 
Digital's solution to the challenges 
presented by a mixed print-file environ-
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Polaroid tape 
duplication 

• 

services 

Polaroid Software Duplication Services has added tape 
duplication to its complete line of diskette duplication and 
software packaging services . Polaroid duplicates a wide 
range of 1 /4" and 1 /2" cartridge formats including AS/400 
cartridges and reel to reel formats . 

Whatever your duplication or software packaging needs, you 
can depend on Polaroid for fast, high quality service. For 
more information call the duplication center in your region . 

Boston, Massachusetts (508) 429-8337 
Chicago, Illinois (312) 954-1600 
Fremont, California (415) 656-2808 
Irvine, California (714) 588-7765 
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ment. You must use different libraries 
for ANSI and PostScript setup modules; 
the two data types can' t be mixed in the 
same library. Because setup modules 
reside in different device control 
libraries, ANSI and PostScript setup 
modules that perform the same function 
can have the same name. 

In the following examples, an ANSI 

setup module, MARGINSET, changes the 
top, bottom, left and right text margins 
to accommodate a letterhead. Next, a 
PostScript setup module, named LET

TERHEAD, prints the company let-

figure 1. 

terhead at the top of the page. Finally, 
an ANSI text file, PRINTER.TXT, 

generates the text of the letter (see 
Figure 1). 

The first step is to create the setup 
modules. The following is a sample of 
an ANSI setup module: 

<E SC> C11h<ESC> [71 <E SC> [14 

m<E SC> (750; 3000r<ESC> C225; 2225s 

This ANSI setup module, 
MARGINSET, sets the printer's top, bot
tom, left and right margins to accom
modate the company letterhead. It also 

NINI 

selects a 12-cpi elite type font. 
Figure 2 shows a sample PostScript 

setup module. This PostScript setup 
module, LETTERHEAD, prints a com
pany letterhead at the top of the page. 

Next, you create device control 
libraries to contain the setup modules 
you've created. These libraries reside in 
SYS$LIBRARY. Use the following 
command: 

$ LI BRARY /CREATE/TEXT

SY S$LI BRARY: l ibra r yname. TLB 

To create a PostScript device con-

New England International Networks, Inc. 
549 Buffalo Boulevard 
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Boston, MA 02108 ~ 

Letterhead created 
with Postscript setup module 

August 1, 1989 

Shelley Beeman 
Account Representative 
Precipitous Printing Services, Inc. 
10000 Rodgers Road 
Millfield, MA 02020 

Dear Ms. Beeman: 

I am writing to let you know we will not be renewing next year's 
contract with PPS for printing services associated with our cc 
newsletter, the NINI News. 

Generally speaking, we have been satisfied with your company'~ 
printing services, but we are now capable of generating high
quality publications with our in-house electroni c publishing 

Text created 
by ANSI text file 

figure2. 
systems, at much lower cost . %! 

Sincerely, 

John P. Fahey 

Vice-President, Corporate Communications 
New England International Networks, Inc. 

JF:ss 

This letter was produad in one print job. 

Type font, 
top, bottom, left, 

right margins 
set with ANSI 
setup module 

/in {72 mul) def 

/page_width 8 . 5 in def 

/y_value 10.5 in def 

/poin t _size 10 def 

/center _line {dup s t ringwid t h pop page_width exch s ub 2 d i v 

) def 

/ next_ l ine { y_va lue poin t _si ze 1. 2 mul s ub dup /y_val ue 

exch de f ) de f 

/sh l ( c enter _li ne nex t _l ine moveto show ) def 

/ Helve t ica- Bold f i ndfont 18 sca l efon t se t fon t 

( NINI) center _li ne y_value move t o show 

/ Helvetica f i ndfont poi nt_si ze scalefont se t font 

(New Eng land I n t erna t ional N e two~ks, Inc . ) shl 

(549 Buffal o Bou l eva rd) s hl 

(Boston, MA 02108) shl 
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Our laser printers 
give new meaning to"sharing" 

Until now, sharing has been pretty one-sided: several 
workstations had to share one laser printer. But Printer 
Systems has redefined the idea of sharing. Now a laser 
printer can share across several dimensions. 

Different platforms 
Printer 

Systems laser 
printers can 
be shared by 
several diffe
rent kinds of 
computers. 
Like IBM. And 
DEC. And, of course, 
PCs. All at the same time. Coax, twinax, parallel, and serial 
connector ports are provided on all our laser printers. 

Different applications 
And you can get some 

pretty fancy things out of '• 
these different computers, 
without a lot of program
ming. Like barcodes. And 
FlexFonts from BitStream, 
with access to over 2,000 
fonts. So now your mainframe 
can do what you thought you needed a PC for. 

Different personalities 
With Printer Systems' 

new laser printers, full 
emulation of the IBM 
3812, the DEC LN03 
Plus, and the HP 
LaserJet II is a given. 
In fact, our printers 
not only come standard 
with all the same fonts as IBM's, DEC's, and HP's laser 
printers, but our font matrices are precisely identical to 
theirs. So ours print exactly the same as theirs. 

Real compatibility 
Complete com- ~~=)~;;:;;;;----;~;--~~ 

patibility is a given, ;,;:::·. ·::~:1 
too, right down to 
the resolution. Like the IBM 3812, you can have 240 dpi 
for IBM applications. Or 300 dpi like the DEC LN03 Plus 
and the HP LaserJet II. In the same machine. Switched
not scaled-by the machine itself depending upon 
the application. 

Introducing the lntelliprint 218" 
Printer Systems' new 

Intelliprint 218 permits all 
this sharing without 
giving up perf or-
mance. Its 32-bit 
RISC technology means 
that its real throughtput is ~.;;;:;;::;;:::::::::::=~;~~~ 
the rated speed of 18 pages 
per minute. And its peak 
duty cycle of 50,000 pages per month means it can handle 
however much you demand of it. 

And the lntelliprint 106" 
Sometimes, you 

can have too much of a 
good thing. So Printer 
Systems developed the 
Intelliprint 106. It, too, 
is based on 32-bit RISC 
technology, so its 6 
page per minute rated 
speed is its real 
throughput. And its duty cycle of 3,000 pages per month 
is ideal for lower-demand situations. 

Open architecture on a PC bus 

MICRO· 

PROCESSOR 

IPDS 

RAM 

FLEX 

FONTS 

PRINTER 

ENGINE 

DISK 
CONTROLLER 

CLOCK 

Printer Systems has also redefined "sharing" by 
putting a PC AT inside the Intelliprint 218. That provides 
all the functionality of a dedicated workstation. And, like 
any other workstation, it affords the flexibility to add 
options, like a LAN interface, for instance. 

Wait, there's more 
In fact, there's a lot more. Printer Systems has more 

up its sleeve, like spooling. And real-time, automatic 
switching between interfaces. And different graphics 
emulations. But we can't tell you about all of it yet. At 
least not here. Why not give us a call at 1-800-638-4041? 
We'd be delighted to fill you in. So you can start sharing 
the way sharing was meant to be. 

Compatible in e very way 
Printer Systems Corporation, Corporate Headquarters: 9055 Comprint Court, Gaithersburg, Maryland 20877 

(301) 258-5060, (800) 638-4041, Fax: (301) 926-7333, Telex II: 710 828 9621 

IBM and IBM 3812 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. DEC and LN03 Plus are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation . HP LaserJet II 
is a registered trademark of Hewlett Packard Corporation . FlexFonts and Bitstream are registered trademarks of BitStream Corporation. 
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N ow, DIGITA L USERS CAN MIX 

and match freely from among the 
ANSI and PostScript data types for 
both text files and setup modules. 

trol library named PSl.TLB, use: 

$ LIBRAR Y /CREATE/TEXT

SYS$Ll BRARY: PS1. TLB 

Note that these commands require 
system management privileges. A key 
benefit of this capability is that you can 
add new PostScript setup modules to the 
system in your own, customized 
libraries. These new libraries aren't af
fected by updates to the standard device 
control library, CPS$DEVCTL. 

The next step is to insert the setup 
modules into the device control libraries. 
To do this, use: 

$ LIBRARY/! NSERT-

SYS$LJ BRARY: l ibraryname. TLB module_fi lename 

To insert a PostScript setup module 
named LETTERHEAD.PS into a 
PostScript device control library named 
PSl.TLB, use: 

$ LIBRARY/INSERT-

SYS$LIBRARY :PS1. TLB LETTERHEAD. PS 

The next step is to add the libraries 
you've created to a library search list. In 
this step you provide the software with 
the information it needs to distinguish 
between PostScript and ANSI data types. 

Library Search Lists 
If you've created both ANSI and Post
Script device control libraries, the 
library search list enables the software 
to skip the libraries whose setup 
modules use the wrong data syntax for 
a given print job. 

In other words, PostScript-only 
print jobs search only PostScript 
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libraries, skipping the ANSI libraries, so 
no ANSI translation takes place. ANSI 

print jobs search both ANSI and Post
Script device control libraries in the 
event that the setup module requires 
translation into PostScript before 
printing. 

Upon installation of the Print
Server software, the INITIALIZE/QUEUE 

command in CPS$STARTUP.COM in
cludes the qualifier /LIBRARY= CPS$ 

DEVCTL. To specify a lib rary search 
order, edit the INITIALIZE/QUEUE com
mand in CPS$STARTUP.COM as shown: 

$ l NIT! ALIZE/ QUEUE -

/ LI BRARY= tog i cal-name 

where logical-name is a logical name 
that expands to a list of library names. 
All the library names in the lis t must be 
in SYS$LIBRARY and have the file type 
TLB. 

Next, add the definition of the 
logical name to be expanded to 
CPS$STARTUP.COM. The command to 
define the logical name is : 

$ DEFINE/SYSTEM/EXECUTI VE 

logical-name search-list 

where logical-name is the name you 
assign to the search-list and use with the 
INITIALIZE/QUEUE/LIBRARY command, 
and search- list is the list of libraries to 
be searched. For each library that in
cludes the /DATA_TYPE qualifier, 
enclose the library name and the qualifer 
in quotation marks. If you don't use the 
/DATA_TYPE qualifier, you don't need 

to enclose the library name in quotation 
marks. The default data type for a 
library is PostScript. 

You must stop and start a queue to 
use a new definition of the logical device 
control library. If you only change the 
contents of a library, you don't need to 
stop and start the queue. 

Working Together 
In the following example of a device 
control library search list, a system 
manager uses three PostScript libraries 
(CPS$DEVCTL, PSl and PS2) and one 
ANSI library (ANSil). CPS$DEVCTL is the 
standard PostScript device control 
library supplied by Digital with the 
software. PS1 and PS2 contain PostScript 
setup modules, including modules that 
have the same names as their equivalents 
in ANSI1 . ANSil , of course, contains 
ANSI setup modules. 

The example specifies the search 
order CPS$DEVCTL, PSl, ANSI1, PS2: 

$ DEFINE/SYSTEM/EXEC ALL_DEVCTL-

CPS$DEVCTL I -

"PS1/DATA_TYPE=POST", -

"ANSI 1/DATA_ TYPE=ANSI II. -
PS2 

$ IN I TIALI ZE/OUEUE-

/L I BRARY=ALL_DEVCTL-

Using the libraries and search order 
described, all print jobs look first in the 
standard device control library, 
CPS$DEVCTL, for the required setup 
modules and for any setup modules that 
explicitly had been specified with 
/SETUP or invoked implicitly with 
/FORM. The print job continues through 
the search list until it finds a match. 
After looking in CPS$DEVCTL, all print 
jobs look in PS1 for any specified setup 
modules not found in the standard 
device control library. Next, any ANSI 

job looks for ANSI setup modules in 
ANSI1; PostScript jobs skip the ANSI 

library. Finally, all jobs look for 
PostScript modules in PS2. 

If you have identically named ANSI 

and PostScript modules that perform the 
same function, determine which you 
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want as the default for ANSI jobs. In the 
example above, you'd place the Post
Script module in PSl to use a PostScript 
default for ANSI jobs or in PS2 to use the 
ANSI module as the ANSI job default. 

Solution At Work 
This solution shields the complexity of 
device control libraries from the user. 
Despite the added capabilities, the 
/SETUP qualifer of the print command 
works exactly as it did in previous 
releases of the ScriptPrinter software. It 
also works the same as it would for an 
ANSI printer in an all-ANSI environ
ment. The software does the work in 
determining when or whether software 
translation from ANSI to PostScript is 
required. 

Now, Digital users can mix and 
match freely from among the ANSI and 
PostScript data types for both text files 
and setup modules. Hybrids of new and 
existing applications code can enable 
system managers to deliver new features 
and functionality with minimal 
development expense. For example, a 
series of tax forms created by a new 
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PostScript setup module could be filled 
in with data extracted from existing 
ANSI data files generated by existing 
applications. 

The latest release of the Script
Printer software merges two very dif
ferent printing cultures. This creates 
a seamless applications environment. 
-David C. Larrick is a principal software 

engineer, Printing Systems Software 
Engineering, and Len F Winmill is a 
marketing consultant, Printers Base Product 
Marketing, for Digital's Desktop Systems 
Group in Wesiford, Massachusetts. 
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Circle On Reader Card 
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5.4 Gigabytes of Unattended Backup 

/////////U//////1111111/IJlll 

HIGHEST CAPACITY 
HIGHEST DATA RATE 
HIGHEST INTEGRITY 
HIGHEST SEARCH SPEED 
GIGASTORE ™, by Digi-Data, is a complete line of high capac

ity tape drives. Employing videocassette tape, GIGASTORE fea
tures three models offering capacities of 2.5, 3.7 or 5.4 Gigabytes of 
formatted data, on a single tape. 

Systems are available for DEC VAX™ and MicroVAX™, the IBM 
PC/XT/AT™ and compatibles as well as 386 machines. A Novell 
LAN compatible system is also available. And Digi-Data's product 
line includes 1600 and 6250 bpi 9-track tape drives and systems. 

Digi-Data is an organization with a 27 year history of manufac
turing quality tape drives. 

'" GIGASTOAE is a trademark of Digi-Data Corporation. VAX and MicroVAX are trademarks of Digital Equip
ment Corporation. PC / XT I AT are trademarks of IBM Corporation . 

'II 
OIGl-DATA CORPORATION ~~ 
8580 Dorsey Run Road fll...\-"°" S 
Jessup, MD 20794-9990 Q~~\~\€ 

4111111 
(301) 498-0200 ~o ~~o 

•
--· FAX (301) 498-0771 ~ \~'1' e ... First In Value ' 

In Europe contact: Digi-Data Ltd . · Unit 4 ·Kings Grove· Maidenhead, Berkshire 
England SL6 4DP •Telephone No. 0628 29555/6 ·Telex 847720 
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THE RWSURING THING 
PERFORMANCE, STORAGE UTILIZI 

IS THAT 3,000 DEC MANAGERS 
I'm surprised to admit it, but life has 
been just about normal since I 
installed DEMAX System Software. 

I used to spend my fourteen-hour 
days fighting fires, searching for extra 
disk space, handling more processes 
in less time and trying to improve 
system security. All while keeping 
costs within budget. 

Not an easy thing to do. 

Then I discovered the incredible 
system management programs from 
DEMAX. Now my VAXes are tuned 
almost 1,000 times a day with their 
Dynamic Load Balancer. 

And even though I have hundreds 
of users accessing thousands of 
files, I can manage potential security 
risks in minutes with SECUREPAK. 
I've recovered 25% of my disk space 

and improved system throughput 
by 20% with PAKMANAGER and 
SQUEEZPAK. 

My life hasn't been the same since. 
Most of all, I feel reassured by the 

DEMAX Pledge, they do not require 
special privileges or changes to VMS 
to run, they stick to DEC standards, 
and ifl have any questions ljust call 
their customer support center and 



ABOUT INCRWING VAX 
TION AND SECURITY WITH DEMAX 
ARE ALREADY G IT SAFELY. 
talk to experienced system managers. 

Now DEMAX takes care of all the 
things that drove me crazy, and I can 
get on with all the things I want to. 
You could say DEMAX safely man
ages my operating environment so I 
can get on with managing the system. 

Maybe that's why more than 3,000 
DEC system administrators currently 
use DEMAX products. 

To find out how DEMAX can help 
you, simply call 1-800-267-1590 and 
request information on free trials. 

....-~-" 1.1•11u~ 
System Software Solutions. 

PAKMANAGER, SECUREPAK, SOUEEZPAK, Dynamic Load Balancer, 
DLB, DEMAX and DE MAX Software are all trademarks of DEMAX Software. 
DLB was developed by Touch Technologies, Inc., of San Diego. VAX and 
VMS are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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Print And 
Print Share Alike 

Sharing printers in a multivendor environment. 

ASK A PROGRAMMER aboqt printing, and 
he'll tell you about character codes, 
carriage controls and the difference 
between WRITE BEFORE and AFTER 

output constructs. Ask a technical writer 
about printing, and he'll tell you about 
fonts, typefaces and character enhance
ments. Ask an electronic artist about 
printing, and he'll tell you about dpi, 
grayscaling and vector versus bit

mapped graphics. 
In a single-vendor environment, 

this variety is constrained by the number 
and types of printers supported by that 

· vendor. For example, it's unusual to find 
a DEC shop with an IBM 3287 worksta
tion printer next to an LA75 or an HP 

2567B line printer next to an LP29. 

Applying these considerations to a multi-
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BY JOHN ENCK 

vendor arena, however, is a nightmare. 
Aside from the variety of output, 

the amount of output is, in many en
vironments, significant. For example, a 
20-MB disk drive is equal to about 5,000 

sheets of printed paper (at 4, 125 

characters per page), or 10 reams of 
paper. A disk drive lasts about five years, 
so it's not difficult to see how output can 
overshadow storage. 

Because print is a disposable media, 
many people don't consider their print 
capacities. But the demand for output 
in many formats brings forth three 
important facts: 
1. The demand is real. 
2. Individual needs are diverse. 
3. Individual needs and the abilities of 
a printer don't always match. 

Implementing an efficient flow of 
printed information in a multivendor 
environment involves juggling these 
factors with the data communications 
issues to create optimum relationships 
of users to resources and of job submis
sions to job completions. 

Please Pass The Printer 
In a Utopia where things cost what we 
think they should, the solution would 
be to give each person a printer. Low
end dot-matrix printers are a dime a 
dozen, but the output quality isn't the 
best. (Low-end printers, such as the 
LASO and LA75, remain tremendous aids 
for situations that require high volumes 
of draft output.) 

The expense of a printer isn't 
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limited to hardware and supplies alone. 
It's technically feasible to hook a printer 
to a terminal, but usually it's connected 
to DECnet via a DECserver. The com
bined cost of the terminal server port, 
the increased network traffic, the queu
ing overhead and space is significant 
when dealing with a lot of printers. 

This train of thought inevitably 
leads to printer sharing. One or more 
high-end printers often are selected 
based on weighted needs for system, 
draft, quality and graphics output. In 
addition, a user's physical access to the 
final output must be considered. Forc
ing someone to travel 10 stories several 
times a day is un
reasonable. 

When the printed 
data involves person
nel, payroll or other 
confidential material, 
the output device must 
be kept in a secure 
area. In computer 
shops that have tradi
tional computer 
rooms, this output 
usually is handled in 
that secure environ
ment to maintain a 
reasonable level of 
control. In environ
ments in which no 
secure area exists, the 
need for individual 
output devices can be 
justified. 

For this dis
cussion, print output is 
grouped into four 
classes: simple text, 
dot-matrix, cartridge 
(non-PostScript) laser and PostScript. 
It's important to match an output file 
with a compatible output device. 

In a single-vendor environment, 
this match-up is rarely of concern, 
because the software normally is con
figured to use the correct printer for 
output. In multivendor environments, 
however, in which printers are shared 
among different computer types, for
warding the correct output to a com-
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patible printer is complex. 
Equipment can have fundamental 

differences in the representation of 
characters. For example, DEC uses ASCII 
for character representation and IBM 

uses EBCDIC. The ability to translate 
between these standards is critical if 
print resources are to be shared. 

After you've resolved basic char
acter representation, you must identify 
a mechanism for transporting the out
put files between the two makes of 
equipment. To make this selection, two 
questions must be answered: 
1. What varieties of print format will be 
transferable? 

2. Will the output be transferred 
automatically or by the user? 

The answers are important in deter
mining what type of transport should 
be used. 

Variety Is The Spice Of Print 
The question of print format variety 
defines the intelligence required to han
dle the data conversion between systems 
and printers. Simple text transfers 

require the minimal conversion of 
carriage-control characters. But if all 
possible print files are to be transferred, 
then the transfer tools must determine 
the type of output and an appropriate 
destination for the output, so it knows 
to what format to convert. 

The dot-matrix class of output is 
one of the worst cases for print file 
conversions. For example, compare the 
standard DEC dot-matrix control 
sequences with the Epson FX-80 

sequences. Although the text-control 
sequences are similar in intent, they're 
radically different in implementation. 
The significant difference between these 

two is the way they 
handle graphics. (IBM 

graphics printers fall 
into the same category 
as the Epson.) 

DEC developed 
the SIXEL representa
tion for graphics to en
sure that graphics data 
falls within the realm 
of displayable ASCII 
characters. Epson and 
IBM, however, had no 
such concern. To im
plement their graphics 
data representation, 
they used all eight bits 
to correspond to eight 
vertical printer dots. 
This makes it ex
tremely difficult to 
transmit graphic print 
data destined for Epson/ 
IBM printers using 
standard data com
munications protocols 
(see Figure 1). 

Unfortunately, dot-matrix printers 
aren't alone in this category. At the 
higher end of the spectrum, the non
PostScript lasers share the same prob
lem, only complicated by price and 
technology. You must consider the 
typestyles and sizes available. With font
optional lasers, it's extremely important 
to match the font requirements of the 
output with the fonts available on the 
printer. Printing a document formatted 
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figure 1. 

LbO LSB 
Lb1 
Lb2 
Lb3_ 
Lb4 
•b5 MSB 

LbO LSB 
Lb1 
Lb2 
Lb3_ 
Lb4 
Lb5 
Lb6 
Lb7 MSB 

Using SIXEL representation, each bit in a byte of graphics data corresponds 
to six vertical printer dots. Therefore, each encoded byte can contain a 
value between 00 (hex) and 3F (hex). To keep the data within the range of 
displayable ASCII characters, the value of 3F (hex) then is added to the . 
encoded byte, resulting in a standard eight-bit byte containing values 
between 3F (hex) and 7E (hex) . Because the graphics data falls within the 
realm of standard displayable characters, it has virtually no potential of 
interfering with data communication protocol handshakes. 

Under the Epson/IBM graphics philosophies, each bit of a graphics byte 
corresponds to one of eight vertical printer dots. Given this encoding 
sequence, a given graphics byte can contain a value between 00 (hex) and 
FF (hex). This full use of all eight bits limits the options for transporting the 
data over data communications links - because all eight bits are used1 
either a bit-level protocol or a protocol supporting transparent (binary) data 
must be used. Further, care must be taken to ensure that any interpretation 
of data (CR/LF mapping, tab expansion, and so on) is disabled. 

SIXEL versus " Eightel" - bit-to-dot mapping. 

figure 2. 

Bit-Mapped Graphics Line Draw Sequence 

<Escape><l><n1 ><n2><graphic data> 

. Each byte of the graphic data indicates which of the 
vertical pins is to print for that horizontal position. 
The two bytes "n1" and "n2" represent the count of horizontal 

points to print. 
A trigger sequence (e.g., "ESC L") signals the start (and density) of a line 
of graphics data. 

Postscript Line Draw Sequence 

I <X pointS><Y points>rlineto 

In Page Description Languages, such as Postscript, commands are sent to the 
printer to control the operation. In this example, the draw relative line to 
(rlineto) command is used to draw a line from the current relative position to another 
point defined by the X and Y values. For example, the command "72 0 rlineto" would 
draw a horizontal line between the current position and a point 72 units (points) to 
the right. These commands are grouped into a text file to create a complete page 
description. 

Bit-mapped versus Postscript - a simple line. 
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for 8-point proportional font output on 
a laser with a 12-point, fixed-space font 
cartridge produces unfavorable results. 

Only at opposite ends of the spec
trum can we find adequate breathing 
room. At the low end are system print
outs and simple text files. Neither 
requires graphics, and both move from 
system to system easily because they're 
so gracefully uncomplicated. On the 
high end are the PostScript printers that 
can produce extremely sophisticated 
output while remaining simple to inter
face with because they universally accept 
the same command file structures (see 
Figure 2). 

Who Started It? 
If transfers are initiated manually, then 
the human interface is more significant 
than the size and performance of the 
product. However, for automatic trans
fer capability, the product must be lean 
and mean. It must be able to introduce 
itself into the system without any nega
tive effects on overall performance. 

For example, if only simple text 
files are to be transported, and the 
transfer is to be automatic, then any of 
the wide variety of gateway products 
(e.g., the DEC SNA gateway, the Forest 
Network Processor or JNet) will do a 
satisfactory job. These products provide 
RJE (or NJE) job functions that handle 
printed output as part of overall job 
management. In an SNA RJE environ
ment, they emulate the IBM 3770 RJE sta
tion, comprising multiple input and 
output devices. In a bisynchronous RJE 

environment, the 2780 or 3780 RJE sta
tions are typically emulated. 

On the other end of the scale, if 
each transfer is initiated by the user, and 
any variety of print output is permitted, 
then the choices become more limited. 

Because reality often introduces 
practical limitations to such complex 
problems, you can reach many com
promises. Using KERMIT file transfer 
from system to system is acceptable, as 
are any of the wide variety of general
ized file transfer products. However, 

these solutions tend to be isolated to 
more technical environments because of 
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The important differences in color hardcopy come 
not from the printer but the interface. If a special driver is needed 
every time you add another software package, your video printer 

isn't worth the desk space. With Toyo's intelligent 
video interface, you don't need special software 

drivers. The built-in, high-speed (125 MHz) 
interface automatically adjusts to any CRT 

display. Simply plug in, and answer a few 
menu questions. That's it. 

And when you want the 
printer to serve other terminals, will 

you have to add awkward switches or expensive multiplexers? Not 
with Toyo. The interface can store up to eight pre-set system condi
tions with different video timings and specifications. Mix Sun, Apollo, 
Mac II, and other high resolution (to 1280 x 1024) workstations, 
PCs and graphics systems in any combination. Tuyo serves them all. 

Will your interface give you special printing effects? 
Without going back to the computer, the Toyo video interface can 
instruct the printer to print any one color pass, reverse black and 
©!988 Toyo Corporation U.S.A. Sun is a trademark of Sun Microsystems. 

Apollo is a trademark of Apollo Computer. MAC II is a trademark of Apple Computer. 

white, adjust tones, make extra copies, and enlarge, center or 
designate print location. 

When most people compare, they choose Toyo. Our 
free comparison kit will show you why. It will also give you some 
ideas on what to look for in video printers. And interfaces. 

For your free comparison kit, circle our readers' 
service number. For a kit or a product 
demo, call toll-free 1-( 800) 338-1981. In 
California, call ( 408) 739-7913. 
Tuyo Spectrum Corporation, 
2934 Corvin Drive, Santa 
Clara, CA 95051, Fax: 
( 408) 720-9643. 

TOYO (j) SPECTRUM 
See the dif!erence. 
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The Data Analysis 1bol You Won't Outgrow. 

Warehouse Inventory Report - 16JAN87 

Quantity Quantity Projected 
on Hand on Order Reorder Date 

123980 10000 THU, FEB 12, 

89450 5000 FR I, FEB 20, 

20110 1000 MON, MAR 30, 

8585 0 TUE, FEB 10, 

360003 15985 500 TUE, FEB 10, 

592853 469120 20000 WED, FEB 18, 

87 

87 

87 

87 

87 

87 

For details, send 
us your name and 
address. Or call a 
Software Sales 
Representative today. 

The SAS System. 
It's the most 
widely installed 
tool for data 
analysis among 
VMS users* ••• 
And more. I f your job demands a 

powerful data analysis tool, 
the SAS® System is your 

solution. The SAS System gives 
you ready-to-use procedures 
for performing every kind of 
analysis-from simple descrip
tive statistics to advanced 
regression, analysis of variance, 
discriminant analysis, cluster
ing, scoring, and more. 

And as your needs grow, 
the SAS System grows with 
you. All the tools you need for 
color graphics, forecasting, 
modeling, ''what if" analysis, 
project management, optimiza
tion, and quality control are 
available in the SAS System. 
You choose the products you 

/Ai 
SAS Institute Inc. 
SAS Circle 0 Box 8000 
Cary, NC 27512-8000 
(919) 467-8000 
Fax (919) 469-3737 

The SAS System reads data 
in any structure from any kind 
of file. You can create new 
variables, modify old ones, com
bine files, detect errors, and 
accumulate totals. Once your 
analysis is complete, you can 
report your results in lists, 
tables, charts, or plots. 

* Computer Intelligence, January 1986. 

need, and enjoy the 
same easy-to-use 
language and 
syntax in each. Plus, 
you can use the 
same software on 
your personal 
computer. 

The SAS System runs on Digital Equipment Corp.'s VAX"' series 
minicomputers and workstations under VMS;"' as well as other main
frames, minicomputers, and personal computers. Rate 

Jo 

40 

5o 
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SAS is the registered trademark of SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA. 
Copyright 0 1987 by SAS Institute Inc. Printed in the USA. 
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AFTER THE ROO T S O F TH E 

print are moved, the print 

can be generated locally 

exercise in futility if that data won't be 
maintained on the new host. 

Moving source documents and 
graphics files presents different prob
lems. Because each word processor or 
graphics program stores information in 
a special format, moving the data also 
requires a program on the new host that 
understands that same format. Graphics 
are more sensitive to this issue because, 
unlike word processing, there's a lack of 
format-conversion tools. 

for the native printers. 

the absence of a friendly human 
interface. 

data. After the roots of the print are 
moved, the print can be generated 
locally for the native printers. The Bottom (Print) Line 

Attacking The Problem 
An alternative approach to printer shar
ing via print file transfers is to attack the 
problem at the roots by moving the 
source of the output. If the output is a 
letter, move the original document file. 
If it's a program listing, move the source 
file. If the output is a report, move the 

This is a very reasonable approach 
if the data will be useful on the new 
machine. Moving the source of a pro
gram, for example, is pointless if that 
program won't be compiled and used on 
the target computer. Similarly, moving 
a database and/or a set of application 

Here are some practical solutions to the 
problem of printing in a multivendor 
environment: 

, programs is a non-trivial task that's an 

1. Hardware solution - The low-end 
solution for print sharing lies in hard
ware boxes that perform printer shar
ing - either by sharing multiple 
printers for one host or sharing one 

FILLING THE GAP! 

A 26 ppm Laser Printer 

~ 
~ 

... from Dataproducts . 

Standard with 3 megabytes of memory, both an 
RS-232 and a Centronics interface, 34 res ident 
fonts, 750 page capacity,* 11" by 17" paper han
dling capacity and a one year warranty, the LZR 
2655LN is the most cost effective laser avail
able to the DEC market. 

The LZR 2655LN emulates the Dec LN03 Plus. 

For information on the LZR 2655LN contact: 

S/s/T 305 Broadway NY, NY 10007 
Tel. (212) 964-9600 
Fax (212) 233-4678 

CIRCLE 185 ON READER CARD 
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DIRTY TAPES? 
REDUCE JOB ABORTS 
INCREASE TAPE LIFE 
ELIMINATES CINCHING 
NATIONWIDE SER VICE 

MAGNETIC TAPE CLEANER/REWINDER 

PERIPHERALS 
A High Technology Company 

1363 Logan Ave. 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 

Headquarters 714--540--4925 
Outside CA. 1 .. 800 .. 468 .. 6888 

FAX 714--540-- 2026 
CIRCLE 287 ON READER CARD 
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- printer among multiple hosts. 
Using such a device to share print

ers among hosts may be economical in 
low-volume environments but imprac
tical if there's a large mix of printers. For 
example, although sharing one printer 
between two hosts is a practical solu
tion, sharing two dissimilar printers on 
one host port serves virtually no 

purpose. 
2. Software solution - An interesting 
home-grown solution is to imbed 
universal control characters into text 
streams to signify the beginning and end 
of character enhancements. Figure 3 

shows example universal codes and cor
responding printer values. These text 
streams then are run through print filters 
as appropriate for the actual output 
destination. 

More specifically, print files are 
written by the application using these 
universal codes. When a print file then 
is routed to a specific printer, the spooler 
(or filter) for that printer translates the 
universal codes into the appropriate 
sequences for the destination printer. 

Although this is an excellent ap
plication solution because it neatly ad
dresses report and form-oriented out
put on all printers, it has limitations: 
Graphics support is difficult, although 

Companies' .Mentioned 
, In 'rhis Article 

Adobe Systems Inc. 
1585 Cnarleston Rd. 
Mountain View, CA 94039 
(415) 961-

F ,ClhCLE 42~~: CARD 
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'Epson Am~~ c~ 
23530 HaWf:fiorne Blvd. 
Torrancet CA 90505 
(21.3) 373--9$11 
CIRCLE 426 OH ~EAOER CARD 

fQrest Computer lnc. 
1749 Hamilton Rd. 
Okemos" Ml ·aa64 
(517) 34 . 
tiRC~ ' ER CARb 

Joiner ~:0ci~~s file. 
3800 Regent ·Sl. 
Madison; WI 53705 
(608) 238-8637. 
CIRCi.E 428 ON READER CARD 

figure 3. 

Universal Meaning LA75 Epson/IBM* 

ESC B + Begin bold CSI 1 m ESC E 
ESC B - End bold CSI 22 m ESC F 
ESC U + Begin underline CSI 4 m ESC -1 
ESC U - End underline CSI 24 m ESC - 0 
ESC I+ Begin italics CSI 3 m ESC 4 
ESC I - End italics CSI 23 m ESC 5 
ESC L + Begin large CSI 4w ESCW1 
ESC L - End large CSI Ow ESCWO 
ESC S + Begin small CSI 6w SI 
ESC S- End small CSI Ow DC2 

--,,- -;:-

*This chart :lists the values for the Epson FX-80. The values are identical to the IBM 
graphics printer for these cases. (The IBM graphic is extremely compatible with the 
Epson codes, but it isn't 100 percent compatible.) 

By using "universal" codes, the application is isolated from the physical printers. Spoolers 
and filters then translate the universal codes to the sequences appropriate for the physical device. 

not impossible, to implement. Also, off
the-shelf software doesn't conform to 
the universal standard. It leaves 
documentation and graphics depart
ments out on a limb, because their 
dependence on third-party software is 
so strong. 
3. Off-the-shelf solution - As noted, 
gateways and emulation packages will 
handle the movement and conversion of 
system printouts among dissimilar sys
tems. If these products include binary 
file transfers, they also provide an effi
cient mechanism for moving all types of 
print files among systems. 

The limitation to this solution is 
that it doesn't address dot-matrix or 
non-PostScript laser output. The actual 
print file can be transferred, but it's of 
almost no value on the opposite system. 
Still, these transport mechanisms can be 
used in conjunction with other solutions 
listed here. 
4. Often expensive solution - Page 
Description Languages (PDL) are the 
ideal solution. Because the command 
language program is stored in a simple 
text file, that file easily can be routed to 

any system for output on any PDL

compatible printer. Given the quality of 
output of today's PostScript printers, 
this solution doesn't sacrifice quality for 
compatibility. 

Unfortunately, speed and price 
stand in the way of universal acceptance 
of PDL printers. PDL (especially 
PostScript) printers are excruciatingly 
slow as they interpret and execute the 
PDL sequences. They're also expensive. 
In today's "pay for speed" market, it's 
difficult to find acceptance for "pay to 
wait." 

Handling print output is difficult. 
The subject serves as a platform for 
arguing whether or not the end justifies 
the means (good output is worth any 
price) or the means justify the end (ease 
of use overrides print quality). Final 
analysis shows that print sharing in a 
multivendor environment can be com
plex, but can yield real cost benefits. -
john Enck is product marketing analyst at 
Forest Computer Inc. in Okemos, Michigan. 
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If you're still printing 
with an LN03 Plus; 

you'd better t · twice. 
1\vice the 

engine speed. 
1\vice the 

number of fonts. 
1\vice the 

paper capacity. 

That's what the new Tataris 1590.-LN 
can give you - not to mention 3 times the 

memory and 5 times the duty cycle. Add 

to that the ability to do legal paper and an 

optional Ethernet connection, and the 

1590-1..N with full LN03 Plus emulation 

adds up to a lot more printer than the 

LN03 Plus. So, if on second thought you'd 

like to double your printing productivity, 

call (619) 587-0787 today. 

SYSTEMS INC 

(619) 587-0787 
6059 Cornerstone Court West 

P.O. Box 216580 • San Diego , California 92126 

LN03 Plus is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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UNIX or VMS? 

In An Era Of Change And Upheaval, 
Which Operating System Will Win Out? 

Continuing our series of editorial round
tables, DEC PROFESSIONAL technical 
editors gathered in May for a teleconference 
on UNIX and VMS. 

Participants included Publisher Carl 
B. Marbach; Editorial Director Dave 
Mallery; UNIX Editor Elaine L. Appleton; 
DCL Editor Kevin G. Barkes; Senior 
Editor Evan Birkhead; ULTRIX Editor 
Philip E. Bourne, Ph.D.; Manager, DP 

Laboratory and Testing Center David B. 
Miller; and Technology Editor Philip A. 
Naecker. The discussion was moderated by 
Managing Editor Lou Pilla. 
Pilla: With the introduction of Sun's 
new workstations, HP's takeover of 
Apollo and the recent announcement 
of the DECsystem 3100, much atten
tion has been focused on UNIX and 
the capabilities it provides. We hear 
about significant standards activity in 
the UNIX area. And DEC seems to be 
leaning toward UNIX and perhaps 
away from VMS. Why consider UNIX 
or ULTRIX as opposed to VMS? 
Barkes: The selection of UNIX ver
sus VMS depends on certain factors. 
There's a growing disparity between 
the cost of a VMS platform and a 
UNIX platform. You must consider 
what it costs to license your software 

and determine whether or not the ad
vantages inherent in VMS are worth it. 
It also depends on the environment in 
which you operate. If your environ
ment requires tight security and such 
connectivity features as clustering, 
perhaps you should stay with VMS. 
Marbach: Are you convinced that, 
for a given task, UNIX or ULTRIX is 
less expensive than VMS? 
Barkes: No, but given the criteria 
many place on determining the value 
of an operating system, UNIX is less 
expensive. 
Marbach: For a given task, is an 
ULTRIX-based computer a cheaper 
solution than a VMS-based computer? 
In my view, there's no cost justifica
tion for one operating system over 
another, because I don't have perform
ance data. I can't say that, for a given 
task, one system is better, faster or 
cheaper. 
Barkes: The key is the application. 
And, because of UNIX's infiltration 
into universities, you can get people 
with UNIX experience more easily 
than you can get people with VMS 
experience. 
Marbach: Do you program in 
UNIX? 

Barkes: No, but in terms of applica
tions and the system side of applica
tions, more people have a stronger 
base in UNIX. 
Marbach: Systems programming 
and management are self-serving 
fields. Such people allow us to use a 
tool. The application programmers 
and the application itself do the real 
work, and that's what we should be 
concerned with. 
Naecker: UNIX is the operating 
system on the most price-competitive 
machine that exists, at least for many 
applications. For example, there's no 
difference in the disks that you can get 
for VMS or for ULTRIX, so the disk 
subsystem performance for, say, a 
database application is a given. 
Marbach: For the physical part it's 
a given but not for the logical part. 
Naecker: Correct. But suppose 
you're running a real database applica
tion as part of a transaction process
ing back end. The determiner of over
all performance and throughput is the 
computer subsystem performance. 
Marbach: But one is a physical layer 
and the other a logical layer. How 
long does it take the software in the 
machine to determine what it must do 
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to issue a hardware instruction for it 
to go to a particular place on a disk? 
That can vary greatly depending on 
what happens inside the computer. It 
has nothing to do with the physical 
quantities of the disk. 
Naecker: I don't know about that. 
The database operates at a relatively 
low level and doesn't go through 
many layers of VMS or get bogged 
down very much by the complexities 
of VMS. In a database system, there 
isn't much difference in the number of 
operations needed for it to do its work 
on a VMS system rather than on a 
RISC ULTRIX system. 
Marbach: Suppose you used O racle 
on the two of them. Would the per
formance be identical? 
Naecker: The performance won't be 
identical among different architec
tures. Usually, disk performance will 
be the same. The database looks at the 
disk as a set of blocks, and it doesn't 
care what file structures are on it. The 
only difference is on the compute side. 
If you have 14 mips, you'll do better. 
Marbach: Not if it takes 14 more in
structions. You don't know how many 
instructions it will take. 
Naecker: Don't forget that the 
numbers DEC uses for the DECstation 
are VAX units of processing [VUP]. It's 
running a suite of benchmarks, so it's 
equivalent processing. How you 
distribute your application bench
marks against the real world is a game 
you can play. You could weigh it 
toward certain computer operations, 
but the VUP is probably pretty good 
for most DEC users. 

Traveling UNIX 

Bourne: Apart from cost, portability 
makes UNIX attractive. Also, many 
features within UNIX make it 
desirable, particularly process and 1/0 

handling, the file system, its modular 
nature and its programming tools. 
The disadvantages of UNIX are the 
various shells and versions. 
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"U:0~7nas:si::r: 
keep adding to it. 
That's both gOOd and 
bad. Because it didn't 

\have a 'Strict set ol 
project-management 
rules, things got 
added ad hoc. But 

there's always the option to add." 
-TPhilip E_. Bourne, Ph.D. 

Marbach: You said that the file 
system makes UNIX attractive. But 
why do HP and DEC believe that 
UNIX-based machines never will 
achieve more than about 50 percent of 
the transaction throughput you get 
from proprietary operating systems -
MPE and VMS? 
Bourne: 1/0 isn't necessarily terrific 
as far as the speed with which the data 
is transferred between disk and mem
ory, but it's terrific in the way that you 
can use that data. There are advantages 
to having basically just a byte stream 
as opposed to the more structured en
vironment in RMS and VMS. 
Mallery: If you're doing transaction 
processing in VMS, you have to cir
cumvent RMS, because it's too slow. 
Anyone who tries to optimize VMS 
for 1/0 spends a lot of time writing 
QIO, because that's the only way you 
can optimize. The byte stream is the 
primitive 1/0 level that you have to do 
with QIO in VMS. 
Marbach: Since the creation of 
UNIX, people have been saying how 
portable it is. But to port among the 
hardware on which UNIX runs is 
non-trivial. The portability among 
VAX processors is far greater than the 
portability among UNIX processors. 
The key is porting applications - tak-

ing an application that runs on one 
platform and moving it to another 
platform. Isn't how an application is 
written more important than whether 
or not it's run on VMS or UNIX? 
Bourne: Yes, but the new companies 
- whether in the workstation, mini
super or other arenas - use UNIX. 
It's easier to port UNIX to a different 
hardware platform than it is to write 
something from scratch. The portabil
ity has to come with the application, 
but that depends on whether your ap
plication is at the system level or just 
at a higher-language level. 

Standard Standoff 

Pilla: Can someone provide a clear 
explanation of POSIX and POSIX 
compliancy? 
Mallery: POSIX is a set of operating 
system services that 's standardized. 
Any operating system that supplies 
these services is POSIX-compliant. Its 
possible, for instance, to make VMS 
POSIX compliant. DEC announced a 
program to do this, but it will take a 
few years. 
Pilla: What happens when both 
UNIX and VMS become POSIX 
compliant? 
Mallery: You should be able to port 
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code written for POSIX compliance 
between VMS and UNIX with essen
tially only a recompilation. 
Bourne: Are you implying that if you 
take code that makes calls to the VMS 
run-time library, that code will com
pile and run under ULTRIX? 
Mallery: No, I mean that they'll 
make a new VMS run-time library 
whose primitives or calls are the same 
as the set defined as the POSIX set. 
Effectively, you'll have the option of 
using the old VMS run-time library or 
some new POSIX-compliant run-time 
library. Or perhaps they'll merge the 
two - maybe the POSIX will be a 
subset of the full run-time library. But 
there will be a standard POSIX of run
time system services. 
Marbach: It's like the standard 
FORTRAN compiler. Supposedly, if 
you write programs using only this 
ANSI standard and none of the 
machine-specific extensions to the 
FORTRAN compiler, you should be 
able to compile and run a program on 
a different system. 
Mallery: This takes you a step fur
ther than the standard compiler, 
because within the compiler, if you 
use POSIX-compliant system service 
calls, you have a new degree of 
freedom. Before, you couldn't use any 
system service calls within the com
piler. Now, you can use the POSIX set. 
The same set with the specific calls 
could be compiled on any POSIX 
machine. It's a big step in portability. 
Marbach: We lose some of that 
portability when DEC, for instance, 
says, "We'll support the minimum 
POSIX standard of whatever. We'll also 
have the following enhancements, 
which will allow us to do transaction 
processing, etc." Suddenly we have a 
non-standard again. 
Barkes: Imagine you have a UNIX 
kernel and a VMS kernel. You put a 
shell around each so they can work 
together, and then you add enhance
ments. It ends up as strange as the 
SQL situation, in which vendors of-
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fer SQ~, with enhancements. Vendors 
must add capabilities to a product to 
differentiate it from the generic model. 

DEC makes money selling large 
boxes. Its profits are down, because 
it's pushing workstations. DEC 
doesn't want to get into the com
modity market. So it makes itself a 
presence in the market, then adds 
things to it. You see a drift away from 
core operating systems. This hap
pened before and will happen again. 
Bourne: UNIX was designed so that 
you could keep adding to it. That's 
both good and bad. Because it didn't 
have a strict set of project-manage
ment rules, things got added ad hoc. 
But there's always the option to add. 
That explains the success of a real
time version of UNIX. VMS doesn't 
have that option. 

Working Together 

Pilla: How well do UNIX and VMS 
systems work together? Can you run 
an ULTRIX DECwindows application 
on your VMS workstation? 
Barkes: It isn't a question of 
operating systems, it's a question of 
how well the applications that run on 

-Philip A. Naecker 

each system have been designed. The 
computers, the architectures them
selves are different. It depends on how 
well the applications have been im
plemented on each platform. 
Mallery: The reworking of an ex-
1stmg application into an X 
client/server model is difficult. It's like 
writing a Mac application program. 
The programmer has to think dif
ferently about programming. There 
will be a significant change in the 
learning curve in the DEC industry 
while developers relearn how to write 
programs. 

The salvation resides with people 
smart enough to write application 
generators for X client/server applica
tions, even if they aren't efficient. I 
think it can be done. I've seen AI-style 
packages that produce windows - it's 
almost like Hypercard, but it can pro
duce applications. 
Marbach: We have to be careful not 
to run into the situation I see with the 
Mac. We find a so-called application 
putting itself between us and the Mac, 
then allowing us to develop our own 
application using another level of 
indirection. You get horrible perform
ance and limitations imposed not just 
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Rdb and FOCUS 4GL: 
One is free, 
the other pays for itself 

Now that runtime Rdb is free*, you need an applica
tion development system to make it work. FOCUS 
4GL is the perfect complement to Rdb because 
FOCUS pays for itself in a fraction of the time of any 
other VAX application development product . 
Whether you need a transaction system to create 
and maintain Rdb data, or a decision support system 
with reporting, graphics, statist ics, and spreadsheet, 
only FOCUS gives you a complete solution for all 
your Rdb applications. 
COMPLETE APPLICATION 
DEVELOPMENT FACILITIES 

FOCUS comes with a complete development 
toolset ready to work with Rdb. In addition to code 
generators and user-oriented screen and window 
painters, the FOCUS data management language 
lets you complete your application without having 
to rely on COBOL, C, or other 3Gls. And since 
FOCUS for VAX was designed for your VAX system, 
it is DSRl-compl iant and works with ALL-IN-1, 
COD/Plus, DECwindows and CIT products. 
APPLICATION CONNECTIVITY AND 
PORTABILITY 

FOCUS gives you access to all structures permit
ting you to load your Rdb tables directly from RMS 
or DBMS files as well as any other database on your 
VAX or IBM mainframe. And of course, all FOCUS 
applications are portable between VAX and IBM 
mainframe, UNIX workstations, HP, Wang, and PC. 
Your users can even have access to all IBM main
frame databases like IMS and DB2 without ever 
leaving the VAX. 
RECOGNIZED #1 VAX 4GL 

FOCUS for VAX was recognized as the best 4GL 
by the readers of Digital Review winning the presti
gious Target Award in 1989. We've also been recog
nized by Digital as a Cooperative Marketing Program 
(CMP) participant since 1985. IBI offers local help
line, national hotline, education, and consulting 
services fr.om 50 offices worldwide to insure your 
success with FOCUS. 

For more information on FOCUS for Rdb, write 
Information Builders, Inc., 1250 Broadway, N.Y., N.Y. 
10001 . Or call (212) 736-4433, Ext. 3700. 

*Rdb runtime only license is packaged with VMS. 
Media documentation and services are sold separately 
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TPUforUNIX 
and DOS. 

Introducing nu/TPU from a/Soft. 

~ nu/TPU gives you one hun-

dred powerful TPU subroutines 

for faster and easier UNIX and 

DOS applications development. 

EVE, EDT, and VI interfaces 

are all included plus multiple 

windows, its own program-

ming language, and unlimited 

extensions. You can import your 

customized VAX TPU programs 

to your UNIX or DOS system 

without change. nu/TPU comes 

with one year of free hotline 

support, 30 day money-back 

guarantee, free TPU library 

exchange, our technical bul-

letin board for news, interface 

code samples, and our TPU 

open forum. Call us for more 

technical details. 

(508) 683-4369 

a/Soft Development, Inc. 
1353 Salem Street 
North Andover, MA 01845 

nu/TPU is a trademark of a/Soft Development. VAX is a 
trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. UNIX is a 
trademark of AT&T. MS·OOS is a trademark of Microsoft. 
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by the operating environment but by 
the application generator on which 
you're working. It keeps you very far 
away from the machine, making it 
easier to program but providing 
horrible performance. 
Bourne: In terms of VMS/UNIX 
heterogeneity, the DECnet gateway in 
ULTRIX is a great asset in developing, 
managing and using UNIX/VMS en
vironments. DECwindows lets you 
interact at the user interface as if they 
were one. The ability to cut a piece out 
of a UNIX window and paste it into 
a VMS window is a great feature. But 
there's a long way to go, and some 
problems never will be resolved. 
That's because they relate to philo
sophical issues that go into the 
makeup of VMS and UNIX - for 
example, the multiple versions of files 
that VMS allows that UNIX doesn't. 
Pilla: What are other philosophical 
issues? 
Bourne: Well, UNIX documentation 
is terse. The VMS help system is far 
superior because it's hierarchical. 
Mallery: UNIX was a programmer's 
workbench. The entire shell-level user 
interface is made up of one- and two
letter code words with no relationship 

- Carl B. Marbach 

to the operation they perform strung 
together in concatenated strings. I 
hope we'll be liberated from that by 
the window interface, which at least 
will be graphic-iconified and under
stand~ble. There's probably no salva
tion for these low-level interfaces, and 
we probably should fix it at a higher 
level. 
Pilla: Have vendors included such in
terfaces between the user and the 
operating system? 
Appleton: Vendors are moving 
toward a windows interface. They 
don't care to make their command 
lines any more understandable to users 
than they ever have. 
Barkes: You can write shell scripts 
within ULTRIX just as you write com
mand files in DCL, so the user doesn't 
have to contend with the more arcane 
command strings. If you're familiar 
with UNIX, it's no more difficult to 
write a command shell for less
experienced users than it is to write a 
command file using DCL for someone 
working on a VMS system. 
Bourne: The success of that depends 
on the sophistication of the user. 
Many vendors of UNIX systems sell 
so-called VMS shells. Our experience 
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with them is that they 're successful 
only in the beginning. Eventually, 
you'll knuckle down to not only the 
arcane command names but also the 
use of pipes and redirection. I urge 
users to do that, because pipes and 
redirection are the strength of UNIX. 

- Mallery: Probably the biggest 
philosophical difference between VMS 
and UNIX is pipes and redirection, 
because there's nothing in VMS like 
them. 
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Grand Unification 

Pill.a: Will DEC make it easy to move 
from VMS to UNIX? 
Mallery: Ken Olsen says he's com
mitted to providing all VMS func
tionality under ULTRIX. 
Marbach: Is the resulting product 
VMS or ULTRIX? 
Mallery: Maybe it's all one, maybe 
we're moving toward the grand 
unified theory. 
Barkes: We can call it GUMIX -
Grand Unified IX. 
Mallery: In the 1990s, the operating 
system better become trivial and 
unimportant. There will be a unified 
user interface, a unified language stan
dard and a unified set of POSIX system 
services. The operating system, like a 
VMS Cheshire .Cat, will fade until 
there's nothing left but a smile. 
Pill.a: What advice would each of you 
offer people for the immediate and 
long-term future? 
Barkes: UNIX runs on many hard
ware platforms. It wouldn't hurt to get 
a workstation or a 386 machine and 
run UNIX to get familiar with it. 
Bourne: UNIX has and will continue 
to have - at least until about 1991 -
a better price/performance ratio. I en
courage sites to invest in UNIX boxes 
now. Further, sites must spend time 
with their VMS users at the beginning. 
There are many things to be learned, 
and the time you invest will pay off. 
Appleton: The time investment will 
pay off, and although I feel the term 
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is overused, open systems are the way 
of the future. However, your decision 
must be application-specific. 
Naecker: I'm surprised by Olsen's 
statement that all VMS features will be 
ported to ULTRIX. 

That ultimately means that VMS 
is dead. It reduces the pressure to stay 
with VMS and means that products 
developed for ULTRIX no doubt will 
migrate into more generic UNIX en
vironments like the POSIX standard. 

DEC isn't nervous about this, 
because its view of the operating sys
tem of the future is a client/server 
environment in which some things 
will run better on Y kind of machine 
or Y kind of operating system, and 
some things will run better on Z kind 
of machine or Z kind of operating 
system. The two will communicate 
over the network. DEC doesn't envi
sion a commodity market. It will offer 
Y and Z and the glue between them. 

DECnet is far up on the list of 
full-function networking packages, 
and DEC claims that it will have OSI
compliant DECnet soon, possibly 
before anybody else has anything 
that's OSI-compliant and full
functioned. DEC is putting a lot of 
effort into client/server products and 
distributed systems products. 

-Dave Mallery 

Miller: You're making a mistake if 
you lock yourself into one operating 
system. You have to look seriously at 
both systems and at your particular 
environment to determine your needs. 
It will be a mixed environment in 
many cases. Why should you rework 
an operating system to do something 
it isn't designed to do, when you can 
have both a lot sooner and can tie 
them together? 
Bourne: UNIX has adapted to RISC, 
fine- and coarse-grained parallism and 
vectorization. VMS has more trouble 
than that. Certainly it has symmetric 
multiprocessing, but even that's 
currently more limited than similar 
architectures built by other vendors on 
a UNIX platform. UNIX has the edge 
in adapting to different hardware 
architectures. 
Naecker: POSIX standards don't 
consider the inside of the kernel or 
how the operating system works. 
They consider the interfaces to operat
ing systems. These standards don~t 
care if you redesign the entire kernel 
and have something new. That's why 
VMS could be POSIX-compliant. 
Birkhead: DEC says that VMS will be 
much more elegant in five years but 
still will be an environment for pro
duction systems and OLTP. ULTRIX 
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Everybody talks about 
concurrent LATand TCP/IP 

support. 

Xyplexdelivers it. 

It's the MAXserver TM family of terminal servers from Xyplex:M With true LAT and TCP/IP support . 

Multiple, concurrent sessions. Full compatibility so there's no retraining. And it's shipping now. With 

Xyplex's unique non-stop performance and 3-year warranty. Find out how good a terminal server 

can be. Call today for a free information package. 

1·800·338·5316 
(In Mass., 508-371-1400) 

Xyplex 
Copyrighr © 1989 . Xyplex, Inc. Xyplex and MAXserver are rrademarks ofXyplex, Inc. 
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isn't built for that. ULTRIX is for peo
ple who want open systems. 
Mallery: I tell software vendors to 
hire at any cost a computer wizard, 
lock him in a room and don't let him 
out until he has ported their applica
tions to ULTRIX. I predict that by 
1992, if not sooner, Digital will reduce 
the cost of a VMS mip radically. With 
the next two or three generations of 
CMOS technology coming on-line, 
DEC will be able to build very large 
VAX processors on a single chip that 
can be speeded in many more ways 
than a simple RISC machine. 
Marbach: I urge people not to panic. 
This is a time of change and upheaval 
greater than we've seen in computing 
history. 

UNIX and ULTRIX will become 
the ANSI-standard operating systems. 
If a program is written to ANSI stan
dards, it will run or compile on any 

of the ANSI-standard compilers. It 
therefore would be possible to write 
an application on an ANSI-standard 
basis that would run on any base 
ANSI-standard operating system. 

However, if there's something 
that can make the application run bet
ter or make the interface more user 
friendly, programmers will take ad
vantage of it in the non-ANSI
standard portion. They'll make it 
machine or operating-system specific 
if it will run or look better on that 
machine or operating system. Win
dows are one solution to this problem, 
and windowing is supposed to be a 
kind of standard. 

There's a future for UNIX, 
ULTRIX and VMS. There's a future for 
the RISC processor and the VAX ar
chitecture. But making decisions is 
more difficult and requires more 
know ledge than ever before. • 
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Clayton Computer Systems 
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NowdBASE users 
have someplace to grow. 

When PC users need more power, now they can have it. Recital TM is 
the first RDBMS and 4GL for VAX systems that's totally upward
compatible withAshton-Tate's dBASE. TM It's also compatible with 
Clipper TM and FoxBASE. TM So you can move applications and asso
ciated data directly from PC to VAXNMS. TM Maintain and modify 
your applications using the same familiar syntax and commands. 

No retraining and no reprogramming. Recital runs on UNIX systems, too. 
You give yourself a whole new growth path. Solve your connectivity problems. Inte

grate your information processing. Protect your software investment. In short, you 
achieve all the benefits of a LAN solution, without the limitations. 

And Recital includes tools like a report writer, screen painter, transparent access to 
RMS files, an integral data dictionary, popup calendars, calculators, pick lists, note pads 
andmuchmore.AllonaVf-typeterminal!Allwithoutanyadditionalprogrammingor 
modifications to existing dBASE applications! 

Try our 30-day license. Our special 30-day license gives you the full Recital system 
to use for an entire month. It's so compatible you '11 
have it running in an hour. The rest of the month, it B~ 
just grows on you. To order your 30-day license, contact ' 
Recital Corporation, 85 Constitution Lane, Danvers, 
MA01923. Telephone (508) 750-1066. c o R P o R A T 1 o N 

The first dBASE-compatible 
RDBMS forVAX. 

VAX and VMS are trademarks ofDigital Equipment Corporation: FoxBASE is a trademark of Fox Software: Clipper is a trademark of Nantucket Corporation: dBASE is a trademark of Ashton-Tate: 
Recital is a trademark ofRecital Corporation. Copyright 1989 Recital Corporation. All rights reserved. All trademarks are the properties of their respective companies. 
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By Kenneth H . 

Part 2: DSA 
Optimization 
Techniques. 
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10 SUBSYSTEM 
PERFO 

B Having examined performance 
a t e s . . P (" S b P metrics m art 1 110 u system er-
formance," April 1989), we turn our attention 
to how the I/O subsystem can optimize each 
of them using the features of the Digital 
Storage Architecture (DSA). Although DSA was 
designed with reliability and extensibility in 
mind, performance was also a consideration. 
Let's look at how DSA makes it possible for 
the 110 subsystem to increase performance. 
We'll see which controllers implement which 
specific optimization schemes and how a pro
grammer can take advantage of these features 
to increase 110 subsystem performance. 

Prior to the implementation of DSA, the 
host operating system was responsible for 
operations involving the 110 subsystem. If the 
host wished to transfer data, it first had to 
check if the device was busy, then load special 
control registers to initiate the transfer to and 
from the disk. When the device had completed 
the operation, the host then had to check if 
there were any errors and proceed accordingly. 
As you might imagine, each device was treated 
differently, so not only was host execution 
time required to monitor the operation, but 
different code was executed for different 
device types. 

DSA addresses this problem by isolating 
the subsystem from the host processor, com
municating back and forth via a very generic 
set of commands known as Mass Storage 
Control Protocol (MSCP). Under DSA, a disk 

CE 
is presented to the host as a linear address space 
composed of logical blocks, each of which is 
referenced by its logical block number (LBN). 

Instead of the host having to be aware of dif
ferent device registers for each disk type on the 
system, the host now only has to issue MSCP 
commands, such as ONLINE, READ and 
WRITE. When transferring data, the host need 
only specify an LBN on the device. The sub
system is responsible for decomposing the 
LBN address into the correct cylinder, surface 
and sector. 

Because of this, the host is free to do what 
it does best: compute. Instead of being con
cerned with the intricacies of error recovery, 
it simply issues the command to the subsys
tem. If an error occurs, the subsystem is 
responsible for recovering it. Any device
specific error-recovery procedures are con
tained within the subsystem, so a single, 
generic "disk class driver" suffices for all DSA 
disks. Although it's difficult to place precise 
value on the performance increase, it's easy to 
see that if a host no longer deals with the 
details of 110 operations, it has increased the 
number of cycles it can devote to compute
intensive operations. 

DSA also allows multiple commands to be 
outstanding to a single device. Because MSCP 
is a communications protocol that has an end 
packet associated with every command, the 
host knows that a command hasn't completed 
until the subsystem returns the end packet. If 
a host issues a data transfer to a particular disk, 
it not only can proceed with other work while 
awaiting the end packet, it also can issue a sec-
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High-Capacity Disks. 

You always knew that 8mm 
tape backup and high-capacity 
disks would make your work
stations perform even better. 
Well, now you can have both. 
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ond command to the drive before the 
first has completed. 

The subsystem is responsible for 
keeping track of these commands and 
returning the end packet for a command 
only when it has completed. 

A benefit of this type of protocol 
is that the controller can transfer data 
from a read command into a host's buf
fer in any order it wishes. It can fill the 
buffer from top to bottom, from bot
tom to top or even in discontiguous 
pieces (middle, end, top). Because the 
host knows that the command isn't 
complete until it receives the end packet, 
it knows that the data buffer can't be 
examined while the command is pro
ceeding. As we'll see later, this creates 
an opportunity for performance in
creases in high-end controllers. 

Another feature of the MSCP pro
tocol is that commands can be executed 
out of order. If a disk has more than one 
outstanding command, it's free to proc-

ess these commands in any order it 
wishes. It can work on part of the sec
ond command, switch to the first com
mand and move on to another com
mand. We'll see the performance advan
tages of this approach. 

Multiprocessor Controllers 
Because much responsibility for 1/0 has 
been delegated to subsystems, they're 
designed with correspondingly higher
powered processors to handle the large 
number of 1/0 requests arriving from 
multiple hosts. In the case of high-end 
controllers, multiple processors have 
been used, working under a highly op
timized operating system, to increase 
performance. An HSC is a prime exam
ple. Fully configured, an HSC70 has 19 

processors in the controller, making it 
the largest parallel processing system 
manufactured by Digital. 

Because the communication from 
controller to host and controller to disk 

MOUSE· TUK. THE BEST CURSOR CONTROL 
IN THE WORLD FOR ONLY Sl 79. 

Your hand rests on a soft wrist pad 
while your fingers operate the trackball , 
eliminating arm and wrist movement. 

/ 
Speed control button. 
Instant change in curser 
velocity. 

Stainless steel ball bearings. 
Stainless steel shafts 
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has been standardized by DSA, another 
optimization can be made by placing in
variant functions in hardware, allowing 
the code that implements policy to be 
placed in software. In this manner, a 
channel card in the HSC can have highly 
specialized functions, such as the disk 
interface in ROM, while the intelligence 
that directs this policy exists in RAM. 

This allows easy updates. 
Even with this parallelism, the fact 

that large numbers of disks can be at
tached to a controller dictates the need 
for an extremely fast controller. 
Although the code for controlling the 
disk 1/0 has been moved from the host 
computer, similar functions still need to 
be executed. Thus, high-speed proc
essors are a must. The HSC is the best 
example of this, b~cause a fully con
figured HSC70 has more than 60 mips of 
processing power. Not only is it the 
largest parallel processing system 
manufactured by Digital, it's also the 
fastest. On the other hand, you can 
argue that this is a prime example that 
mips stands for Meaningless Indication 
of Processor Speed! 

Overlapped Seeks 
In a traditional 110 subsystem, if a con
troller sends a seek command to the 
disk, it must wait until that command 
completes before proceeding. If a second 
command arrives for another disk at
tached to the same controller, it must 
wait until the first has completed before 
it can begin execution. The net effect of 
this is that the controller becomes a bot
tleneck, servicing incoming requests to 
all attached disks in a serial fashion. 

A significant amount of time might 
be spent waiting for the seek to com
plete. Thus, considerable efforts were 
put into reducing this time as much as 
possible. At the same time, it was 
recognized that devoting an entire chan
nel card to a single disk isn't the most 
cost-effective solution. Channel cards 
and single-board controllers thus were 
designed to handle up to four disks 
simultaneously. 

Because a disk can't do other work 
while it's seeking, the DSA controllers 
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If itS not up to date, 
youft dead in the water. 
When preparing compound documents, you can't afford to have an outdated 
graphic, especially if you're preparing timely reports, proposals or specs. 

That's why you've been hearing so much about live links. There's a 
good reason. Live links are the revolutionary way to guarantee that your docu
ment will include the most recent data. 

DEC's new Compound Document Architecture® specifies live links 
between text, data and graphics. The Department of Defense's new CALS 
initiative specifies live links, too. 

And live links save disk space by providing pointers to the graphics 
rather than physically embedding the graphics in the documents. 

MASS-II® provides live links now, is integrated with ALLrlN-1 ® and 
works identically on the VAX and PC. 

That means you can use MASS-II to submit proposals to the DoD (and 
be CALS compliant). And, you can be assured MEC will fully support DEC's 
CDA. We were an early endorser. 

MASS-11 's live link architecture will save you time, money and disk 
space. And, you're going with a winner. MASS-II is the leading independent 
word processor for the VAX. To find out more, call MEC at 312-882-0111 . 

Microsystems Engineering Corporation, 2400 W. Hassell Road, 
Hoffman Estates, IL 60195 
312-882-0111. 

The world is moving to MASS· I I 
MASS-II is a registered trademark of Microsystems Engineering Corporation. 
Compound Document Architecture and ALl..rlN-1 are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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will, after issuing a seek, look for work 
on other drives. If a seek command is 
pending for one of the other drives, it 
will be issued, and both drives will seek 
in parallel while the controller looks for 
yet more work. In this manner, up to 
four seek commands per controller, or 
per channel card on the HSC, can be 
outstanding simultaneously, giving a 
high degree of parallelism instead of 
having the drives operate sequentially. 
The effect of this is shown in Figure 1, 

which shows the difference between 
overlapped and non-overlapped seeks. 

The graph in Figure 1 was obtained 
by causing the disks to seek randomly 
over the entire surface. In the case of 
non-overlapped seeks, each disk must 
wait until the preceding disk has com
pleted its seek before it can begin, so 
there's no difference in the overall re
quest rate between one and four disks. 
With overlapped seeks, however, all 
disks can seek at the same time, so 
there's almost complete independence 
among the disks, and the request rate in
creases with more active disks. All cur
rent DSA controllers that support multi
ple drives perform overlapped seeks. 

Because DSA allows requests to be 
returned to the host out of order, when 
the first seek completes, the controller 
performs the transfer command even if 
it wasn't the first one received from 
the host. This is possible because the 
channel card has two processors: one to 
handle seek commands (among other 
things) and one to transfer data. If a 
drive has completed a seek, one proc
essor in the controller transfers the data 
while the other processor in the con
troller continues to monitor the out
standing seek commands on the other 
drives. In this manner, data from one 
drive can be transferred to the host at 
the same time the other drives continue 
to perform the seek operations. 

Only one drive on a channel card 
(or board-level controller) can transfer 
data at a time, so if two drives arrive on 
cylinder at the same time, only one can 
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transfer data. The other must wait. 
Thus, a large performance increase 

can be realized if requests are distributed 
across multiple disks. Although only 
one disk on a channel can transfer data 
at any one time, if the time spent seek
ing is large in relation to the amount of 
time spent transferring data, the chances 
of two drives being ready to transfer 
simultaneously are small. Because of this 
parallelism, more than one active file 
shouldn't be placed on the same disk but 
instead should be distributed among 
many disks. 

Rotational Position Sensing 
In the same manner that traditional con
trollers can have only one seek com
mand outstanding at a time, a problem 
arises when two or more drives com
plete their seeks at nearly the same time. 
In a traditional controller, the first drive 
to complete is serviced. The second 
must wait before transferring data. 

In a DSA controller that implements 
rotational position sensing, however, the 
controller constantly is monitoring the 
rotational position of the drive after it 
has arrived on cylinder. If two or more 
drives are on cylinder, the controller or 
channel card monitors them all. Because 

The effect of overlapped seeks. 

the disks rotate at 60 revolutions per 
second, you can see why monitoring 
four at a time requires a powerful proc
essor. Instead of servicing the requests 
in the order in which they arrive, the 
controller services the first disk whose 
desired LBN passes under the head. The 
two approaches are shown in Figure 2 . 

In a conventional controller, request 
1 is serviced first, even though request 
2 will pass under the disk heads first. In 
effect, there's a single queue at the con
troller, so it must service requests in the 
order in which they arrive. In this in
stance, the controller ignores request 2 

and waits 0.75 revolutions to read re
quest 1. In the meantime, request 2 has 
not only passed under the head, but has 
rotated beyond it, so the controller must 
wait an additional 0.375 revolutions for 
request 2 to rotate under the head again. 
The total time to read both requests is 
1.125 revolutions. 

With DSA, the controller knows 
that even though request 2 arrived from 
the host later, it will pass under the 
heads first. So, the controller transfers 
the data from request 2 first, then re
quest 1. Because the total time to read 
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It's not an illusion. Perceptics Corporation, the 
leader in VAX/VMS optical storage subsystems, 
has the solution to your data storage needs. The 
Perceptics LaserSystem and LaserStar subsystems 
offer true magnetic disk emulation, and can give 
you hundreds of gigabytes of on-line storage from 
one subsystem. 

The reality is that no one in the industry can 
give you a more proven product with these 
features and this much storage capacity. 
Perceptics has over 500 optical subsystems in use 
worldwide and is a leader in optical disk jukebox 
subsystems. The Perceptics subsystems allow the 
optical storage device to be used as a "plug and 
play" peripheral. 

L~rSystem is a complete, integrated, ready-to
use optical disk subsystem, including write-once 
read-many (WORM) optical disk drive, SCSI host 
adapter and industry standard LaserWare optical 
disk software. Media, installation, and on-site 
maintenance services are also available. 

LaserSystem stores up to 2.4 gigabytes of data on 
a removable cartridge and features true magnetic 
disk drive emulation, so existing software and 

applications require no modification to access the 
massive storage capacity of optical disks. 

L~rStar extends the emulation features of 
LaserSystem to the optical disk jukebox, allowing 
on-line access of up to 338 gigabytes of data, 
using the same VAX/VMS transparent file system 
as LaserSystem. 

Applications include: 

· CAD/CAM Storage and Retrieval 
· Records Management 
· Medical Imaging 
· Seismological Data Storage 
· Large On-Line Database 
· Satellite Image Storage 

pe~tics 
725 Pellissippi Parkway 

Knoxville, TN 37922 
615/ 966-9200 

FAX 615/ 966-9330 

LaserStar, LaserSystem and LaserWare are trademarks of Perceptics Corporation. 
VAX. VMS and MicroVAX are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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both requests will be the longest of all 
of the requests, this is now 0.75 revolu
tions, a savings of 0.375 revolutions over 
the previous method. 

When up to four disks are serviced 
by a single controller or channel card, 
there are many opportunities for saving 
time. This is particularly noticeable in 
applications that issue requests with few 
seeks to different drives connected to the 
same channel card, because the effect of 
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Rotational position sensing. 

Seek reordering. 

overlapped seeks isn't as apparent. Rota
tional position sensing is offered on all 
current DSA controllers with the excep
tion of the RQDX3. 

Seek Reordering 
Although overlapped seeks and rota
tional position sensing can reduce the 
waiting time when multiple disks are 
active, there's also a way to reduce the 
time spent waiting for the disk arm to 
travel over the surface. If multiple com-

mands are sent to the disk by one or 
more hosts, the controller has an oppor
tunity to arrange these requests in such 
a way as to minimize the total distance 
that the head must travel. As you might 
suspect, this requires that more than one 
request be outstanding at a time and 
becomes more effective as the number 
of outstanding requests increases. This 
is known as seek reordering or seek op
timization and functions as shown in 
Figure 3. 

In the example on the left of Figure 
3, the requests are serviced in the order 
in which they arrive (1 , 2, 3, 4, 5), 

resulting in a total of 11 cylinders being 
traversed. In the example on the right, 
however, the controller has reordered 
the requests to minimize head motion. 
They're serviced 3, 1, 5, 2 and 4, for a 
total of only four cylinders or 36 per
cent of the original travel. Recalling the 
amount of time a disk may spend seek
ing, it's clear that enormous perform
ance increases are possible, assuming a 
sufficiently large number of requests are 
outstanding at the disk. 

Figure 4 illustrates possible per
formance increases. To create this graph, 
a test was run on an RA81 disk drive 
connected to an HSC50 running V3.50 . 

There's no noticeable difference between 
HSC50 and HSC70 controllers for any 
software version for this test. The re
quests were distributed randomly across 
the entire disk, and the number of 
outstanding requests was varied. In this 
graph, the number of outstanding re
quests is shown on the horizontal axis, 
and the resulting request rate is shown 
on the vertical axis. 

With one request outstanding, the 
HSC has nothing to reorder, so the rate 
is about 23 requests per second. When 
two requests are outstanding, the con
troller has sent one to the channel card 
and is processing the second one to send 
to the channel card while the first one 
is executing. 

Although the HSC can't reorder the 
requests (because the first was active 
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when the second was received), there's 
still some performance improvement. 
This is because the compute time of the 
HSC (request processing) and the com
pute time of VMS (QIO initiation and 
completion) are overlapped with the ac
tual disk seek. After the first command 
has completed, the second is immedi
ately available for the channel card to 
send to the drive. This illustrates the 
effect that double-buffering has on 
performance: Even though seek 
reordering isn't taking place, the request 
rate has increased from 23 to 27 requests 
per second. Thus, programs that can use 
double-buffering should do so. 

With three outstanding requests, 
you see no increase in the request rate. 
This is because there's now one request 
on which the drive is working, one that 
already has been sent to the channel card 
and one the HSC places in a deferred 

seek list . 
If four requests are outstanding, the 

situation changes. The disk is working 
on the first, and the second has been sent 
to the channel card. But there are two 
requests in the deferred seek list. When 
the disk completes the first request and 
starts the second, the HSC checks the 
deferred seek list and chooses the re
quest closest to where the disk will be 
when it completes the second request. 
As a result, the rate increases from 27 to 
30 requests per second. This trend con
tinues, with the rate increasing as the 
HSC has more requests in its deferred 
seek list from which to choose. 

Although the algorithm used by the 
HSC will increase the request rate as 
more requests are outstanding, the 
response time for an individual request 
may become longer. To prevent ex
cessive response times, the HSC will 
change algorithms when the number of 
outstanding commands is greater than 
nine. You can see the effect of this in 

Figure 4. 

At this point, the HSC changes from 
request-rate optimization to response
time optimization. As a result of this 
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new policy, the number of requests per 
second drops slightly, and the increase 
in the rate isn't as great as before. This 
is because the algorithm in the HSC is 
now more concerned with response 
time. It will place more emphasis on 
reducing response time than on merely 
increasing the request rate (although the 
rate continues to increase). This 
algorithm is implemented on a per-disk 
basis, so one disk may be optimized for 
request rates, while another is optimized 
for response time. 

All current DSA controllers contain 
code that reorders incoming requests to 
increase the request rate. The HSC, 

however, is the only controller that con
tains multiple algorithms for increasing 
the request rate and decreasing the 
response time. 

Although it's difficult to design a 
single program that can take advantage 
of the increased performance that results 
from high numbers of outstanding re
quests, it's important to note that the 
HSC only optimizes requests directed to 
a particular disk. Commands from 
multiple programs on multiple hosts 
appear to the HSC as a single command 
stream for the purposes of optimization. 
Because of this, request reordering can 

9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
Queue Depth 

Hsc seek optimization. 

take place on a disk, even though an in
dividual program may be only single
buffering requests. 

It's important to realize that if the 
number of outstanding commands 
becomes very large, even the response 
time reduction algorithms in the HSC 

may not be enough to reduce the 
response time to an acceptable level. The 
exact effects of disk queue depth and 
response times for different disks will be 
explored in detail in a future article. 

Request Fragmentation 
The final optimization technique we'll 
discuss is called request fragmentation. 
In much the same manner that an HSC 

doesn't see the individual user transac
tions but only sees the MSCP request, 
the channel cards in the HSC see only 
those data transfer requests that the HSC 

central processor gives them. The re
quest contains the beginning sector 
number of the transfer and the number 
of sectors to transfer (among other 
things). The channel card can begin 
transferring the data only at the begin
ning of the request. If the disk heads are 
in the middle of the request when the 
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Sometimes you caq afford not to have security. 
Sometnnes you can'~~ 

There's a funny thing about data security. A lot of 
people put off doing something about it until after 
they've been victimized. We think that's like buying car 
insurance after you've had a wreck. Or sky diving 
without a back-up chute. 

At Clyde Digital Systems, we've never thought it 
made sense to compromise your proprietary corporate 
data and trade secrets. That's why we make it easy for 
you to protect your data. And the privacy of your 
employees' work files. 

If you own a Digital VAXNMS system, you 
already know how to use ClydeSENTRY® Security 
Software. Because it uses all the VMS access controls. 

Plus you get next generation access controls. And 
powerful monitoring, reporting and analysis functions. 

For a better idea of what this extra power can do fur 
you, just take a look at some of the features. With 
ClydeSENTRY you get exclusive dial-up port protection 

called DIALBACK.™ 

ClydeSENTRY secures againSI 
external intrusion with powerful 
dial-upponpl'Olection. 

Before an external user 
accesses VMS, 

DIALBACK intercepts the 
call-in and verifies the user's 
DIALBACK ID code. It then 

hangs up, calls back at the phone number associated with logged-in terminals and locks them on the user 's behalf. 
the ID, and again verifies the user ID code. If everything Or even kills_idle processes after a prescribed period of 
is entered correctly, the user gains access to the VMS inactivity. 
log-in procedure. What 's more, with other advanced 

Plus you also get reports showing success- features like archival of security data, 
ful and unsuccessful dial-in attempts. analysis of audit data, security report 

The security of DIALBACK has earned it generation, and patented terminal 
a place on the U.S. Department of Defense's monitoring, ClydeSENTRY adds unequaled 
NCSC Evaluated Products List for Trusted security, and authority, to the privacy of your 
Computer Systems. corporate data. All this with less than three 

CiydeSENTRY keyboard Jocking simpl ifi<> 

But ClydeSENTRY doesn't stop there. «<uri1y agai nsiinsider1hrea1 percent total CPU time. And less effort than 
You get the simplicity of the KB Lock® function. the jaunt down the hall to the photocopier. 

Users can lock their terminals with a single keystroke. In addition to ClydeSENTRY security, you can 
This prevents one of the primary leaks in system quickly audit your level of VMS security with an add-on 
security-the unattended logged-in terminal. security assessment tool. 

Users can go to lunch and easily secure their If you believe as we do that it's crazy to compro-
terminals before they leave, without logging out. mise your company assets, you 'll get your hands on an 
KB Lock clears the screen, but processing continues evaluation copy of ClydeSENTRY today. Call 801-224-
undisturbed in the background. And unaccessible- 5306 and ask for an Area Sales Manager. We 'll send 
without the proper password. When the user returns, the your copy right out. · 
screen is refreshed and the buffered output reviewed. And we'll show you the 
Now that's a "power lunch." rewards of having security. It 

But don 't worry if users forget to lock their sure beats the price of the 
terminals. KBLock automatically detects unattended alternative. a~'SC:NTRY 

¥VAX Security Software =• :1yde· 
The VAX Support & Security Software Specialists 

Clyde Digital Systems 
J 7 I East 8(X) South 
Orem, UT 84058 
801 -224-5306 
FAX: 801 -225-7684 
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channel card receives the request, it must 
wait until the disk rotates to the begin
ning sector of the request before it can 
transfer data. 

As you might expect, if the transfer 
size is greater than one sector, it's possi
ble that the request may have to wait to 
be serviced. The exact probability of this 
happening depends on the size of the 
transfer request and the number of 
sectors, not logical blocks, per disk 
revolution. 

As an example, an RA82 has 58 sec
tors per track. If a 57-sector transfer is 
received, there's only one possible place 
to begin the transfer, even though there 
are 56 other sectors on the track that 
contain data. If the rotational position 
of the disk when the heads landed on 
the cylinder is completely probabilistic, 
there's only one chance in 58 that the 
transfer can begin immediately. In the 
other 57 instances, there's some loss of 
time waiting for the disk to rotate to the 
correct position. The time to actually 
transfer the data still takes 57 sectors of 
rotational time. Thus, the time spent 
waiting for the disk to rotate to the 
beginning of the transfer is effectively 
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wasted and adds to the response time of 
the request. 

To help overcome this, the HSC 

employs request fragmentation. If large 
transfers are received, the controller 
divides this one request into many 
smaller requests and sends them all to 
the channel card. Regardless of the order 
in which the channel card receives them, 
it begins the transfer at the first possi
ble point because of rotational position 
sensing. An example of this is shown 
in Figure 5. 

In Figure 5, the left disk represents 
three requests that have arrived for ser
vice. Because the disk head is in the 
middle of the data called for by request 
number 1, the transfer can't begin. 
Instead, the controller must wait for the 
disk to rotate so that request 3 can be 
transferred, then request 2 and finally all 
of request 1. 

The total time for this is about 0.88 
revolutions (request 2 and 3, then to the 
beginning of request 1), plus 0.33 revolu
tions to transfer the data in request 1, for 
a total of about 1.21 revolutions. 

On the right side of Figure 5, the 
HSC has broken the large requests into 

many smaller ones. As a result, request 
fragments lD through 1H are transferred 
first, followed by requests 3 and 2 and 
finally request fragments lA through lC. 
All transfers are complete in one revolu
tion, a savings of 0.21 revolutions. If it 
weren't for rotational position sensing, 
all requests would be serviced in order, 
for a total time of 2.46 revolutions. 

The current software in the HSC 

(versions 3.7 and later) performs the 
fragmentation as follows: 
1. If the request size is eight or fewer 
sectors, no fragmentation is performed. 
2. If the request size is greater than eight 
sectors, the request is broken into frag
ments of four sectors each. The final 
fragment may be smaller if the total 
transfer size isn't evenly divisible by 4. 

Although it may seem that a frag
ment size of one sector would produce 
the best results, keep in mind that the 
central processor within the HSC must 
become involved to fragment a request . 
Because it takes time to produce the in
dividual fragments, too much time spent 
in this algorithm actually may increase 
response time instead of reduce it. The 
above values attempt to balance the time 

The effects of request fragmentation. 
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The Authoritative Work 
On The Subject. 

----~~~~----........ ..--.............. Accept this on good authority: spread
sheets run better on a VAX™ computer. 

And when the spreadsheet is 20/20;1'1 
the leading spreadsheet for VAX comput
ers, you can increase the degree of superi
ority by a factor of three. 

Why three? Well, first of all, by running 
20/20 on a VAX computer, you get better 
access to data. That 's because you gain 
direct access to the data in your corporate 
database-with no knowledge of data
base languages required. 

Secondly, with 20/20, you're better 
able to share data and models with other 
members of your organization. That's 
because everyone with access to the VAX 
has access to 20/20. 

Finally, 20/20 supports standards bet
ter. Take ALL-IN- I™ Office Software, for 
example. Our link with Digital's OA pack
age is the tightest possible-a claim no 
personal computer spreadsheet can make. 

We've developed a free booklet that 
explains why more than 15,000 computer 
sites worldwide depend on 20/20, and 
we'd very much like to send you a copy. 
For yours, just return the coupon below 
or phone 508-655-9191. 

Think of the booklet as a continuing 
education course on the subject of 
increased productivity. 

"I'd Like A Copy Of Your Booklet" 
Please send me a free copy of your infor
mative booklet, "Spreadsheets Run Three 
Times Better On A VAX Computer.'' 

Title _____________ _ 

Company, _____________ _ 

Addr""'--------------

C1ty· ________ Sta1e __ z,p, ___ _ 

Phone•---------------

Model~"'--------------

Mail to Access Technology, Two Natick 
Executive Park, Natick, MA01760. 
Or phone (508) 65 5-9191. DPA 8/89 

Access 
Tes;htlgJggy 

20/20ni 
VAX and ALL·IN· 1 are trademarks of Otg1tal Equipment Corporation 
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Have you ever watched the tapes on 
your tape drive try to stream? The 
tapes go back-and-forth and back-and
forth ... shoeshining your data. Don't 
you wish these tapes would go faster? 

Your wish has just come true ... 

Touch Technologies' Dynamic Tape Accel
erator makes tape drives start . . . and 
then accelerate to full speed. 
That's fast. That's streaming fast! 

With the Dynamic Tape Accelerator, all 
applications ... all VMS utilities ... and 
yes ... even VMS backup finishes faster! 

You'll see faster backup operations, 
less operator waiting time, and more 
system availability time. Dynamic Tape 
Accelerator is completely safe and 
100% compatible with VMS backup. 
No DCL or application code changes 
are necessary. 

Why spend two, three, six or more 
hours each day waiting for your slow 
tape drives to complete . .. when you 
could be accelerating your tapes to 
streaming speeds! 

Experience the performance of high 
speed streaming for yourself! Order a 
Dynamic Tape Accelerator " Evaluation 
Kit" today for $69.95. All orders are 
shipped Federal Express and come 
complete with a full graphic display, 
media, and documentation. 

Dynamic Tape Accelerator is available for all VAXNMS-based tape subsystems. 

Contact Touch Technologies today at 

(800) 525-2527 

TOUCH TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 
9990 Mesa:~~~~:~: ~~1:2~~~ 

~~~h.--------------------------------------------------------------------------(6-1-9-)-4-55---74-0-4-•---FAX---: -(6-1-9)-4-5-5--7-4~13 

Dynamic Tape Accelerator is a trademark of TOUCH TECHNOLOGIES. INC. 
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spent in fragmentation against the possi
ble gains that may be realized. 

Request fragmentation is only pres
ent on the HSC and the RF30 and RF71 

disk subsystems. The RF30 and RF71 

disk subsystems use a slightly different 
fragmentation algorithm, fragmenting a 
request greater than eight sectors into 
eight sector fragments. 

Because fragmentation isn't per
formed until the request size exceeds 
eight sectors, only those programs that 
issue byte counts equal to or greater than 
4,096 bytes gain any benefits from 
fragmentation. As such, combining 
small QIO requests into one large re
quest may reduce overall response time. 

Program Optimization 
Here are suggestions for increasing the 
performance of an application: 
1. Whenever possible, active files 
should be placed on different disks. If 
this is done, they usually can be accessed 
in parallel to increase performance. 

FROM 

2. If possible, all 110 requests should be 
double-buffered. 
3. The more requests outstanding to a 
particular disk drive, the higher the re
quest rate it yields. This suggestion 
should be used cautiously, because the 
response times of individual requests 
may increase to an unacceptable level as 
a result, as will be shown in a future 
article. 
4. The highest possible byte count 
should be used for all requests to allow 
data transfer fragmentation (HSC, RF31 

and RF70 controllers only). 
Although some applications don't 

lend themselves to the above techniques, 
if you can include any of these steps 
when designing a new application, it 
will provide many benefits and increase 
performance. 

DSA has been designed from the 
start with performance in mind. Rather 
than specifying which specific algor
ithms the 1/0 subsystem must follow, it 
provides opportunities for increasing 
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performance at the option of the in
dividual controller designer. In this way, 
low- end controllers can be developed 

without the expense of complex code, 
while high-end controllers with fast 
processors can avail themselves of 
advanced techniques. 

In the next article in this series, we'll 
focus on the effect of VMS workloads 
on the performance of the I/O sub
system. We'll also look at why perform
ance in a typical VMS environment may 
differ greatly from what's expected from 
simply reading the specification of the 
subsystem. Further, we'll explore the 
fallacy of using benchmarks to evaluate 
a particular system and what to look for 
in your own system. -Kenneth H. Bates 
is a consulting software engineer for Digital 
Equipment Corporation in Colorado Springs, 
Colorado, and a member of the IIO Perform
ance Group. 
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Anagnostopoulos. paper, 013-940256-X $30.00 Describes the DCL 
language, its benefits and weaknesses. Demonstrates how to use 
DCL to extend the system management facilities included in VMS. 

an agent for change. 

Also available from Prentice Hall and Digital Press: COMPUTER PROGRAMMING AND ARCHITECTURE: THE VAX, 2/E. Levy/Eckhouse-Digital Press. 
Cloth (013-1 62645-0), $38.00. A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO VAXNMS WITH USEFUL TOOLS. Sawey/Stocks-Digital Press. Paper 

(013-072349-5), $23.00. VAXNMS INTERNALS AND DATA STRUCTURES: VERSION 4.4. Kenah/Goldenberg/Bate-Digital Press. Paper 
(013-945270-2), $75.00. VAX ARCHITECTURE REFERENCE MANUAL. Edited by Timothy Leonard-Digital Press Cloth (013-945262-1 ), $40.00. VAX 
ARCHITECTURE HANDBOOK VOLS. I-Ill. Available at better bookstores or direct from Prentice Hall at (201) 767-5937. Corporate customers: 
for orders in excess of 20 copies to be billed to a corporate address call (201 ) 592-2498. Prices subject to change without notice. 
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SAS Institute lnc.'s SAS/CPE Helps System 
Managers Make System Performance Decisions Quickly. 

Example of SASICPE ACCOUNTING report. Example page fault report, run on a VAX 6240. 

Peaking 
Perormance 

An essential skill for system managers 
is the ability to prevent performance 
problems before they occur. That's 
easier said than done. It isn't difficult to 
lose yourself in the volumes of data you 
can collect with such VMS utilities as 
ACCOUNTING and MONITOR. You 
might spend more time setting up a col
lection and reporting process than 
analyzing and interpreting the data. 

SAS/CPE, from SAS Institute Inc. of 
Cary, North Carolina, eliminates the 

worries of establishing a collection and 
reporting scheme for your system's 
statistics. It does the work and gives you 
the time you need to analyze the data 
and plan for corrective measures. 

We tested SAS/CPE version 1.1 on 
the Lab's MicroVAX II. 

Installation And Configuration 
Release 5.18 of the base SAS system is re
quired for SAS/CPE installation. To pro
duce presentation-quality graphs, 
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SME tackles manufacturing 
problems with practical solutions 

--=ff:4UTOFACT§-® -
OCTOBER 30 - NOVEMBER 2, 1989, DETROIT, Ml 

AUTOFACT is "automation's main 
event." PARTNERSHIP is 
AUTOFACT's newest attraction. 

The society of Manufacturing 
Engineers (SMEl is increasing 
AUTOFACT's competitive advantage 
the same way you are enhancing 
your company's success through 
computer-intergrated manufactur
ing (CIMl. We're working together 
with CIM solution teams to tackle 
real manufacturing problems with 
practical solutions. 

That's what the PARTNERSHIP FOR 
INTEGRATION Exhibit at AUTOFACT '89 
is about. 

With Deere Tech services, the 
PARTNERSHIP Integration Specialist, 
SME is coordinating a host of the 
most successful industry suppliers of 
computer communication, factory 
automation, software and related 
services to realize an 8,000 square 
foot, live, state-of-the-art CIM facility. 
The PARTNERSHIP exhibit features 
real factory production - from 
engineering design through 
manufacturing. Along the way, the 
demonstration addresses topics of 
concern for both large and small 
organizations. 

PARTNERSHIP uses integration to 
increase productivity, to improve 
product quality, and reduce costs. 

The road to these achievements is 
not always smooth. The solutions are 
complicated - involving systems 
and employees from the factory 
floor to the executive suite. 
AUTOFACT's PARTNERSHIP exhibit is 
the opportunity to bring your team 
together to learn how to remove 
the obstacles you face in achieving 
manufacturing competitiveness. 

success in manufacturing today 
demands integration of design 
engineering, manufacturing 
engineering, production control, 
assembly, network communications 
and business and finance. In Partner-
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ship, as in your business, integration 
of these operations is not only 
preferred, in some instances, it is re
quired. But how do you get from 
islands of automation to integrated 
systems? How will implementing CIM 
change the way you do business? 
What does this mean for current 
user /vendor relationships? Flexibility 
is a key concept at AUTOFACT and 
throughout the PARTNERSHIP exhibit. 
PARTNERSHIP will answer these ques
tions and offer solutions. 

Striving for and achieving 
integration increases your com
petitive advantage. 

AUTOFACT and PARTNERSHIP offer 
you this challenge: determine your 
company's CIM obstacles. Let the 
companies on the show floor and in 
the demonstration help you remove 
the roadblocks to quality, productivi
ty and cost effectiveness. 

The AUTOFACT exposition and the 
PARTNERSHIP exhibit are the 
showcases for AUTOFACT '89. 
However, your AUTOFACT experience 
would not be complete without at
tending the expansive AUTOFACT '89 
conference which includes sessions, 

workshops and tutorials on every 
facet of CIM. 

AUTOFACT has an 11-year track 
record for bringing all the current 
facts and trends in the automation 
industry to you. PARTNERSHIP is the 
first, in another 11 years of live, 
problem-solving demonstrations. 

FOR INTEGRATION TM 

SME is committed to offering high 
quality, in-depth conferences and ex
positions featuring top-level 
speakers and the latest in world-class 
technology. SME, AUTOFACT and now 
PARTNERSHIP all are tracking the 
trends in multi-level information 
flow, CIM management techniques, 
standards adoption, the open 
systems philosophy, and efficient 
utilization of a variety of integration 
technologies. Together we can 
integrate our ideas and the 
technology to fully realize the 
benefits of CIM. 

,------ -==- -----~-------, 
JAUTOFACT~~ 

Take action now to take part in AUTOFACT '89 

o I want to attend AUTOFACT '89 conference and Ex-
position and visit the PARTNERSHIP Exhibit. 

D I want to participate in the Exhibit. 

Name _________________ _ 

Title ------------------

company ________________ _ 

Address ___ ____________ _ 

City ------------------

state,Zip ________________ _ 

e 
CAif, 

MAIL TO 
SME Event PR 
one SME Drive 

P.O. Box 930 
Dearborn, Ml 48121 

OR CALL 
313-271-0777 

L------------------ ~--~ 
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SAS/Graph also must be installed. 

SAS/CPE has two installation 
options. Installing only the data collec
tion portion requires 1,700 blocks of disk 
space. You need 4,300 blocks of disk 
space to install both the collection por
tion and the reporting portion. The split 
installation allows you to install the 
smaller data collection portion on every 
node except the node from which you 
do management tasks. Data collected on 
other nodes can be accessed from the 
central manager node to do reports. 

SAS recommends a disk with 
300,000 to 500,000 blocks of available disk 
space to hold all necessary software and 
the files generated by the collection 
processes. 

VMSINSTAL takes care of the 
installation. Your only other concerns 
are to include the SAS$CPE logical in 
your system startup procedure and to 
include statements in your system 
startup and shutdown command files to 
start and stop SAS automatically when 
you reboot your system. 

Using SAS/CPE 
The base SAS product, as with any large 
statistical package, can present an im
posing obstacle, especially if you don't 
need to use the SAS statistical package 
on a daily basis. 

Fortunately, SAS is hidden under 
SAS/CPE. You don't need to know any 
SAS to use SAS/CPE. Customizing the 
product requires knowledge of SAS pro
gramming, but you can get by very 
nicely with basic SAS/CPE if you don't 
have special requirements. 

The CPETOOL utility drives 
SAS/CPE. From it, you perform data col
lection, processing and reporting tasks. 
CPETOOL commands are DCL-like. 
Commands can be entered interactively 
or grouped into command files and run 
in batch. 

The first step in looking at your 
system is to collect data. SAS/CPE can 
collect information from the VMS 
MONITOR and ACCOUNTING utilities, 
from a SAS-supplied DISKQUOfA util
ity ( diskquotas must be enabled on your 
system for this to work) and from SPM. 
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Figure 1. 

CPETOOL> SHOW COLLECTION WEEK1 

Name: 
Facility: 
Username: 
Queue: 

Disklist: 
DO Coll: 
Version: 
Level: 

WEEK1 
MONITOR 
Current user 
SYS$BATCH 

n/a 
n/a 
4.7 
1 

Begin: 
End: 
Interval: 
PIO: 
Data begin: 
Data end: 

Started: 
Processed: 
Raw data: 

1-JUN-1988 00:00:00.00 
8-JUN-1988 00:00:00.00 
0 0:15:0 
Not running 
Not processed 
Not processed 

Not started 
Not processed 
None collected 

File: 
Classes: 

SAS$CPE:[COLLECTION.MON_WEEK1.DATA]MON_DATA.DAT 
ALL_ CLASSES 

Flags: 
Data sets not up-to-date 

The SHOW COLLECTION screen helps you check what you're doing before starting the process. 

SAS/CPE doesn't have its own data col
lection facility other than DISKQUOfA. 
SAS Institute chose to work with the 
VMS tools rather than to write its own. 

A example command to create a 
data collection using the MONITOR 
utility is: 

In this case, data collection starts on 
June 1, 1989, and finishes five days later. 
Hence the + 5 in the /END qualifier. 
MONDATA is the name of the collection. 

You can customize the collection 
process. For example, the SET COLLEC
TION/CLASS= (list of MONITOR classes) 
lets you determine what classes of 
MONITOR statistics you want to collect. 
Similar qualifiers exist to help you tailor 
an ACCOUNTING data collection. To 
see a collection's characteristics, use the 
SHOW COLLECTION (collection name) 
command. An example SHOW COLLEC
TION screen is shown in Figure 1. 

After you're happy with the collec-

tion's characteristics, you start the 
collection with: 

Multiple collections can be placed 
in groups. This allows you to create in
dividual files for periodic reports that 
can be appended together to generate 
reports for a longer time period. To save 
disk space, SAS will delete all variables 
not needed by subsequent reporting 
utilities. 

You might think that the hard part 
is to process the collected data into raw 
SAS datasets, the next required step. Not 
so. Simply issue: 

SAS takes care of the rest. You're 
now ready to generate reports. 

Generating reports involves two 
options. The REPORT MENU facility 
guides you through the process screen 
by screen. Reports also can be generated 
using the REPORT SELECTION FACILITY 
command-line interface. 

You might want to change your 
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No toners, pens, ribbons, 
chemicals or hassles. 

red colors. 

Highspeed
Up to 3.5 ips. 

• 
Introducing DrawingMf1Sfer™ 

High resolution-
Up to 400x200 dpi. 

Mobility. 

This one-of-a-kind raster plotter from CalComp 
breaks all the rules-making it our total output 
solution for your every design requirement. 

In one word, performance. With four modes of 
operation to choose from, this dynamo will 
produce A to D size plots in no time at all. 

Sharp, clean plots and unattended operation in 
any environment increases your productivity. 
Add to that shared resource plotting with a 4 to 
1 mux and you've got complete versatility. 

Top it off with quick installation, the reliability 
of virtually no moving parts, and you'll agree-
it 's the only one-of-a-kind you'll ever need. 

With DrawingMaster also comes CalComp's 30 
years of expertise, support and service, complete 
with an 800 helpline, which, because of the solid 
performance of DrawingMaster, you'll probably 
never need. 

Like more on this no-fuss wonder? 
Call 1-800-CALCOMP or write us at CalComp, 
P.O. Box 3250, Anaheim, CA 92803. 
In Canada, call ( 416) 635-9010. 

~drawoo 
your imaginatiorf 

We dmw on .vour imagination and DrawingMastcr are CalComp trademar~ . ©1989 CalComp Inc. 
-jCsJComp 
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figure2. 

ChangeNiew Setup Characteristics 
Command ===> 

Batch Graphics Output: 

Device: TEK4105 
X GOUT Catalog 
_ Graphics Stream File 

Press END to Save Characteristics 

Interactive Graphics Output: 

Device: TEK4105 
_ GOUT Catalog 
_ Graphics Stream File 
X Terminal 

Print Command: PRINT/QUEUE=SYS$LETIER 

Graphics Output Command: PRINT/QUEUE=SYS$PLOT/FORMS=3 

Submit Command: SUBMIT/QUEUE=SYS$FAST/AFTER=23:00 

You can customize the reporting process via this report setup screen. 

reporting setups before generating 
reports. A sample setup screen is shown 
in Figure 2. The setup file controls the 
devices to be used to produce output. 
Grapbcs output can be sent to a graph
ics catalog and replayed later. Or, it can 
be sent to a graphics stream file and 
viewed or printed later. Graphics catalog 
entries can be replayed on devices other 
than the one specified in the setup file. 
Graphics stream files are device-specific 
and must be viewed or printed on the 
device specified in the setup file. 

After you're happy with your setup 
parameters, you can review the statistics 
for the collection to be reported. You 
can specify a subset of the original col
lection's time interval if you don't want 
to see a report for the entire collection. 

More than 30 standard reports can 
be generated. You simply select the 
reports you want to generate using 
CPETOOL's REPORT MENU facility. 

Report choices include graphs for 
MONITOR statistics, such as time spent 
in processor modes, top CPU users, 
cache effectiveness and direct 1/0 use. 
Trendline projection reports can be 
generated for projected CPU use, pro
jected page fault rate and projected direct 
1/0 use. 

ACCOUNTING reports include Top 
Images by Page Faults, Top Processes by 
CPU Time and special billing reports 
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that can be customized for your site. 
DISKQUOTA reports can reflect top 
disk-space users either over all disks or 
by individual disks. 

Graphs can be generated in line
printer style for quick analysis. You can 
generate more sophisticated graphs us
ing special devices such as plotters. 
Presentation-quality graphs are shown 
on page 82. 

The ACCOUNTING billing report 
deserves further consideration. In addi
tion to the billing generator, a sample 
rate table is supplied. You can customize 
this table to charge appropriate amounts 
for resource use. You can control what 
your primary and secondary hours are 
and what rates should be applied for 
items such as CPU use, direct 1/0, in
teractive connect hours and pages 
printed. Rates can be established for 
batch jobs, as well. This rate table is 
applied against the collected AC
COUNTING statistics when reports are 
generated. 

Because CPETOOL uses VMS 
utilities, the rules concerning collection 
file sizes and how large they can grow 
apply to CPETOOL. You still need to be 
careful about collecting so much data 
that your disk fills up. SAS/CPE main
tains a well-defined directory hierarchy 
where all appropriate files are stored. 
You won't have difficulty finding where 

SAS places the files it creates as data is 
collected, processed into SAS datasets 
and formatted for reporting. 

Documentation 
The documentation for the entire SAS 
system is voluminous. The SAS/CPE 
User's Guide, however, is easy to follow. 
It won't take you long to do your first 
collection, processing and reporting cy
cle. In addition to the chapters on using 
the system, SAS provides information 
regarding how to integrate SAS/CPE into 
your daily system management routine. 
All CPETOOL commands are explained 
clearly in a reference section of the User's 
Guide. Information is supplied to help 
you customize and extend the reporting 
features offered by SAS/CPE. 

SAS/CPE provides a well-rounded 
system management and accounting 
tool that's easy to use whether or not 
you have extensive SAS experience. 
Because the base SAS system is required 
for SAS/CPE to work, it's suspected that 
most SAS/CPE customers will be 
managers of sites that already run SAS. 
Those that do will find SAS/CPE a 
valuable add-on system management tool. 
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Guess who wrote the book on how to make 
the most of your DEC hardware? 

No other independent soft
ware vendor has more experience in the VMS 

marketplace than Software AG. Surprised? 
Our customers aren't. Over the years they've come to expect superior perform

ance, reliability and functionality from Software AG's advanced VMS technology. 
And as our VMS customer base has grown, so has our VMS product list. Today 

it boasts nearly a dozen of the most comprehensive, tailor-made solutions available. 
They include: ADABAS-High performance data base management and OLTP 
support. NATURAL-Advanced 4th generation application development tech
nology. PREDICT-Integrated, active dictionary for data and applications. 
NET-WORK-Powerful communications for distributed processing. NATURAL 
GRAPHICS-The smart way to present data. SUPER NATURAL-End user 
information and protoyping system. 

Demand the power, integration and flexibility you expect of your VAX hardware 
from your software too. Demand system software from Software AG. 

For a free copy of "The Digital 
Advantage," call toll-free: 
1-800-843-9534 
(In Virginia or Canada, call 
703-860-5050). 
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© 1989 Software AG. ADABAS, NATURAL, PREDICT, NET-WORK, NATURAL GRAPHICS, and SUPER NATURAL are trademarks of Software AG. Digital, VMS and VAX are 
trademarks of the Digital Equipment Corp. 
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Perceptics Corporation Takes 

Expert Systems Development A Step Further. 

THE SHAPE OF KNOWLEDGE 
Expert systems are used to solve a var
iety of problems in commercial and 
technical environments. But they can 
become unwieldy as more knowledge is 
added to the knowledge base, and per
formance can degrade as the systems 
grow larger. 

Knowledge Shaper, from Perceptics 
Corporation of Knoxville, Tennessee, 
takes expert systems development a step 
further. Not only can you use 
Knowledge Shaper to develop expert 

systems, but you also can extract an op
timal solution that best suits your needs. 

We tested 'Knowledge Shaper ver
sion 1.0 on our Lab's MicroVAX II. We 
also tested the optional C source-code 
generator. 

Knowledge Shaper is installed by 
first BACKing UP the distribution to a 
directory of your choice. Separate 
security codes, obtained from Perceptics, 
are required for Knowledge Shaper and 
any code generators you install. The 
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Only ~ets 
you autolllate your entire 

systelll accountmg process. 
ARSAP is the most automated system 
accounting software you can get for use in 
the VAX/VMS environment. While some 
systems require repetitive manual proce
dures, ARSAP does all the work, using com
mand procedures to automate the entire 
system accounting process. 

ARSAP comes with all the features you 
need-project accounting, capacity plan
ning, resource management, organization 
accounting, software reporting, terminal/ 
LAT accounting, selective image account
ing, and more. 

D 
c 
L 

VMS 

ARSAP 

!===.\ ---
~' 

DEC 
Layered 
Procl.lcts 

DCL interface is faster 
and easier than menus. 
• There is no system account
ing interface that is more auto
mated than ARSAP's DCL. This 
feature alone sets ARSAP years 
ahead of those products with 
menu-driven interfaces. Menus 
are repetitive, tedious and 
can hinder productivity. With 
ARSAP's uniquely flexible 
design, you can run either 
interactively-or automatically! 

ARSAP's DCL interface is fully compati
ble with the VMS environment and meets 
VAX/VMS standards. Your staff uses famil
iar, powerful wildcards, standard online 
HELP, and even 20-line command recall of 
VMS V5. These unique features mean your 
staff feels an immediate comfort level with 
ARSAP, and you save valuable training time 
and expense. 

Project Costs 

Work Unit 

Accurate, detailed project accounting. 
Project accounting with ARSAP is more 

automated, flexible and accurate than you 
thought possible. You can use project codes 
up to 96 characters and five custom group
ings to track project charges. Custom-fit 
ARSAP, using five-level, user-definable 
prompting and automated defaults for all 
or parts of a project code. 

Only ARSAP includes features for 
printer forms charging, Intergraph plot 
charges, selective image surcharging and 
consistent disk charges even when samples 
are missing. 

Reports 

If there's a more automated system 
accounting product than ARSAP, 

it's still on the drawing board. 
Call for more information on: 

D User Chargeback 
D Resource Management 

D Performance 
Management 

D Software Package 
Reporting 

D Organization 
Accounting 

D Project Accounting 
D Capacity Planning 
D Printer Forms 

Accounting 
D Selective Image 

Accounting 
D Intergraph 

Accounting 

lrack your entire organization automatically. 
.-ARSAP's automated accounting capabil
ity extends to nine organizational levels. 
You can track their usage and generate 
reports with the detail amount automati
cally tailored to each management level. 

ARSAP can handle any situation-whether 
a company division contains five or 5,000 
users; users belong to one department or 
several; a project consists of one or multiple 
users; or users from several departments 
are working on the same project. 

ARSAP is never obsolete. 
~ ARSAP's open architecture means it 
seamlessly fits any software and hardware 
environment. 

You can include data from systems 
other than your own and report 
using a single centralized database. 

You're not limited only to foreign 
accounting inputs. Using ARSAP's VAX 
database, you'll interface with a wide vari
ety of financial and management reporting 
software, including mainframe accounting. 

1-800-43ARSAP 
(1-800-432-7727). (301) 725-2500 

~~~~!}£ 
8643 Cherry Lane, Laurel, MD 20707 

ARSAP is a registered trademark of GFJAC, Inc. DEC, INTERGRAPH, SUN, APOLLO and UNIX are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp .. Intergraph Corp., Sun Microsystems, Inc., Apollo, and AT&T Bell Labs. 
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Figure 1. 

outlook temp 

sunny warm 
sunny warm 
cloudy warm 
rain cold 
rain warm 

humid decision 

low play 
high dont __ play 
high play 
low dont_play 
high dont_play 

umn lists the possible values for each 
category. Reading across row one, for 
example, you'd decide to play golf if 
OUTLOOK was sunny, TEMP was warm 
and HUMID was low. 

An alternate method of inputting 
knowledge is through production rules. 
An example of a production rule for the 
golf example is: 

IF outlook IS sunny 
ANO temp IS warm 
ANO humid IS high 

THEN decision IS dont_play 
Decision-making criteria can be entered into Knowledge Shaper's database by using such training 
sets as this. You need to decide which method 

best suits your application. You can't 
mix the two methods in the same 
application. 

code generators are integrated auto
matically with Knowledge Shaper when 
they're installed. 

After invoking Knowledge Shaper 
with the KS command, a main-menu 
choice lets you customize your 
Knowledge Shaper environment. The 
SET-UP PREFERENCES menu lets you 
control such things as how Knowledge 
Shaper displays information on your 
terminal and what default editor should 
be used. 

Getting Into Shape 
Knowledge Shaper is menu-driven. 
Menu names and menu choices have 
three-letter mnemonics associated with 
them for easy reference. You can move 
among menus easily without having to 
exit to a high-level menu to get to 
another · low-level menu. It pays to 
familiarize yourself with the menu ab
breviations. Using them is the easiest 
way to get around the system. 

Shortcut commands are also avail
able. For instance, pressing S from a 
menu spawns to the operating system so 
you can perform VMS-related duties. 
The M command returns you to the 
mam menu. 

The following golf example il
lustrates Knowledge Shaper's abilities. 
It's one of the excellent tutorials in
cluded in the Knowledge Shaper docu
mentation. The five tutorials provided 
increase in complexity and illustrate 
Knowledge Shaper's advanced features. 

If time and money are no object, 
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anyone planning a round of golf usu
ally considers the weather. To create an 
expert system to help you decide 
whether or not to play, you must enter 
the various criteria needed. 

Knowledge Shaper can accept deci
sion criteria in the form of examples or 
production rules. The golf system uses 
examples. A typical example table, or 
training set, is shown in Figure 1. The 
table can be created with any text editor. 
The headings OUTLOOK, TEMP and 
HUMID are the categories of criteria 
used to make the DECISION. Each col-

Figure 2. 

initial : : 
decision :> 

outlook : [ 
rain >> <: [dont_play] 

=>> temp : [ 

Menus exist to work with examples 
(EXAMPLES EDITOR) and rules (RULES 
EDI1DR). You can edit the text files con
taining the rules or examples, add or 
delete entries and load examples or rules 
from pre-existing files. 

After examples or rules are 
established, a codomain entry for each 
attribute of the database is specified via 
the CODOMAIN EDITOR MENU. A 
codomain is a list of all possible values 
an attribute can be. For the golf exam-

% NAME 
% GOAL 

cold >> humid : [ 
low>><: (dont_play]], 

warm >> humid : [ 
high>><: (dont_play]]], 

cloudy >> <: [play] 
=>> temp : [ 

sunny >> temp : [ 

warm >> humid : [ 
high>><: [play]]], 

warm >> humid : [ 
high>><: [dont_play], 
low » <: [play]]]]. 

Decision trees you generate are displayed in textual format on non-graphics devices. 
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Two SOLUTIONS, ONE COMPANY. 
At Pericom our perspective is different. Unique in 
fact, because we manufacture a complete range of 
alphanumeric and graphic terminals and produce 
an innovative range of emulation software called 
TEEM·TALK and TEEM·NET. 

Our hardware and software products provide 
compatibility with industry standard protocols 
such as DEC VT220, ReGIS, TEK 4205, 4207 
and 4111. Specialist protocols including DG200 
and VT640 are also available together with 
support for an extensive r-ange of 1/0 devices. 

The world's leading mainframe application 
software, from Data Processing to Computer 
Aided Design, will be at your fingertips as a 

Pericom user, whatever your choice. 
To help you make your decision we've prepared 

an informative new booklet called "Terminals or 
PCs - the right choice". 

Get your free copy today by calling direct on: -

1--800 233 2206 
After all, it makes a lot of sense to buy terminal 

emulation software from a company that knows 
something about emulating terminals. Or vice versa. 

~PERICOM 
'Y CIRCLE 130 ON READER CARD 

TEEM·TALK and TEEM· NET are trademarks of Pericom PLC. 
DEC is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corp. TEK is a trademark of Tektronix Inc. DG is a trademark of Data General 
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ple, the codomain entries are: 

COOOMAlN: 
humid IS high OR low. 

COOOMAIN: 
decision IS dont_play OR play. 

COOOMAIN: 
outlook IS rain, cloudy OR sunny. 

COOOMAIN: 
temp IS cold OR warm. 

The next step is to create a decision 
tree via the DECISION TREE EDITOR. 

You tell Knowledge Shaper what the 
goal of the procedure should be. In the 
golf example, the goal is to make a deci
sion whether or not to play gol£ 
Knowledge Shaper uses the example 
table or a set of production rules to 
develop the decision tree's procedural 
specification. 

The decision tree derived from the 
golf example table is shown in Figure 
2. On non-graphics devices, decision 
trees are displayed in textual format. On 
graphics-capable workstations, such as 
a MicroVAX 2000, the specification is 
displayed in a tree format, with the root 

Figure 3. 
/* 

node at the top and leaf nodes at the 
bottom. 

While generating a decision tree, 
Knowledge Shaper reports discrepancies 
and omissions. For instance, the golf 
example table doesn't provide a playing 
decision when the OUTLOOK is sunny 
and the TEMP is cold. You can return to 
the examples editor or rules editor to 
correct the situation, or you can choose 
to ignore it. 

Optimization 
Some tree optimization is done auto
matically. For example, Knowledge 
Shaper realizes that no further decisions 
need to be made if the OUTLOOK is rain 
or cloudy. Further optimization can be 
achieved through the DECISION TREE 

OPTIMIZATION menu. This menu ex
tracts all possible irreducible decision 
trees from the initial tree. Irreducible 
trees represent optimal solutions for the 
given problem. From the irreducible 
forms, you can choose the one that best 
solves your problem. 

To help you choose the best opti
mization, the DECISION TREE 

int outlook(); 

OPTIMIZER provides an analysis func
tion. The analysis reports such items as 
average path length, maximum tree 
depth, the number of nodes, the number 
of leaves and other factors that affect 
system performance. 

After choosing the best solution, 
you're ready to generate C or Ada code, 
if a generator was purchased. An exam
ple of the C source code generated for 
the golf example is shown in Figure 3. 

An interface specification is 
generated for the functions within the 
tree structure. Interface specifications 
define how each C function generated 
for each part of the decision tree (e.g., 
decision, humid, outlook, temp) will be 
implemented. Although Knowledge 
Shaper can generate these, you have the 
option to create your own interface 
specifications. 

To reduce the number of trees 
generated by Knowledge Shaper, you 
optionally can create Cost specifications 
and Control specifications to apply 
against the knowledge database before 
generating and optimizing decision 
trees. 

** 
** 

Code Generated by CGEN -- Release 1.0 (VMS) 
Copyright (C) 1988, Perceptics Corporation switch(outlook()) 

{ 
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*/ 
#define DECISION_DONT_PLAY 
#define DECISION_PLAY 

#define HUMID_HIGH 
#define HUMID_LOW 

#define OUTLOOK_RAIN 
#define OUTLOOK_CLOUDY 
#define OUTLOOK_SUNNY 

I* 
** Function: 
** Module: 
*/ 
int decision() 
{ 

int humid(); 

irred_1 
ks 

0 

0 

0 

2 

} 

case OUTLOOK_RAIN: 
return DECISION_DONT_PLAY; 
break; 

case OUTLOOK_CLOUDY: 
return,DECISION_PLAY; 
break; 

case OUTLOOK_SUNNY: 
swi tch(humid()) 

{ 

} 

case HUMID_HIGH: 
return DECISION_DONT_PLAY; 
break; 

case HUMID_LOW: 
return DECISION_PLAY; 
break; 

} 

break; 
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PlATFORMs:vkMs systems, sun1swi~s 
PRICE: Knoirledge Shaper, $4,995; C Code 
Generator, ~1.995; Ada Code Generator, 
$3,495 

PERCEPTICS CORPORATION 

HEADQUARTERS:, 
725 Pellissippi Pkwy. 
Knoxville, TN 37933 
(615) 966-9200 

PRODUCT U.~E: Products for image pr~s
essing, pattern recognition, AI and opt· 
storage ap ·:ons 

FOUNDED 
OWNERSHIP: Public 

CJRCt.E 522 Ott READER !:ARD 

Cost specifications provide Know
ledge Shaper with information on the 
relative costs of making decisions or 
performing tests. Cost specifications 
impose a hierarchy on the decisions in 
the system. This reduces the amount of 
process~ng required by the decision-tree 
optimization process. Optimized trees 
that don't meet the cost criteria aren't 
generated. 

Control rules provide another 
means of reducing the processing in
volved in generating solutions. Control 
rules specifically define the order in 
which events take place. When you 
apply the control rules, the decision tree 
optimizer doesn't have to generate trees 
that don't meet the control sequence 
criteria that you specify. 

Documentation consists of a three
ring binder with an introductory sec
tion, an excellent set of tutorial prob
lems, detailed explanations of Know
ledge Shaper's terms and a detailed 
guide to menus. 

Knowledge Shaper provides a fast, 
easy-to-use way to develop expert 
systems. Its optimization capabilities 
should help correct the unwieldy nature 
of expert systems and let you develop 
your applications quickly. 

AUGUST 1989 

Network DEC to UNIX? 
WW yoa 1Jviit l<~--(j)i/l lfelp yoal 

TCP/IP~!}~··· 
Did you know that most UNIX computers already support industry-standard TCP/IP 
networking protocols? And that Process Software Corporation gives you TCP/IP net 
working solutions for more DEC operating systems than anybody? 

rM VM~ R~~ Rl-11, IA~, Ad T~rx-Plm ... 
Network to UNIX using just our TCP/IP software and your standard DEC Ethernet 
hardware on the UNIBUS. Q-bus. VAXBI. or the new MicroVAX 2000. And run concur
rently with DECnet. LAT. or LAVC. 

DNfjJW Ii 8~ y()(J, ... 
Say goodbye to special hardware. messy installation. and unneeded layers of soft
ware. Our TCP/IP products are modular. efficient. and designed for the operating 
system they run on. You benefit from ease of use. simple installation and virtually 
no maintenance. 

rME~ App~ ... 
And we support the full range of popular TCP/IP applications. including FTP (File 
Transfer). TELNET (Virtual Terminal). TCP. IP. and UDP programming interfaces. 
and others. 

You won't find a better lower-cost way to connect DEC to UNIX anywhere! 

JliliAeJti,d? Call Process Software Corporation today. 

PROCES~~ 413-549-6994 
35 Montague Road• PO Box 746 •Amherst. Massachusetts 01004 

DEC. IAS. RSX. RT-11. UNIBUS. VAX. and VMS are Digital Equipment Corporation trademarks. Unix is an AT&T 
trademark. Ethernet is a Xerox Corporation trademark. TSX-Plus is a S&H Computers trademark. 
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DIGITAL ·HARDWARE FOR YOUR 
DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING SOLUTIONS 
'ftiLog:ic, y;our totAl solution Digita!Desl<t;op puting or adding workstations, 'IHLogic 
Distributo.t WJleth~r building a DECnet*/ offers the required components, hardware 
Ethemetloeatarea network, expanding and software. 
your system, bitegrating :personal com-

COMMUNICATION & 
NETWORKING NEW DESKTOP PRODUCTS 

H4005* DECstation 210* 
Ethernet Transceiver Intel 80286, lOMHZ 

DSRVB-AA* DECstation 316* 
RS232 Ethernet Communication Server Intel 80386, 16MHZ 

DSRVB-BA* DECstation 320* 
RS423 Ethernet Communication Server Intel 80386, 20MHZ 

DELNI-BA* 
Allows up to eight Ethernet- VAXstation 3100* 
compatible devices to be grouped Model 30 Standalone Workstation 
together (not terminals) Model 30 Networked Workstation 

Model 40 Server/Workstation 
DEMPR-AA* 
Thin Wire Ethernet Multiport DECstation 3100/31008* Repeater 15" Monochrome, 8MB Diskless 
DESTA* 19" Monochrome, 8MB Diskless 
Thinwire Ethernet station adapter 19" Monochrome, 16MB Diskless 

19" Color, 8MB Diskless 
DSRVS-CA* 19" Color, 16MB Diskless 
DEC Server 550 19" Color, 16MB Internal RZ23 

800-346-2933 
In PA 412-7 45-0200 

Call for 1rade-In lillltl mm am 
Values on Your 
Digital Equipment. mmn·· 

*Are trademadcs of Digital Equipment Corporation. Authorized Distributor 
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Data Processing Design's Word-11 Features Font-Generation Capabilities 
That Make It Suitable For Many Publishing Applications. 

A Way 
With Words 

Word-11 fonts are referenced by number. 

Word-11, from Data Processing Design 
(DPD) Inc. of Anaheim, California, is a 
Gold Key-style word processing pack
age in the mold of such systems as 
DEC's WPS. With the addition of extra
cost options, including a Gold Key
oriented Calendar program and a fax 
facility, as well as the ability to send 
Word-11 documents over VAX.mail, 
Word-11 has evolved into a multifaceted 
office system. Further, its font
generation capabilities make it suitable 
for many publishing applications. 

DPD recently released Word-11 PC, 
which I tested on an AST 286 PC/AT 
clone. This program is identical to the 
VAXNMS version of Word-11 version 4.2 

that I tested on SAURON:: (one of our 
Lab's VAX.station 2000s), right down to 
the use of Gold and Green keys. On the 
VT200/300 keyboard, the Gold and 
Green function keys are the keypad's 
PF1 and PF2, respectively. On the ex
tended PC/JU keyboard, they're the 
same, labeled NUM LOCK and /. One 
difference I discovered between the two 
versions was the lack of a sophisticated 
font system in the PC version. 

Many keys map a bit differently, 
but DPD supplies keyboard layouts of all 
of the Gold and Green function defini
tions. If you've used a word processor, 
these layouts are probably all you'll need 
for documentation. Perhaps I never had 
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PERFORMANCE 
is not always solved through more and bigger hard-ware! 

Sometimes the solution comes in smaller packages. 

"Diskeeper·-
For Improved System Perforinance" 

As with the abacus and the ENIAC, modern man has 
been continually trying to increase computing speed 
and improve performance. This is no less true for you 
and your users. 

What Do You Hate More 
Than a Slow VAX? 
Not much. Unless it is knowing you could have done 
something about it. 

What Is the Answer to a Slow VAX? 
Eliminate fragmentation. Nothing degrades perfor
mance faster than going to the disk 2, 3, 4 or more 
times for a file that should be retrieved on a single 1/0. 

What Do You Love? 
Performance and speed You love having personal 
time and spending your work time on more produc
tive things. 

Why Diskeeper? 
Diskeeper safely defragments your disks and increases 
overall system performance. The large-site VAX,.. Man
ager uses Diskeeper because it doesn't force him to 
stop what he's doing and RUN it. It isn't a utility that 

has to be told what to do; it's an operating system en
hancement that eliminates fragmentation forever from 
the day you install it on your VAX. Just set it and 
forget it. It operates on-line in a dynamic environment. 

Free Diskeeper 30-Day Trial Offer 
For a limited time only, Executive Software is offering 
a FREE 30-DAY TRIAL OFFER of its award-winning 
defragmenter, Diskeeper, to qualified VAX Managers. 
This is a full Diskeeper system. It includes ... 

• Complete Documentation 
• The Disk Analysis Utility 

• Technical Support 

CALL NOW 
for your FREE 30-Day Trial DISKEEPER 

1-(800) VAX-HELP ext. 2318 

I~~~ 
2219 Broadview 

Glendale, CA 91208-139S 
Diskeeper Is a registered trademark of Executive Software, Inc. 
VAX Is a trademarlc of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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Figure: You can set a variety of print parameters in the print menu. 

to reference the Word-11 Handbook 
because I've used WPS, Mass-11 and In
termation' s IT*OS, which all look 
similar. But I also attribute it to the 
system's easy-to-absorb menu structure. 
The diminutive Pocket Guide, however, 
which lists key-striking sequences, was 
useful on several occasions. 

The First Screen 
The top of Word-11 is a two-screen 
mnemonics menu that opens every door 
of the system. The oft-used functions 
are on the first screen, arranged in a 
descending order of how often you'll 
use them. They include: 

[C]reating a new document, which 
only requires giving it a name. 

[E]diting a document, which re
quires knowing the document's name or 
Index number. This can be found by 
reading the [I] ndex file. In all word 
processing facilities, Word-11 offers the 
last document accessed as the default. 

[P]rinting an existing document, 
also referenced by name or number. This 
presents you with a print parameter 
selection screen, with your current 
working document as the default (see 
Figure). 

[I]ndex, which lists documents in 
the order in which they were created, 
most recent first. You can realign the 
index from the (T]ransfer and Docu-
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ment utility in the second main menu. 
[D]elete a document, referenced by 

name or number. 
[L]ist processing facilities, which 

merges, for example, form letters with 
addresses and can sort and print them 
alphabetically. Word-11 prompts you to 
label the form letter "Forms" and the 
addresses "List" and create a new docu
ment set that combines the two. The 
"Selection" prompt lets you similarly 
lift repetitious sections of text into 
specified areas of a document. 

[M]ail utility - when documents 
are transferred, Word-11 strips them 
down to pure ASCII. 

[U], which is the selection screen 
for printer options and utilities. 

[F]inish, which is an exit to the $ 
prompt. Hitting Gold-$ also gives you 
system access. 

Going For Gold And Green 
Striking [E] and identifying a document 
puts you inside that document. 

Six status lines occupy the top of 
the document, and the tab/margin ruler 
occupies the seventh. 

At the bottom of the document is 
a reversed < EOD > symbol beyond 
which you can't move. There are status 
indicators for Page Number (Gold-P 
starts a new page, Green-P sets a page 
number and Gold-R sets a new ruler); 

the Document Name; the Edit Mode 
(hitting the Fl 1 key puts you in Over
strike edit mode); and Entry Attributes. 

Rulers can be accessed simply by 
scrolling onto the screen rule. Rulers can 
make side-by-side columns and serpen
tine newspaper columns. Rulers within 
rulers, called Nested Rulers, also can be 
designed. 

The arrow keys move you about 
the document, while Keypad 0 and 1 are 
the Advance and Backup guides for 
your Gold moves. Hitting Keypad 1 
then Gold-Keypad (the Page key) moves 
you back one page. You can advance by 
tab, word, line, sentence and paragraph. 
Combining these keystrokes with the 
PF4 (Delete) key will delete the selected 
text. Hitting Gold-Enter transposes 
selected letters. Gold-For CTRL-Z files 
the document. 

Cut and paste is accomplished by 
selecting text with the Select key, hit
ting Remove to cut, naming it, finding 
the preferred text location, and hitting 
Insert Here. Search and Replace is done 
with Gold-o/Find from the top of the 
document. Then you enter a word or 
passage for which to search. Hitting 
Keypad 0 prompts you for replacement 
text. Every instance of the word then is 
replaced with the replacement text. 
Gold keys also perform holding, under
lining and centering and create headers, 
footers, and date and time markers. 

The spell checker (Gold-S) 
highlights unrecognized words and 
prompts for replacements. 

[R]eplace substitutes new words, 
entered with [N]ew (arrows or 
mnemonics work here). You build two 
system dictionaries as you work: a 
Document Dictionary for each error
correction sequence, and a User Dic
tionary that accumulates from all spell 
checks. These dictionaries can be read 
by selecting the Copy the Dictionary to 
a Document option in the Spelling 
menu. The system builds its own Ignore 
list for words you don't want corrected. 
A thesaurus is invoked by moving to a 
word for which you want synonyms 
and hitting Green-S. 

Other documents can be down-
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Reflection runs through more 
PC-to-VAX networks 

Choose the LAN that best fills your 
company's network needs - then choose 
Reflection PLUS for your Vf terminal 
emulation. No other Vf terminal emu
lator is adaptable to so many different 
environments. 

The large number of networks sup
ported by Reflection means that high
quality vr emulation is available to 
you - whatever LAN you choose. 

When you install Reflection, you know 
that you are running with a winner. The 
1989 Digital Review Target Award went to 
Reflection for productivity features such 
as multitasking, dependable file transfer, 
a programmable script language, complete 
keyboard remapping, and a sophisticated 

PC file backup and restore function. 
Reflection 4 PLUS for $349* emu

lates the Vf241 terminal with 16-color 
ReGIS graphics. Reflection 2 PLUS for 
$249* emulates the Vf320. Network server 
pricing is available. 

Reflection expands network compati
bility even further with the Reflection 
Complements series, including: R-I.AT 
($99*), an inexpensive LAT driver that 
works with Reflection over Ethernet; 
TelnetManager ( $99* ), a TCP/IP con
nection linking Reflection with AT & T, 
Apollo, Cray, DEC, HP, IBM, Prime, Sun 
and Unisys hosts on TCP/IP networks; 
3270 fileExchange ($99*), for transfer
ring files to IBM mainframes. 

All WRQ products come with a 60-day 
money-back guarantee. 

Call toll-free to order Reflection 
from Walker Richer & Quinn, the connec
tivity specialists. 

SOFTWARE 

l-800-8PC-2VAX 
(1-800-872-2829) 

CIRCLE 315 ON READER CARD 

\\hlkerRich r&Qtrinn,ln '. 
2825 Eastlake Avenue E., Seattle, WA 98102 

206-324-0350 FAX 206-322-8151 

*Shipping and applicable taxes will be added . Reflection is a registered trademark of Walker Richer & Quinn . All trademarks above are property of their respective holders. 
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loaded into your current Word-11 docu
ment using Gold-G for Word-11 
documents or Green-G for other ASCII 
documents. A library of frequently used 
text is created like a normal document, 
labeled Library Document and accessed 
by Gold-L. Gold-C copies your docu
ment to another document, which must 
be given a different name. 

Three additional character sets are 
included in the system, accessible by 
Green Key sequences. These include 
Supplemental or European characters; 
Special Graphics, which lets you build 
boxes or grids; and DECSCI, which in
cludes Greek characters and math sym
bols. A screen calculator lets you set up 
equations in columns and select Add, 
Subtract, Multiply or Divide. 

Fonts 
Font style and size can be selected with 
Green and the period from the main 
keyboard. Green-slash-period gives you 
a font selection menu with the options 
to select a font, show more fonts, find 
a font by number or enter the font 
maintenance menu. The Word-11 sys
tem manager defines the font numbers 
(see screen on page 94). Using the font 
maintenance menu, you can determine 
which fonts are defaults for a given 
document. This menu lets you choose 
which fonts go with which documents, 
and several fonts can be called per docu
ment. You can set this menu to alternate 
fonts (on and off) using the Green key. 
You can change fonts on either a 
systemwide or documentwide basis. 
You can select a different set of fonts 
from each document, or you can set a 

fixed set of fonts that everyone across 
the system must use. 

Word-11 supports all fonts on laser 
printers such as the LN03, HP LaserJet 
Plus, Talaris 810 and 1590 and PostScript 
printers such as the Apple LaserWriter 
and the LN03R. 

The Second Screen 
The options on the second menu screen 
are: 

(T] is the document and transfer 
utility. By entering names of docu
ments, you can create a duplicate docu
ment copy, rename a document or delete 
a document. The remaining capabilities 
affect the index. The index can be sorted 
by the edit date, document number or 
alphabetically in ascending or descend
ing order. The index internals are af
fected by Reduce Size, which realigns 
it after a major document purge, and 
Rebuild Index, which renumbers the 
entire index after external documents 
have been imported. 

[SJ is your access to the spelling 
dictionaries, which you can put into 
Word-11 documents. These documents 
must be upgraded every time you read 
them, which entails deleting old di·c
tionary documents. 

[V]iew lets you inside a document, 
but changes you make can't be filed. 

[DK] is the facility for defining 
user-defined or macro keys. Sequences 
are stored by a number and called into 
a document by Gold-u and the number. 
DK files can be edited or deleted like 
regular documents. 

[OP] is the option menu. 
[CD) lets you select a storage device 

Comeanies Mentioned In This Article 
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AST Research Inc. 
2121 Alton /we. 
Irvine; CA· 92714 
(714) ~1333 
cttUU;Ui;Olf REAOIR • 

lntermatton Cor'p. 
234 E. Colorado Blvd. 
Pasadena. CA 91101 
(818) .9371 

, ' . MADER CA8b 

MicroSYst:ems Engineering Corp. 
2400 W. Hassell ltd. 
Hoffman Estates, IL 60195 
(312} 882-0111 .... ·• 
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Tataris Systems Inc. 
P.O. Sox 261580 
5an Diego, CA 92126 
(Ji19) ; Cflrfl .. " 
Cilele. OM READ£R•o 

Word-11 Version 4.2 
PLATFORMS: VAXNMS, IBM PC and 
compatibles 

PRICE: $995 on the VAXstation 2000 or 
31-00; $5,900 on a MicroVAX 11; $10,000 on 
a ..NiicroVAX 3800/3900; $12,500 to $20,500 
on the VAX 63xx series; $25,5C)O on the VAX 
89xx series; $295 for a single-user PC 
license. with multiple-order discounts 
available 

DATA PROCESSING 
DESIGN INC. 

HEADQUARTERS: 
1400 N. Brasher St. 
Anaheim, CA 92807 
(7f4) 970-1515 

FOUNDED: 1977 

PRODUCT LINE: Word processing system 
with calendar and fax options; business 
graphics package; RSTS backup utility 

OWNERSHIP: Private 

BRAtjCHES: San Francisco, Chicago. 
Bos«>n and Washington, D.C. 
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on which to store your documents. 
[CS) is used by the system manager 

to change user settings for the keyboard 
and terminal or to lock user's rulers, 
user-defined functions or print defaults. 

[XU] lets you execute a defined key 
from the command line. For example, if 
you plan to edit the same document 
every day for a month, you may want 
to set E <CR> Name of Document 
<CR> and execute it with XU. 

[RE)cover is a buffer that recon
structs unfiled documents to the point 
leading up to the system crash. Mine 
worked fine after a mid-session reboot. 

IF YOU'RE USED TO VMS-style editors, 
you'll appreciate Word-11. Now that 
Word-11 is equipped with the font 
directory, it's on its way to becoming a 
full-blown publishing system. With the 
mail and fax utilities (you select a docu
ment, then type a send code), Word-11 
is already a complete office system. 
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You can do the work of two when you 
use Reflection terminal emulation software. 

Only Reflection gives you the power 
to perform simultaneous PC and host 
operations. For instance, let Reflection 
monitor your VAX Mail in background while 
you run other applications on your PC. 
Reflection will inform you of new mail 
and leave you with enough memory to run 
another DOS application in the meantime. 

Pulling double duty is only one of the 
virtues that made Reflection the winner 
of the 1989 Digifill Review Target Award. 
A programmable script language gives you 
the flexibility to automate tedious tasks. 

Reflection's high-speed file transfer works 
with a wide range of computers and 
includes easily-uploaded VAX and UNIX 
file transfer software at no extra charge. 
The PLUS option offers support for all 
popular networks and a sophisticated 
PC file backup and restore capability. 

All these features come with a 
60-day satisfaction-or-your-money
back guarantee. 

Reflection 4 PLUS offers accurate 
VT241 emulation, plus 16-color ReGIS 
graphics, for $349:' For VT320 emulation 
only, choose Reflection 2 PLUS at $249:' 
Quantity discounts are available. 

*Shipping and applicable taxes will be added. Reflection is a registered trademark of Walker Richer & Quinn. 

Call toll-free to order Reflection 
from Walker Richer & Quinn, the connec
tivity specialists. 

lfll.iCillf 
SOFTWARE 

l-800-8PC-2VAX 
(1-800-872-2829) 
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\ValkerRicher&Quinn,lnc. ~ 
2825 Eastlake Avenue E., Seattle, WA 98102 

206-324-0350 FAX 206-322-8151 
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M Software Inc.'s M*PC Simulates An IBM PC 
Compatible Within The Context Of A VMS Process 

Emulation 

With workstations, windows and inter
operability the buzzwords of the computer 
industry, software vendors are racing to 
market tools that exploit the capabilities of 
powerful desktop systems. 

M*PC, from M 
Software Inc. of Ann 
Arbor, Michigan, is a 
pioneer in the relatively 
new area of VAX 

software-based, com
mercially available 
foreign system emu
lators. The product pro
vides a credible simula
tion of a full-blown, 
IBM PC compatible within the context of a 

tricking your VAX into thinking it's a PC 
clone. 

Unlike hardware offerings, such as 
Logicraft's 386Ware, M*PC is strictly soft
ware based. It provides each process running 

the program with an en
vironment equivalent to 
an IBM PC XT with 640 
KB of memory, up to 
four 31-MB hard disks, 
two 360-KB floppies, 
two serial ports, three 
line printer ports, a 
monochrome screen and 
a PC keyboard. 

M*PC comes con
figured with two hard drives: C and D. C 
is the boot disk containing MS-DOS, while 
D is formatted and empty. M*PC's hard 
disks are VAX-based files that start at 1,500 
blocks and expand as necessary to contain 
PC files stored on them. 
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With the WY-85 at left, Wyse authored 
the best selling alternative to DEC's VT-
22Q"' It's fully compatible with the VT-220, 
but loaded with features that make it even 
more compatible with the people who use it. 

Like a larger 14" screen. Til~and swivel 
base. An easier set-up mode. 

· .. And while our keyboard is identical to 
' DEC's in layout, they can't touch our touch. 

Our new WY-99GT at right further illus
trates Wyse's continuing drive to improve 

' on a standard. It features the same advan
tages as the WY-85. Plus graphics, with full 

. Tektronix 4010/4014 compatibility, and 
high resolution characters. 

Our dual resolution mode lets you retain 
full VT-220 compatibility and shift from 
DEC resolution to hi res. . . 

And there's.a happy ending. The WY-85 
is just $499, the WY-99GT $649. Both are 
made, serviced, and supported by the world's 
leading independent terminal manufacturer.* 

Wyse. When it comes to quality and value 
in terminals, we wrote the book. For more 
information, call 1-800-GET-WYSE. 

WYSE 
I I I 

We make it better, or we just don't make it. ' 

Trade\narks/Owners: Wyse, WY-85, WY-99GT/Wyse Technology; UFA:, VlJ.220/Digital Equipment Corporation; Tektronix, 4010, 4014/Tektronix. Sc~n image on WY-99GT created UJing Cognos Power Heuse. 
•me 1986 U.S.Tenn~nal Census. 
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Why the most produ~ toolset for Rdlf and Oracle databases 
comes from Cullinet. 
It's the development toolset for the 

VAX™ environment from Cullinet

Enterprise:Builder TM and 

Enterprise:Generator.™ A toolset 

so powerful, it gives you an amaz

ing 30: 1 productivity advantage 

over 3GL 

toolsets. 

Plus a 10:1 

advantage 

independence 

you need to 

develop 

applications 

for any platform, independent of 

hardware, operating system, program

ming language or database. And you 

can automatically generate bug-free 

code in Cobol, C, BASIC or Fortran 

for applications that will outperform 

4GLs. So, call 1-800-551-4555 now 

for seminar infonnation. (In MA, call 

617-329-7700, Ext. 2135.) Then get ready 

for a development toolset you can build on. And on. And on. 

Enterprise:Builder, Enterprise:DB and Enterprise:Generator are trademarks of Cullinet Software, Inc. Rdb, RMS, VMS and VAX 
are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. Oracle is a trademark of Oracle Corporation, C> J989, Cullinet Software, Inc, 

Cullinet 
The Power To Build On. 
'-!Dll[llDDll[llD '" Coope.ao;vc 
~ ~ ~ ~r:~kr::::1g 



See the industry's 
most productive 
VAX toolset at the 
Cullinet Seminar 
nearest you. 
Attend this new Cullin et seminar, 
and in just two hours, you'll see 
for yourself how easily you can 
build ·production applications on 
the Enterprise:Builder and Enter
prise:Generator toolset. It's a 
small investment in time that will 
change your company's program
ming power forever. 
Take home a 
free demonstration toolset. 
All you have to do is attend the 
seminar nearest you, and you'll 
receive a free, single-user, 
runtime copy of Enterprise: 
Generator and Enterprise:Builder 
complete with documentation 
and video tutorial. So don't miss 
out. Call us toll free, and make 
your reservation today. 

Call 1-800-551-4555 for 
your reservation. (In MA, 
617-329-7700, Ext. 2135.) 
Boston, MA 8/15 

Las Vegas, NV 8/22 

Washington, DC 8/24 

Winnipeg, MAN 8/24 

Boston, MA 9/12 

Vancouver, BC 9/14 

Los Angeles, CA 9/19 

San Diego, CA 9/21 

San Francisco, CA 9/26 

Regina, SASK 10/10 

Portland, OR 10/10 

Boston, MA 10/18 

Washington, DC 10/19 

St. Louis, MO 10/24 

Cu Iii net® 
The Power Th Build On. 
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Deleting PC files from the disks 

doesn't necessarily recover space from 
the VAX files serving as the disk 
emulators. Instructions are provided for 
regaining space by creating a new hard 
disk and copying files to it from the old 
one. The emulated hard disks can be 
accessed in read-only mode by multi
ple processes running M*PC, so you can 
share a system disk and have your own 
hard disks for personal file storage. 

The emulated floppies are 
770-block VMS files and rarely are ac
cessed. M Software recommends they be 
used only for copying information to 
the hard disk emulations because of per
formance considerations. 

The serial ports COMl and COM2 
can be assigned to two VAX serial ports 
or left unassigned. Similarly, the printer 
ports LPTl, LPT2 and LPT3 can be a 
queued VAX printer, a serial port or blank. 

Although M*PC supports VT220 
terminals and work-alikes, there's a 
problem with screen depth. A PC ter
minal has 25 lines, while a VT220 has 24. 
Certain non-DEC terminals, such as the 
Wyse 99, can support the 25th line. 
DEC's VD20 also handles the extra depth. 

Other workarounds include 
configuring the PC software to only use 
24 lines (which isn't an option in many 
cases) or using an M*PC setup parameter 
that causes line 25 to overwrite line 24. 
If you're using a PC to access the VAX, 
M Software provides a program called 
MTERM that permits the VAX to handle 
the IBM keyboard codes properly. 
M*PC's default setup is for a VT220 us-

ing ANSI codes. 
M*PC comes with several other 

utilities, including KERMIT for file 
transfers and programs for transferring 
VMS files into and out of the emulated 
hard disks. Software for converting MS
DOS files into formats compatible with 
EDT also are supplied, as well as pro
grams for optimizing the manner in 
which M*PC looks for keyboard input. 
MS-DOS version 3.3 is provided on a 
51/4-inch DSDD floppy, although it's al
ready installed on the emulated system 
disk. 

Performance 
You won't mistake M*PC for a 30-MHz 
386 machine. On a workstation or an 
unloaded CVAX, M*PC comes close to 
running at the speed of the original 4.77 
MHz IBM PC. On an unloaded 11/750, 
M*PC chugged along at about half the 
speed of my PC clone. Considering 
what's involved in emulating a foreign 
CPU in software, that isn't an unim
pressive figure. Still, M*PC will give 
disappointing results when being run on 
any but the fastest VAX processors. 

M Software intended M*PC to be 
used on workstations and high-end 
VAXs. It claims better performance than 
DEC's VAXpc MS-DOS software 
emulator. The performance estimate was 
based on reports that Phoenix 
Technologies used C to develop VAXpc. 
M*PC is written in MACR0-32. 

Norton's SI returned a computing 
index of .4 for M*PC running on an 
11/750, which was close to the rudimen
tary performance test I used: the execu
tion time of a FOR-NEXT loop in GW 

Basic. However, Norton's SI thought 
that M*PC was an 80286, a fact that 
puzzles Bob Materka, president of M 
Software. 

M Software has made significant 
strides in improving M*PC's perfor
mance. Three new versions of M*PC 
were delivered during the six months 
we had the software for review. 

If you evaluated the product dur
ing its initial release last year and gave 
up on it for being slow, you'll be 
pleasantly surprised with the latest ver-
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sion. Materka explained that the prob
lem with earlier releases was that the PC 
emulation was too precise. The original 
M*PC constantly scanned the user's 
keyboard for input, just like a real PC, 
in the process consuming VAX CPU 
cycles with w ild abandon. 

The software was modified so that 
it now waits for keyboard input instead 
of constantly polling the character buf
fer. Many PC programs, such as Lotus 
1-2-3 and WordPerfect, work fine under 
this configuration, although others re
quire constant polling for proper opera
tion. M*PC handles this situation by 
placing the process in which it's running 
in hibernation if two minutes pass 
without any keyboard 1/0. The 
keyboard scanning and hibernation 
functions can be set to conform with the 
needs of the software being run. 

Still, you'll know when M*PC 
kicks in on your VAX. The software will 
try to lock up to 1,500 pages of memory 
(750 KB) if it 's available and the user's 
wsquota authorization permits it. How
ever, this can be overridden. M*PC's 
performance, like that of any VMS soft
ware, depends on system loading and 
resource availability. 

Using M*PC 
Getting M*PC on your system involves 
creating an M_PC directory on the VAX 
and copying a backup saveset to disk. 
A single logical name and one or two 
symbol assignments in the system or 
user log in file take care of the installa
tion chores. The software can be con
figured so that several users share a 
common read-only system disk and 
have their own local disks. Or, each user 
can have a complete PC in a subdirec
tory of his own. 

Because M*PC provides a precise 
emulation of MS-DOS, users familiar 
with that operating system will have no 
problem using M*PC. I copied the 
directory structure of my PC clone to 
M*PC and was up and running in no 
time. Aside from making sure that 
specific M*PC programs were executed 
in the AUIDEXEC.BAT file, the environ
ment under M*PC was identical to that 
of the clone. 

The first several times you run 
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Lotus Development Corp. 
55 Cambridge Pkwy. 
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M*PC, you'll probably want to go 
through the startup menu. These screens 
prompt for configuration information 
and let you control M*PC's behavior. 
When you've become familiar with the 
product, you can bypass the menus and 
go straight to booting the PC. 

Because I was running the product 
on an unloaded 11/750, response time 
was satisfactory. To make things easier, 
I used a PC running the supplied 
MTERM software so I could use the 
regular IBM keyboard instead of the 
special VT220 key assignments. 

M*PC handled most of the soft
ware I threw at it, including several text 
editors, dBase, a word processing file
conversion utility, a TSR utility and a 
shareware starship simulator. I had to 
alter some M*PC parameters and 
keyboard scanning behaviors to get 
everything to run, but the adjustments 
were simple. 

VCL, an MS-DOS program that 
emulates DCL on MS-DOS systems, 
worked fine, as did the UNIX-like sott
ware in Mortice Kern Systems' MKS 
Toolkit. At one time I was running 
emulated UNIX (MKS Toolkit) under 
emulated DCL (VCL) under emulated 
MS-DOS (M*PC) under VMS. Aside from 
a slight disorientation on the user's part, 
everything worked well. 

I managed to hang the PC when I 
fired up a word processor that expected 
to run in CGA mode. Also, it took 
several minutes to exit from the game 
program. A SHOW SYSTEM indicated 
my process was in a RWAST state -
resource wait for system or special 
kernel AST. 

These instances prompted me to 
call M Software's support line. I received 
prompt and accurate assistance. Aside 
from the toll call, support is free for the 
first year of the license. 

M*PC's original manual consisted 
of 35 pages of photocopied, one-sided 
typewritten pages in a plastic report 
holder. The latest release is longer, 
typeset and has a plastic spine. The M*PC 

Guide's structure also has been improved. 
The best way to use the M*PC 

Guide is to start at the beginning and go 
straight through. The material is 
organized logically, although tabs or 
running page heads would improve it 
immensely. A two-page cheat sheet fea
turing VT220-PC key equivalents is a big 
help, although it isn't durable. 

SHOULD YOU PURCHASE M*PC? That 
depends. You shouldn't get the product 
if you're using an 11/7xx system, 
MicroVAX II or any non-CVAX-based 
processor. Performance will be 
marginal. On a workstation or fast VAX, 
M*PC runs well and does a commend
able job of making the system look like 
an IBM XT. It may be best suited for a 
workstation environment, in which the 
user is likely to switch between VAX 
and PC applications quickly. 

Overall, M*PC is a solid product 
that does a good job. 
Editor's note: M Software made three major 
announcements regarding M*PC as we went 
to press. It costs S595 per CPU, regardless of 
processor type or number of users; CGA and 
EGA graphics are supported on ReGIS-type 
terminals; and while not a full 286 emulation, 
M*PC will execute 286 instructions. 
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No matter what computer universe you operate in ... DEC, IBM, HP or all 3 ... 
Professional Press covers your arena with the definitive publication in your field. 
Plus, Professional Press publishes three reference books dealing with topics of 
interest to today's computing professionals . 

..,.,.,...,IDssi al I due ion lo AX s. 
A monthly magazine available free of charge to qualified Second Edition 
buyers of Hewlett-Packard products, HP Professional is the 
only publication written for professional users and managers 
of both HP' s commercial and technical computer systems. 
Solutions-oriented editorial, product reviews and the on-line 
bulletin board, ARIS/BB, make it the choice of over 35,000 
HP-computing pros. 

A Pr 
urn al 

essi na , - A Technical 
r SS s ems 

This paid-subscription, bimonthly publication is the only 
technical journal dedicated solely to users of VAXNMS. Sub
scriptions include access to an on-line bulletin board, program
ming models and program down-loads, systems information 
and practical articles on software applications. 

EC Prolessional 
DEC Professional is the only magazine serving DEC comput
ing professionals. And it's the only publication of any kind 
offering DEC computing professionals solutions-oriented 
editorial, hard-hitting commentary, the on-line bulletin board, 
ARIS/BB, and fact-filled product reviews that help simplify 
the jobs of the 95,510 subscribers who receive the magazine 
free of charge. 

IDRAHGE Systems -
he Independent Newspaper 
r IBM Multiuser Computing 

The only high-quality, full-color newspaper serving IBM 
System/3X and AS/400 users, it's the free biweekly news 
source for 36,387 computing pros who use and buy IBM 
midrange equipment. MIDRANGE Systems provides timely 
information on industry news and trends, new products, hard
ware and software, plus how-to features and more. 

This self-teaching text explains and illustrates how to use 
V AXNMS systems. Easy to learn for the computing novice 
... an excellent reference for V AXNMS pros. Covers the 
basics and teaches systems and programming as well, plus 
glossary and appendices. Written by David Bynon and 
Terry Shannon. 

L t• C o 
A complete guide to learning C language in two volumes. 
Over 300 pages in 26 chapters in a self-instructing workbook 
format. All the information needed to become proficient in C. 
Plus chapter summaries, glossary and author Rex Jaeschke's 
hints and suggestions. 

MS Advanced Device 
r· er Techniques 

A manual of step-by-step instructions on how to design, im
plement and debug device drivers for the VMS Version 5 
operating system from two recognized experts in the field, 
Lee Leahy and Jamie Hanrahan. Covers simple VMS device 
drivers, full duplex and state machine-based drivers and 
VAX BI drivers, as well as advanced debugging strategies 
and techniques. 

For or nlormation 
Call (215) 542-7008 • FAX (215) 628-2845 
or Write: 
Professional Press 
921 Bethlehem Pike • Spring House, PA • 19477 



The Problems * BYNONWS88.DOC 

WORKSTATIONS With X Programming 
David W. Bynon Have you 

noticed that 
most techno
logical solu

tions are associated with implementa-
tion problems? The X Window System 
is no exception, and that's a problem. 

Without an easy method of mating 
a graphical user interface (such as DEC's 
XUI) and the X protocol to existing and 
new applications, X might as well be a 
sinking ship. The problems involve 
understanding and time. 

The X Window System (i.e., Xlib, 
X servers and the X wire protocol) is 
elegant. It's also very complex - not so 
much in how it works as in its magni
tude. X is very large. Xlib function calls 
rival VMS System Services in number. 

The time factor problem is twofold: 
time invested to learn X and time spent 
programming for X. The average pro
grammer will spend four ·to eight weeks 
learning to program in the X environ
ment. Further, a coding problem that 
once took several lines of code to solve 
can take pages of code for X. 

Weathering X 
As an example, let's say we want a single 
Yes or No response about the day's 
weather. In C, we can use the printf( ) 
and scant{ ) functions to present a ques
tion and get user input: 

printf( 0 Is it sunny today (Y/N)'? ">; 
scanf ( 11r.c11 , &yes_ no>; 

To act on the user's response, you'd 
use a case statement to control what the 
program would do. Figure 1 is a com
plete C program that prompts for input 
and displays a message based on the 
user's response. The program took 
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The average programmer will spend 
four to eight weeks learning to 
program in the X environment. 

about five minutes to type in and test. 
This type of programming is easy 

to understand and implement, because 
the user is limited to a narrow scope. 
The program responds to two valid in
puts. All other user input is invalid. 

When programming a graphical 
user interface such as X, you shouldn't 
limit the user's scope to a single context. 
The purpose of the workstation and the 
graphical user interface is to let the user 
freely work on several tasks at once. To 
facilitate this type of user interface, the 
software must be capable of creating and 
managing more than one user interface 
and detecting when these interfaces are 
being manipulated. In X, this is 
accomplished through individual inter
face entities called windows and inter
rupt routines called event handlers. 

An X program that is functionally 
equivalent to Figure 1 is roughly three 
pages of C code. Worse yet, I spent 
about four hours writing and debugging 
the X program. Figure 2 shows a por
tion of this program; the entire program 
is available in ARIS/BB. 

To create the same simple applica
tion using X, you must: 
1. Connect the application to an X 

server. 
2. Get resource information about the 
X server. 
3. Create and map several windows 
(parent and children). 

4. Use Xlib functions to label the win
dows and get user input. 
5. Create an event loop to wait for the 
user to click in a window. 
6. Free client-specific data and discon
nect from the X server. 

After you've created several types 
of windows and interfaces, you then can 
use them as models for others. This 
saves some time, but it isn't ideal. 

Xworkbench 
DEC, HP and others have eased the X 

programming burden by developing 
widget and graphics libraries. These 
libraries, such as the DECwindows 
toolkit, provide standard functions that 
call the low-level Xlib routines. This 
helps to remove the complexity and 
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detail of programming X applications, 
but only for the available set of widgets 
or graphics calls. 

Even with widget and graphic 
libraries, window geometry can drive a 
programmer crazy. Positioning win
dows, text and graphics is tedious. 
Graphing windows, text and graphics 
on graph paper works, but it's time
consuming and boring. 

Perhaps the only solution to this X 

programming dilemma would be an 
interactive X application that did the 
programming for you. We can call this 
hypothetical program Xworkbench. 

The X workbench program would 
be analogous to Microsoft Paint or 
MacDraw. The programmer would 
have a palate of objects (windows, 
widgets and gadgets) that could be 
selected, placed and manipulated. After 
the visual aspects of an object had been 

FIGURE 2. 

main(argc,argv) 
unsigned int argc; 
char *argv[J; 

/* Open a display */ 

if C!(disp = XOpenDisplay(NULL))) { 
exit(1); 

) 

/* Create the parent window */ 

window = XCreateSimpleWindow 

defined, the X workbench would allow 
the programmer to define its function; 
i.e., parent window, child window, in
put, output and event handlers. After the 
function of each object had been de
fined, X workbench would let the pro
grammer test the interfaces. The final 
output of Xworkbench would be the 
code and resource files needed to 
recreate the objects defined in the 
interactive session. 

A program such as this would have 
several benefits, although the greatest 
impact would be the time savings. X 

graphical user interfaces could be 
designed, tested and implemented in 
minutes instead of hours. The program 
would inspire creativity while maintain
ing a look-and-feel standard. 

The success of X will be reflected 
directly by the availability of such 
interactive development tools. • 

if (!window) { 

FI G U RE 1. 

#include <stdio.h> 
main() 

char yes_no; 

printf("ls it sunny today (Y/N)? ">; 
scanf("%1s", &yes_no>; 
switch(yes_no) { 

case 'Y': 

case 'Y': 
printf("Take the day off!\n''); 
break; 

CJ:!Se 'n': 
case 'N': 

printf("Too bad!\n"); 
break; 

default: 
printf(" . 71~); 

break; 

printf(stderr,"Error -- Can't open parent window\n"); 
exit(1); 

/* Create "YES" button window */ 

yes_button = XCreateSimpleWindow(disp,window,25,25,50,50, 
borderWidth,black,white); 

if (!window) { 
printf(stderr,"Error -- Can't open yes_button window\n"); 
exit(1); 

/* Create "NO" button window */ 

(disp, /* pointer to display info */ no_button = XCreateSimpleWindow(disp,window,100,25,50,50, 
borderWidth,black,white); parent, /* parent window id */ 

DisplayWidth(disp,screen)/3, /* x offset from 
root *I i f ( ! w i ndow) 

DisplayHeight(disp,screen)/3, /* y offset from printf(stderr,"Error -- Can't open no_button window\n"); 
exit<1>; root*/ 
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250,200, 
borderWidth, 
black, 
white); 

/* dimensions */ 
/* border width*/ 
I* border color*/ 
I* background ~olor */ 
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UNIX 

Opening The 
UNIX Desktop 

Elaine L. Appleton Imagine walk
ing into a soft
ware store and 
picking up a 

shrink-wrapped version of UNIX that 
included MIT's X Window System, DOS 
capabilities, networking facilities, a rela
tional database and other useful tools. 
You buy the whole thing for $1,000. 
Impossible? Not any more. 

Santa Cruz Operation (SCO), a 
force in "low-end" UNIX system inte
gration and reseller of Microsoft's 
XENIX as well as dozens of applications 
for XENIX systems, plans to release 
Open Desktop next month. 

Open Desktop, designed to provide 
a mass-market platform for UNIX ap
plication developers, includes many 
facilities in a bundled package starting 
at $995 for a single-user version. 

Open Desktop, which will run on 
80386-based systems, includes these 
components (see Figure): 
1. UNIX System V/386 release 3.2. This 
most recent release of UNIX System V 
incorporates UNIX and XENIX. (UNIX 
System V release 4.0, due out at the end 
of the year, also should include Berkeley 
extensions.) 
2. The X Window System, based on 
SCO XSight, which originally was 
developed by Locus Computing. 
3. TCP/IP networking. 
4. Network File System (NFS) from Sun 
Microsystems. 
5. DOS-UNIX integration, from Locus 
Computing, in the form of Merge 386, 
PC-Interface and PCILIB, an applications 
programming interface, allowing access 
to DOS applications in the multitasking 
environment. Merge 386, part of AT&T's 
UNIX System V source code, lets you 
run both DOS and UNIX applications on 
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your 386. You can run DOS and UNIX 
programs concurrently, and files are 
integrated, according to Locus. 

PC-Interface lets you connect DOS 
PCs, one at a time or in LAN s, to the 
Open Desktop workstation and lets you 
share Open Desktop files and printers. 

· If you're using a DOS machine con
nected to Open Desktop, you can run 
UNIX programs through PC-Interface's 
terminal emulator. PCILIB provides tools 
for developing DOS and UNIX applica
tions in one program. 
6. The Open Software Foundation's 
(OSF) X11-based OSF/Motif graphical 
user interface. DEC's XUI toolkit 
underlies Motifs application program
ming interface (API), while the presen
tation description language is based on 
DEC's User Interface Language (UIL). 
HP's Window Manager provides 3-D 
windows and DEC contributed features 
from its own window manager, such as 
icon boxes. 
7. Ingres/386, an SQL-based RDBMS 
from Relational Technology Inc. (RTI). 

Graphical 
User Interface 

OSF/Motif 

Ingres/386 includes a General Com
munications Architecture (GCA) that RTI 
says is a database interface communica
tions standard that will allow developers 
flexibility in porting and producing 
software. RTI has published the 
specifications for GCA as part of SCO's 
developer program, which began pro
viding early releases of Open Desktop 
to developers in May. 

Living In The Land Of DOS 
The point, according to SCO, is to pro
vide a common applications program
ming interface and graphical user inter
face so that applications designed for the 
system will look and feel the same -
just as applications designed for the Mac 
have for years. OS/2, which includes 
Presentation Manager, Microsoft's 
graphical user interface, and Extended 
Edition, an RDBMS, attempt to do the 
same. 

Can UNIX live in the land of DOS 
and OS/2? Will DOS users, moving up to 
multiuser capacity on their 386 

Applications 

X Window System 
SCO Xsight 

lnformatiot1 Management 
lngres/386 SCO ISAM 

Open Desktop's components. 
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Terminal emulation doesn't 
have to be this way. 

We've all been there. Trying to remember whether the "Do" key is 
really <Ctrl-Fl>: Or was it <Alt-Fl>? And the editing keypad. 
Can you be absolutely sure you're about to press the "Select" key 
and not the "Remove" key? The results can be disastrous. 

That's why KEA developed the PowerStation. The PowerStation, 
an exact Vf200 layout keyboard bundled with Vf240 or Vf220 
terminal emulation software, turns your IBM PC or compatible into 
a key-by-key replica of a DEC terminal-without messy labels! 

But what does that get you? 

Peace of mind. The PowerStation keyboard takes the frustration 
out of switching between a DEC terminal and a PC beca,use 
e11ch key is right where you'd expect it to be. And our "Gold Key" 
version makes ALLIN-1 and WPS a breeze. 
Savings. If you think you can't afford both emulation software 
anda keyboard, think again! The PowerStation can actually save 
you money by eliminating the time you waste every day trans
lating between Vf and PC keystrokes. And with the PowerStation, 
startup training costs are virtually eliminated. 
Consistency. The PowerStation keyboard provides a consistent 
interface for both vr emulation and regular i>C applications. In 
emulation mode you get the 105-key functionality of a real DEC key
board and in PC mode you get a super enhanced keyboard. And 
you can use the PowerStation on virtually any PC! Move between 
an XT, AT, PS/2, AT&T PC and a DEC terminal without missing 
akeystoke. 

PowerStation and ZSTEM are trademarks of KEA 
Systems Ltd. All other brand and product names 
are trademarks or registered trademarks of 
their respective holders. 

The best in terminal emulation software. With the PowerStation 
keyboard you get the fastest most precise, DEC terminal emulation 
software available: ZSTEM. You have the choice between two 
popular software packages: ZSTEM 240, our Vf241/VT340 graphics 
emulator and ZSTEM 220, our Vf220 text emulator. Both packages 
will impress you with their speed and feature-by-feature accuracy. 

To top it off, the PowerStation gives you all this at a surprisingly 
low price. But find out for yourself why Digital Review Labs says 
"the PowerStation 240 is a godsend:' Call us at 800-663-8702. 

KEA Systems Ltd., 2150 West Broadway, Suite 412 
Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6K 4L9 
Telephone: 604-732-7411 Fax: 604-732-0715 

CIRCLE 119 ON READER CARD 



SCO's Open Desktop uses the OSF!Motif graphical user interface. 

machines, be willing to deal with the 
awkwardness of UNIX's cat, grep and 
awk? SCO, DEC, RTI, Locus and Tandy 
are betting they will. 

Locus' XSight, a version of the X 
Window System, Version 11.3, hides 
much of the UNIX command-line inter
face from the user. And SCO prides 
itself on making UNIX applications 
available to the commercial user -
who's usually less technically astute and 
less interested in tinkering with the 
system than the engineer or scientist. 
This isn't new ground for SCO, but it 
could be fertile. And Tandy, which has 
a large installed base of XENIX users, is 
the first licensee of Open Desktop for 
its Tandy 4000 series and SOOOMC 
machines. 

Is this a battle between UNIX and 
OS/2? SCO won't admit that the software 
bundle is directed at the potential OS/2 
buyer but does say that it's "an effort to 
provide an alternative for DOS users 
who have outgrown their systems." 

Still, it's not outright war. SCO and 
its cohorts are aware that IBM exists in 
most corporate environments. What's 
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more, Microsoft owns up to 20 percent 
of SCO. This contributes to an effort 
toward integration. OSF/Motif is com
patible with Presentation Manager, and 
SCO is cooperating with Microsoft to 
develop Presentation Manager/X (PM/X). 

"PM/X brings two things to Open 
Desktop," says Alan Ginzburg, SCO 
director of marketing strategy. "It 
brings Presentation Manager API com
patibility, so that an application de
signed for Presentation Manager would 
be easier to port to Open Desktop. And 
it brings an alternative localized win
dowing system, which is quite different 
philosophically from Open Desktop 
[which uses X, a distributed window
ing system]. 

"To the user," says Ginzburg, "this 
looks the same. But developers have a 
choice of developing an application that 
runs on OS/2 or UNIX. They may be 
developing some function that's difficult 
to run on X, such as games in which 
you have to drag a lot of images around 
the screen. This [type of application] 
may be easier to develop on Presenta
tion Manager." 

The first release of Open Desktop 

will include some connect1v1ty with 
Microsoft's LAN Manager, a LAN for 
desktop computers running OS/2. "The 
user will be able to plug into a network 
that has a LAN Manager server on it," 
says Ginzburg. "The idea of Open 
Desktop is that it needs to play in an 
IBM environment. We're providing the 
client side of NFS, we're providing 
TCP/IP, and we're providing the client 
side of LAN Manager, so you can take 
your Open Desktop workstation and 
plug it into any environment." 

DOS users demand flexibility, and 
that means binary compatibility. "Any 
386 PC running SCO's operating system 
is compatible at the binary level, which 
means you can buy shrink-wrapped ap
plications. The thing that Open Desktop 
adds is a mass-market appeal - pric
ing, comprehensiveness and ease of use," 
says Ginzburg. 

This is all well and good for the 
low-end UNIX customer or the DOS 
user interested in moving upward. But 
what's in it for DEC? DEC's decision to 
resell Tandy PCs is a result of its desire 
to become "the system integrator of 
choice," according to William Heffner, 
DEC's vice president of software 
systems. No company can do that with
out a DOS offering. Open Desktop, with 
its merge of UNIX capabilities and DOS 
emulation, lets hundreds of pre-existing 
UNIX, XENIX and DOS applications run 
immediately. It should leverage sales of 
the 386 machines for DEC. 

Moving DEC PCs into the cor
porate environment makes sense. Mov
ing DEC PCs that include Motif into the 
corporate environment makes even 
more sense, as it places DEC's XUI on 
the desktop - the company's main 
reason for participating in this venture. 

Should You Buy? 
Should you buy copies of Open Desk
top the minute the software hits the 
store? There are a number of points 
of view: 
1. Go ahead. It could cost you up to 
$15,000 to purchase all of Open 
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Desktop's pieces separately, so it's an 
incredible price savings. 
2. Maybe. The memory requirements 
raise the price a lot. SCO recommends 
a minimum of 4 MB of RAM to run 
Open Desktop, and that's if you 
distribute the RTI database over more 
than one machine. If you choose to put 
front and back ends on the same 
desktop, RTI recommends 8 MB. SCO 
hopes that there will be Open Desktop 
applications available by September that 
take advantage of OSF/Motif and the RTI 

database engine, and if you buy one of 
these applications, you'll need even 
more memory. 
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3. Sure. If you want a distributed data
base situation on the low end and want 
to string X terminals off your Open 
Desktop workstation, it isn't a bad deal. 
The prices of such terminals aren't too 
high. 
4. Why not? If your company is con
sidering moving toward UNIX, but 
you've been hesitant about training your 

users, this may be an easier way to make 
the transition, because it doesn't force 
users to learn those awkward verbs. 
5. Maybe. Graphical user interfaces are 
the way of the future. Many believe 
character-cell interfaces are on the way 
out. But when Open Desktop is first 

available, the 2,500 existing UNIX ap
plications won't take advantage of 
Motif, and neither will the thousands of 
existing DOS programs. You'll be able 
to run programs in windows, but they'll 
still function with command lines, not 
icons - at least for now. • 
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LET'S C NOW Pointers, Part 3 
Rex Jaeschke Editor's note: This is the last in a 

three-part series about pointers. In this 
installment, Mr. Jaeschke discusses the 
relationship between arrays and pointers. 

He introduces arrays of pointers, handling command-line arguments 
and the ANSI C addition, void pointers. He also indicates some com
mon pointer errors. 

When the name of an array is used as a function argu-

An array name can be thought of as 
a pointer to the first element in 

that array. However, the array 
name isn't a pointer. 

ment, it behaves like a pointer to the first element. This is 
almost always true whenever an array designator, such as an 
array name, appears in any expression. For example, if name 
is a char array and pc is a pointer to char, pc = &name[O] 
is equivalent to pc = name. And because the latter is simpler 
to write, it's more commonly used. 

An array name can be thought of as a pointer to the first 
element in that array. However, the array name isn't a pointer. 
Pointers are variables, and therefore their value can change. 
But the address of the first element of an array is static: After 
an array is allocated space, its address remains constant and 
can't be changed. 

Although there's a close relationship between arrays and 
pointers, they aren't completely interchangeable. In particular, 
in the scope of an array definition, that array name can't be 
used in all respects as a pointer. However, after the address 
of an array is passed to a function, within that function, the 
array's identity is lost. 

Within that function, the array can be manipulated by us
ing either array or pointer notation or by using both 
simultaneously. This is also true after the address of an array 
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element is stored in a pointer. From then on, the pointer doesn't 
know that it's pointing into an array. In fact, this aspect makes 
C as powerful as it is. Consider the following: 

#include <stdio.h> 

main() 

{ 

static float fa() = {2.34, 3.45, 4.56, 5.67, 6.78); 

float *fp = fa; 

int i; 

for (i = O; i < (sizeof(fa)/sizeof(fa[OJ )); ++i) 

printf("fa['.Y.dJ = %5 .2f\t*(fp + %d) = %5.2f\n", 

i, fa[i], i, *(fp + i )); 

) 

which produces the output: 

fa[QJ = 2.34 *( fp + 0) = 2.34 
fa[1) = 3.45 *(fp + 1) = 3.45 

fa[2J = 4.56 *(fp+2)= 4.56 
fa[3] = 5.67 *(fp+3)= 5.67 

fa(4J = 6.78 *( fp + 4) = 6.78 

An array subscript is no more than an offset from a base 
address. As such, we can think of fa[O] as being that element 
at offset O from the start of the array, and that's exactly what 
it is. That's why arrays in C begin at subscript 0 instead of 1. 

The meaning of expressions of the form fa[i] is obvious. 
However, that of *(fp + i) may not be. Let's look at this 
expression more closely. Because the name of an array in an 
expression is treated as a pointer to its first element, this 
expression can be rewritten as: 

*(&fp(OJ + i > 

We also know that when an integer expression having 
value vis added to a pointer, the result is a pointer that points 
to a location v objects beyond the original pointer. That is, 
&fp[O] + i points to the ith object beyond fp[O]. And if we 
dereference that pointer, we get that ith object. Put simply, 
the formula for converting between array and pointer nota
tion is: 

a[iJ is equivalent to *Ca + i) 

Because of this rule, array subscript expressions always 
can be rewritten as pointer expressions and vice versa. This 
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is possible mainly because in C, [ ] is an operator, not a punc
tuator. As such, its only requirements are that one of its two 
operands be a pointer expression and the other be an integral 
expression. Therefore, it's possible to use subscripting even 
when no arrays have been declared. For example: 

char *strcpyCchar *dest, char source[]) 

unsigned i = O; 

while ((dest[il = *source++) != '\0') 

++i; 

return (dest); 

Not only are we subscripting dest when it's declared as 
a pointer, we're dereferencing and incrementing source when 
it's declared as an array. This code is legitimate but not 
good style. 

Programmers new to C usually stay with the subscript
ing method, because it's used in most other high-level 
languages. However, seasoned C programmers generally go 
the pointer route. 

It's easy to recognize an array subscript expression and 
to convert it to its pointer equivalent. However, the opposite 
isn't always as obvious. Consider the following program: 

#include <stdio.h> 

main() 

double d = 1.234; 

double *pd = &d; 

printfC"*pd = %6.3f, pdCOJ = l'.6.3f\n", *pd, pd[OJ); 

The output produced is: 

*pd = 1.234, pdCOJ = 1.234 

The expression *pd is equivalent to *(pd + 0). ~y the 
conversion rule, this is equivalent to pd[O]. That is, we can 
deal with d indirectly through pd as an array of one element. 
And isn't that what a scalar is? Of course, we also could use 
pd[t) , but that would result in undefined behavior. Voila! 
We've discovered something magic about C. You arbitrarily 
can subscript any pointer to one level no matter what, and 
the resulting expression will have meaning. 

If we apply this new-found knowledge to multidimen
sional arrays, we gain more insight into how they work. For 
example, a[2] [3] declares an array of two rows, each having 
three objects. Because [ ] is an operator and operators at this 
precedence level associate left to right, the expression a[t) [2) 

is equivalent to (a[1])[2]. a[t) designates the second row of the 
array. It's an array of three objects. 
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However, when an array designator is used in an expres
sion, it's treated as a pointer to the first element, so the value 
of a[t) is a pointer to the first object in the second row. By 
subscripting this pointer using [2], we get the object at offset 
two from that pointer, namely, the third object in the second 
row. Now we see why multidimensional arrays are written 
using [a] [b] ... [z] notation instead of [a, b, ... , z]. We've also 
explained how an n-dimensional array can be referenced us
ing anywhere between zero and n subscripts. 

Arrays Of Pointers 
Pointers are variables, and because we can have arrays of 
variables, we can have arrays of pointers. For example: 

double d1 = 1.2; 

double d2 = 2.3; 

double d3 = 3.4; 

double *pd[] = C&d1, &d2, &d3); 

p d is an array of three pointers to double, and it's 
initialized with the addresses of three double variables: 

#include <stdio.h> 

char *table[] = ( 

}; 

main() 

11surmer 11 , 

"Fall", 
11\Jinter 11 , 

"Spring", 

int i = O; 

whileC*table[i] != '\0') { 

printfC"table[%dl points to >%s<\n", 

i, table[il >; 
++i; 

The output is: 

tableCOJ points to >Suiroer< 

table[1J points to >Fall< 

table C2J points •to >Winter< 
table(3J points to >Spring< 

In this case, table is an array of five pointers to char. Each 
element is initialized to point to a null-terminated array of char 
that's allocated space by the compiler. The empty string is used 
as a terminator, so we can traverse the array without know
ing its size. The loop stops when table[i] points to a byte con
taining ' \ O', and that's what an empty string contains. 

Command-Line Arguments 
To date, every main function has had zero arguments. 
However, standard C permits main to have either zero or two 
arguments, and if two are present, they can be used to access 
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arguments entered on the command-line when the program 
is invoked. For example: 

#include <stdio.h> 

main(int argc, char *argv[)) 
{ 

int i; 

for (i = O; i < argc; ++i) 

prfntf("arg #%2d is >%s<\n", i, argv[i}); 

When this program is invoked on PC-DOS V3.3 using the 
command-line: 

test ABC def "ABC" "AB DE" 

the results are: 

arg # 0 is >C:\IJRITING\lETSCNOW\TEST .EXE< 

arg # 1 is >ABC< 

arg # 2 is >def< 

arg # 3 is >ABC< 

arg # 4 is >AB OE< 

argv is an array of pointers whose elements point to null
terminated command-line strings. argc contains the number 
of the strings found at program startup. By definition, argv[O) 
points to the name of the program, and the format of this string 
is implementation-defined (as are numerous other aspects of 
command-line processing). In this case, the program startup 
code provided by this compiler translates the program name 
to its full device and directory specification. Also, the case of 
arguments and any white space embedded in double quotes 
are preserved. This isn't guaranteed by ANSI C. 

Because argc and argv are formal arguments, they can 
have any name the programmer wishes. However, it's com
mon to use the names argc and argv. 

Many implementations (including UNIX, VAX C and most 
MS-DOS compilers) also provide a third argument to main. 
This generally is called envp, and like argv, it's an array of 
pointers to char. Each element points to a string describing 
some environment variable whose format is operating system
specific. The array contains a dummy last element with a value 
of NULL. ANSI C doesn't support envp. 

Command-line argument processing can be used to make 
user-written programs look more like those utilities provided 
with the operating system. In fact, on UNIX, the operating 
system utilities are implemented exactly in this manner using C. 

If main is defined without arguments, then any values 
passed to it by the startup code will be inaccessible by the 
program. 

Generic Pointers 
On machines with word architectures, pointers to char 
generally have a different representation than pointers to other 
types. However, library routines, such as memcpy (in 
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string.h), require arguments that are pointers to arbitrary 
objects. How then can the prototype for memcpy be written 
when we don't know the type of the pointer that will be given 
to it at compile time? Historically, char* was used, because 
it was considered to be equivalent to a generic pointer. 
However, this was misleading. Also, functions such as the 
dynamic memory allocation routines in stdlib.h need to return 
generic pointers. 

For these and other reasons, ANSI C invented a generic 
pointer type called pointer to void. It's written as void *; 
however, it has nothing to do with void functions or void 
in prototype argument lists. This is the third use for the void 
keyword. 

You can create void pointer objects and arrays of such 
objects, and you can pass them to functions and return them 
from functions. In short, you can treat them like real pointers 
except that you can't dereference a void pointer or perform 
arithmetic on it. A void pointer is simply an address, and it 
has no other attributes. To get at the location pointed to by 
a void pointer, you first must assign or cast it to a non-void 
pointer. 

All pointer types are assignment-compatible with a void 
pointer, and if you assign a pointer of type T into and then 
out of a void pointer, you're guaranteed to point to the same 
object to which you initially pointed. However, the results are 
undefined if you assign a pointer of more strict alignment 
criteria to a void pointer and then assign it out to a pointer 
of less strict alignment and dereference the final pointer. 

Examples of void pointer usage are: 

#include <string.h> 

f() 

{ 

void *pv; 
char c1 C10J; 

char c2 C50J ; 

double d1 = 1 .2; 

double d2; 
double *pd = &d1; 

char *pc; 

void **abc[10J C23J; 

pv = memcpy(c1, c2, 5); 

pv = pd; /* OK *I 

pd = pv; /* OK */ 

d2 = *((double *> pv); /* OK */ 

pv = pc; /* OK *I 

pd = pv; /* ??? */ 

memcpy is given two char pointers when it expects two 
void pointers. However, these pointer types are compatible. 
To dereference pv, it's first cast to a pointer to double. The 
final assignment is questionable, because pd contains an 
address that isn't necessarily suitably aligned for a double 
object on certain machines. The assignment might be OK, but 
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Pointers are variables, and because we 
can have arrays of variables, we can 

have arrays of pointers. 

attempts to dereference pd may fail. 
abc is a 2-D array of pointers to void pointers. If you 

examine the headers of an implementation that's tracking the 
ANSI standard, you'll see numerous examples of void* argu
ment and function return declarations. In fact, NULL even may 
be defined as (void *)O. 

Common Pointer Problems 
One common error made when dealing with pointers is to 
allocate space for the pointer but not for the space to which 
it's to point. For example: 

/* Incorrect pointer use */ 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <string.h> 

main() 

char *txt; 

strcpyCtxt, "A literal string"); 

printfC"txt points to >%s<\n", txt); 

printf("txt points to address %p\n", txt); 

which produces the output: 

txt points to >A literal string< 

txt points to address xxxx 

txt has an undefined initial value so strcpy copies its 
source string to an unknown location, possibly overwriting 
critical areas of memory. In fact, when this program was run 
on an MS-DOS system using the large memory model (which 
provides access to all memory, including that occupied by the 
operating system), part of MS-DOS was overwritten, causing 
a file on disk to be trashed. Then the system hung and had 
to be rebooted. When run on VAX/VMS, an access violation 
occurred, because the address txt pointed to was outside the 
program's address space. On another implementation, the pro
gram ran to completion. 

Another problem occurs when arrays of char aren't null
terminated and their address is given to printf with a mask 
of %s or to strcpy, strlen and others, all of which expect to 
find a '\ O'. 

The result is that either a '\ O' is found somewhere in 
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memory and the process completes after having run too far, 
or the char pointer is incremented so far that it produces an 
address outside the program's address space, causing the pro
gram to abort (at least on multitasking systems). 

It can be confusing initially as to whether or not a *is 
needed in a pointer expression. Consider the following: 

#incl\,lde <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 

void fO 
{ 

char array[100J; 
char *pc; 

I* .•. *I 

strcpy(arr.ay, *pc); 

printfC"text is >%s<\n", *pc>; 

In both function calls, *pc is used instead of pc. That is, 
we've passed a char rather than the pointer to char expected 
by strcpy and printf. And because the value of a char on an 
8-bit machine can range from 0 to 255, that's the magnitude 
of the address actually used by these routines. On MS-DOS 
systems using the large memory model, this maps into the 
interrupt vector table. On VAX/VMS, the first page of address 

space (addresses O to 511) can't be accessed by the user 
program, resulting in an access violation. 

If you're programming on a multiuser or even a single
user multitasking system, memory access violations are 
generated when you attempt to access memory not allocated 
to your executable image. If you're fortunate, your system pro
vides some traceback mechanism to help locate the erroneous 
statement. 

However, on a simple-minded system such as MS-DOS, 
there's no memory protection, and any address is accessible. 
Therefore, problems can go undetected for a long time, and 
the only safeguard you have is to compile using small memory 
models so that when something gets trashed, at least you 
restrict the damage to your own memory segment. That way, 
you can't cause any serious or permanent damage to the 
operating environment. 

Readers are encouraged to submit C-related comments 
and suggestions to Rex Jaeschke, 2051 Swans Neck Way, 
Reston, Virginia 22091 or via the uucp address uunet!aussie!rex. 
-Rex Jaeschke is an independent consultant, author and lecturer. He's 
the C language editor of DEC PROFESSIONAL, our representative 
on the ANSI C Standards Committee, and the U.S. International 
Representative for ISO. Jaeschke is editor of the Journal of C Lan
guage Translation, a quarterly publication aimed at C implementers. 
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Digital: Straight Talk 
Much has been 
said (and ru
mored) in the 
media about 

Digital's present and future service/sup
port philosophy. Digital's warranty 
changes earlier in the year and its recent 
Enterprise Services and Desktop Service 
Solutions announcements have added 
fuel to the speculations about the direc
tion in which Digital is heading. To ob
tain insight into Digital's plans for user 
service and support over the next few 
years, DEC PROFESSIONAL visited 
Digital's Corporate Field Service head
quarters in Stow, Massachusetts. We 
interviewed Will O'Brien, corporate 
strategic marketing manager for field 
service. O'Brien has held various posi
tions at Digital in marketing and busi
ness management since 1972. 

DEC PROFESSIONAL: What are your 
views on where computerization is headed 
as we enter the 1990s? 
O'Brien: The computing environments 
of the next few years will be different 
than they were a few years ago. The 
customer's use of information systems 
has changed. There will be more ap
plications available and users will be 
more dependent on the information 
system. There will be more mixed
vendor systems in use by much more 
sophisticated users. At the same time, 
there will be more computer tools 
available for many more unsophisticated 
users. And all users will be as dependent 
on their information systems as they are 
on their telephones. Also, management 
will be faced with more government 
regulations pertaining to such things as 
archiving, data protection and audit 
trails. 
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On the technology front, a variety 
of operating systems are being used, and 
there's a general proliferation of ap
plications from vendors, OEMs and 
software houses, some on portable plat
forms that require the implementation 
of standards across the industry. We see 
more systems " running" a voice/data 
mixture. It's a new ball game. 
DEC PROFESSIONAL: How does this af
fect your service philosophy? 
O'Brien: In the past, computer service 

· referred to repair. Now, customers need 
a much more comprehensive level of 
support. Just three years ago, industry 
market servicing seemed to be the wave 
of the future - service to the banking 
industry, the manufacturing plant, the 
medical fields, and s.o on. Now, we see 
across-the-board computing environ
ments. The recently initiated desktop 
services program is an example of this 
strategy. We're committed to it and are 
going in that direction. We feel that the 
computing environment will cut across 
various industry environments. 
DEC PROFESSIONAL: You mean, for ex
ample, that a data communications center 
or a transaction processing system requires 
the same type of customer support and serv
ice regardless of the industry in which these 
environments are found? 
O'Brien: Exactly. 
DEC PROFESSIONAL: How does Digital 
define service and support in this emerging 
environment? 
O'Brien: Support means bringing all 
resources of the vendor and its business 
partners to bear on the customer's 
business plan or problem. The main 
competition of the TPMs or in
dependents will be the technology itself 
Undoubtedly, there's more competition 
for Digital than ever before, and these 
competitors are making investments in 
service and support. Our response to 

Digital's 
Will O'Brien, 
corporate 
strategic 
marketing 
manager for 
field service. 

this increased competition and to the 
customer's changing demands has 
driven service to a higher level. We've 
spent $1 billion over the years in service 
and support technology and continue to 
invest heavily in research and develop
ment. We need this type of investment 
to add value in the service/support area 
and to make the job in the field easier. 
DEC PROFESSIONAL: How do you com
pare the added value needed in today's ver
sus yesterday's support offerings? 
O'Brien: In the past, Digital and most 
other computer makers added value in 
the manufacture of systems that used 
off-the-shelf components. The added
value focus was systems engineering, 
e.g., the design and assembly of hard
ware and the development of operating 
systems. Soon, it became clear that the 
bigger challenge was making systems 
work together. Customers sought ven
dors that supported industry standards 
and developed architectures for chips, 
software and networks. This became the 
user's perception of the value-added 
point. 

The focus is shifting again. 
Customers want program management 
of all the resources necessary to imple-
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ment complete solutions successfully -
and that demand is increasing. 
Customers seek companies t~at not only 
understand their information system 
needs but that also can custom tailor a 

' ' Vendors that are 
successful at integrating 
the equipment to meet 
customers' needs will 

win the service/support 
business of the future. 

' solution out of available component 
products - not just the vendor's own. 
DEC PROFESSIONAL: In Digital's view 
of the future, what will be the value added 
to the customer servi.ce/support function? 
O'Brien: Customer support must in
clude systems integration, applications 
development, global support,' network
ing, high availability, configuration 
management and alliance management. 
The value-added concept is to make all 
of the user's equipment work in a 
system as defined by the customer. Ven
dors that are successful at integrating the 
equipment to meet customers' needs 
will win the service/support business of 
the future. 
DEC PROFESSIONAL: What's Digital do
ing now to position itself to provide this all
inclusive support? 
O'Brien: First, we've made a long-term 
commitment to industry standards. For 
example, Digital supports OSI and 
Ethernet, to name a few. We also can 
support most major operating systems. 
And when it comes to multivendor net
work support, we have more than 10 

years of service experience. 
DEC PROFESSIONAL: What about the 
business partners you mentioned? 
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O'Brien: Digital has formed alliances 
and relationships with those that can 
best serve our customers' needs. We 
have numerous business partners in our 
Cooperative Marketing Program and 
have agreements with several major 
software developers and the big eight 
consulting firms. We also have working 
arrangements with several network in
stallers and major computer vendors/ 
TPMs. These business alignments assist 
our customers with their growing 
multivendor environments. 
DEC PROFESSIONAL: Does Digital have 
other resources that off er customers added 
value over other servi.ce/support vendors 
vying for their business? 
O'Brien: We've invested heavily in ex
pertise and advanced service technolo
gies, such as Al, expert systems and our 
Customer Support Centers [CSC]. 
DEC PROFESSIONAL: }Ou mention AI 
and expert systems - how does remote sup
port technology fit into Digital's future 
plans? 
O'Brien: Service and support always 
will be a people-intensive business. New 
advances, such as AI and expert systems, 
are just tools. They replace the oscillo
scope, the multimeter, and so on. The 
intent isn't to replace site FEs; these tools 
complement our people and leverage 
their intelligence and ability to respond 
to customers. These and our other 
remote support tools help Digital pro
vide cost-effective support. Today, 
about 60 percent of service calls come 
into our CSCs. Our surveys indicate that 
customer satisfaction is extremely high. 

Customers expect high system 
availability, reliable products and fast 
remedial support when needed. By us
ing new technologies to quickly "fix" 
a system before it fails, we free our 
people to aid the customer with other 
support needs. 
DEC PROFESSIONAL: What is the future 
role of the FE? 
O'Brien: The FE's mainjob will switch 
from "fix-it" to helping the customer 
implement and manage the computing 
environment. The FE will be a suppor
tive partner with the customer. It will 
be a new role for the FE. Overall, there 

will be more support personnel in the 
field but fewer in a "fix-it" role. 
DEC PROFESSIONAL: If their numbers 
grow, won't costs escalate? 
O'Brien: Labor cost will increase, but 
the added value they bring to the overall 
environment also will grow. The 
number of people in the field will grow 
to support our business as it grows and 
as more lines are added. For example, 
desktops, network services and systems 
integration will be high-growth areas 
for field employment. 
DEC PROFESSIONAL: Independents we've 
spoken with feel that the number of FEs 
will decrease as products become more 
reliable and remote support capabilities 
increase. 
O'Brien: I agree in the traditional sense. 
The number of FEs today who service 
equipment will decrease, but the manu
facturer has a broader range of support 
than the independent service firms. 
When today's FEs and those who will 
provide the new levels of support we 
talked about earlier are counted, the 
overall number of field people will 
increase. 
DEC PROFESSIONAL: How big a revenue 
chunk is servi.ce for Digital today? 
O'Brien: Last year, Digital's service and 
other revenues were about $4 billion out 
of total revenues of $11.5 billion. Service/ 
support is definitely very important to 
Digital. 
DEC PROFESSIONAL: What can the user 
expect to see from Digital in service/support 
pricing in the future? 
O'Brien: It will be a structured pricing 
arrangement. Traditional (fix-it) service 
will be priced competitively. Prices for 
new value-added services will have a 
two-tier approach. There will be a fee
defined setup for standard jobs or 
system work, and customized pricing 
for a specific project or task in which the 
customer pays for quality support and 
special skills, such as a systems integra
tion project. 
DEC PROFESSIONAL: Digital, as well as 
the rest of the servi.ce industry, always talks 
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about customer satisfaction. But to achieve 
this goal, a number of serious challenges 
will have to be overcome i~ the next few 
yean. What do you consider the biggest and 
most important challenges that Digital 
must meet to win the servi.celsupport 
business of your user base? 
O'Brien: Three come to mind immedi
ately. First, we must provide quality 
support. Digital's goal isn't only to meet 
customer expectations in this area but 
to exceed them. 

Second, today's computing en
vironments require the continuous 
reskilling of our people. We're working 
hard on this now in such areas as UNIX

b as ed support and transaction 
processing. 

Third, we must control the cost of 
service/support. Traditionally, the 
business was just labor and materials. 
Now, support includes such things as 
administration, which can be substan
tial when managing 100 contracts; 
capital investment for improved produc
tivity - new service technology and 
tools cost money; relationships -
building and maintaining these has its 
costs; and marketing - service is a 
product that, like any other, must 
be sold. 

We could have the greatest service 
and support programs in the world, but 
if the user can't afford them, they won't 
do our customers or DEC any good. So 
we have to balance cost and benefits and 
maintain a pricing structure under 
which the user gets good value that's 
affordable. 
DEC PROFESSIONAL: Can you comment 
on servia/support over the next three yean? 
O'Brien: We're in a tremendously ex
citing business. At Digital, we feel we 
have the opportunity to be the leader in 
the customer service/support field in the 
1990s. Right now, only about 17 percent 
of desktops are networked. Within three 
years, that figure is expected to reach 
more than 50 percent. Digital is par
ticularly strong in this area. Our cor
porate commitment to be the support 
provider across the customer's entire 
enterprise has positioned us well for the 
future. • 
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What con this kind of performance do for you? 
Add one of MasterOlsk's disk storage systems to your DEC 
computer and discover what you con do with significantly 
increased speed and storage: 

•Make a tcroV XII outperform a V X 8600• 
•Double the number of users on the system and 

get a better performance for each user 
•Improve dis system throughput by as much as 450% • 

MasterDlsk is the most convenient and cost effective means 
available to attain the maximum throughput from your exis ing 
DEC system. 

storage Capacities - 152 megabytes to 2.93 gigabytes 
Compatibility- All Q-Bus and Unibus systems Including 

MicroVAX 11, & 3000s; PDP-11s, and VAXs 
Warranty - Exclusive TWO YEAR WARRANTY with Nationwide 

service and support 
Mounting/Packaging - Rack mount, floor stand, table top o 

Internal moun1ing 
Delivery - Within 30 days, complete and ready for simple 

customer installation 

•Actual fie d application data reported by som of our nthiJs astic customers 

ft Call Depart~ 02 tor lnl:ma 1!. 

(508) 4 3- 71 

Lln American Digital Systems Inc. 
490 Boston Post Road, Sudbury, MA 01776 

CIRCLE 149 ON READER CARD 

The following are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation: 
A-to-Z DECnet 
ALL-IN -1 DECsystem-10 
COD DECSYSTEM-20 
DATATRIEVE DEC/Test 
DDCMP DECUS 
DEC DECwindows 
DECalc DELNI 
DECconnect DEON A 
DECgraph DIBOL 
DECmail DNA 
DECmate Eve 

FMS 
GIGI 
HSC 
IAS 
IVIS 
LAN Bridge 
LASO 
LA100 
LOP02 
LSl-11 
MASS BUS 

UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T In the U.S.A. and in other countries. 
MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft. 
CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research. Inc. 
Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. 
X Window System is a trademark of MIT. 
NFS is a trademark of Sun Microsystems 

MicroPDP-11 
Micro Power/Pascal 
MicroVAX 
PDP 
PDT 
P/OS 
0-bus 
Rainbow 
RALLY 
RdbNMS 
ReGIS 
RSTS/E 
RSX 
RT-11 
TEAM DATA 
TOPS 

ULTRIX 
UNIBUS 
VAX 
VAXBI 
VAXcluster 
VAX DIBOL 
VAXELN 
VAXFMS 
VAX lab 
VAX LISP 
VAX SCAN 
VAX station 
VMS 
VT 
Work Processor 
WPS 
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XD88 Family Features 
Motorola 88000 Chip 
Tektronix Inc. announced a family of 
graphics superworkstations combining Tek's 
graphics system with an implementation of 
Motorola's 88000 RISC chip. Tek's XD88 
family includes two workstations, an applica
tions processor and a file server, all with 
RISC-based compute engines at 14 to 17 
VAX mips, 34,000 Dhrystones, 16 million 
single-precision Whetstones and 7 to 12 
Mflops. The products handle databases in 
CAD/CAM, visualization, visual animation, 
earth resources, mapping, AEC, technical 
data analysis and graphics software 
development. 

The XD88 architecture includes 
Motorola's 88100 processor, with on-chip 
integer and floating-point multiply, and four 
88200 CMMUs, each providing 16 KB of 
cache memory for a total of 64 KB. The stan
dard system configuration includes 8 MB of 
RAM (expandable to 176 MB), a 156-MB 
hard disk and a 15-MB streamer tape. 

Base prices for the XD88 family range 
from $24,950 to $34,950. 
For more information, contact Donna 
Loveland, Tektronix Inc., Interactive 
Technologies Division, P.O. Box 1000, 
Wilsonville, OR 97070; (503) 685-2838. 

Circle 415 on reader card 

Cabletron Enhances 
Remote LANView 
Cabletron Systems Inc. announced additions 
to its Remote LANView network manage
ment and control software as part of a plan 
for enterprisewide network management. 
Under the plan, management intelligence 
will be distributed across the network. 
Remote LANView will provide an open ar
chitecture for managing physical-layer con
nectivity and offering integration with 
upper-layer solutions such as IBM's Net
view, AT&T's Unified Network Manage
ment Architecture (UNMA) and DEC's 
Enterprise Management Architecture (EMA). 

Cabletron also introduced a software 
module for remote bridge management, 
extending Remote LANView beyond hub 
management. The bridge module is the first 
in a series that will include modules for con
trolling network devices, such as routers and 
gateways, across the enterprise. Remote 
LANView provides a three-tiered approach 
to Ethernet network management, including 
network monitoring, network control and 
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complete physical layer diagnostics. 
For more information, contact Robert 
Monaco, Cabletron Systems Inc., 10 Main 
St., Box 6257, Rochester, NH 03867; (603) 
332-9400. 

Circle 490 on reader card 

·TransRING 530 Connects 
Token Ring LANs 
Vitalink Communications Corporation 
announced a midrange bridge for Token Ring 
networks, the TransRING 530. The Trans
RING 530 is a protocol-transparent remote 
bridge that connects multiple IBM Token 
Ring (IEEE 802.5) LANs into an integrated 
WAN based on IEEE and ISO standards. 

TransRING 530 remotely connects 
802.5 Token Ring LANs using standard data 
communications lines. It supports up to four 
remote links at speeds of up to 64 Kbps in 
single, parallel or full-mesh link configura
tions. It's fully compatible with Vitalink's 
TransRING 550 and the 802 WANmanager 
and can share wide-area links with Vitalink 
TransLAN bridges, which connect Ethernet 
LANs. Network management facilities are 
fully integrated into the TransRING 530, in
cluding support by the optional 802 WAN-

manager. Statistical analysis, prionuzation 
and network optimization can be performed 
for the entire network from any location. 

The TransRING 530 costs $15,750, in
cluding software. 
For more information, contact Randy Fardal, 
Vitalink Communications Corp., 6607 Kaiser 
Dr., Fremont, CA 94555; (415) 794-1100. 

Circle 505 on reader card 

Spaceball Manipulates 
On Three Axes 
Spatial Systems Inc. announced a compact 
110 device called Spaceball. Spaceball lets 
workstation users control images in and 
around three axes. 

Unlike 2-D methods of control using 
joysticks, dials and tablets, Spaceball doesn't 
require you to translate the desired movement 
into a series of commands. It comes with a 
software library that contains a set of C 
language interface routines readily tailored 
to specific operating environments. Spaceball 
can be linked to any application and runs on 
major 3-D workstations, including those 
from Apollo, HP, Sun and DEC. Spaceball 
is beneficial to such 3-D applications as 
CAD/CAM/CAE, fluid dynamics, anima
tion, molecular modeling and imaging. 
For more information, contact Elsie Kitchen, 
Spatial Systems Inc., 472 Old Bedford Rd., 
Concord, MA 01742; (508) 369-8588. 

Circle 502 on teader card 

MailMate Communicates 
Over DECnet 
Alisa Systems Inc. announced a Mac-VAX 
electronic mail integration product, 
MailMate/QM. MailMate/QM is a Mac-

••• 

Tektronix Inc.'s XD88-family workstation. 
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based bridge for CE Software's QuickMail 
that provides two-way exchange of messages 
with VAXMail. 

PROFS, X.400 and other services supported 
by MailBus and optional DEC-supplied 
gateways. MailMate/QM uses QuickMail's 
open gateway architecture and Alisa's TSSnet 
DECnet package fo r the Mac, making the 
Mac a true DECnet node capable of sending 
and receiving DECnet mail. It operates with 
QuickMail's QM Administrator, which pro
vides mail routing and translation of 

messages between text and QuickMail 
fo rmats. 

MailMate/QM communicates over 
DECnet using DEC's Mail-11 protocol. 
When used in conjunction with DEC's 
Message Router/MailBus services and the 
MRGATE gateway, mail exchange is possi
ble between QuickMail and ALL-IN-1, IBM 

MailMate/QM ranges in price from 
$950 for one to 10 users to $9, 750 for an 
unlimited number of users. 
For more information, contact Suzanne 
Young, Alisa Systems Inc., 221 E. Walnut St., 
Pasadena, CA 91101 ; (818) 792-9474. 

Circle 453 on reader card 

DIGIJAU ftRODUClS 

• DEC announced VAX ACMS V3.1, a monitor within the 
DECW environment. Enhancements to VAX ACMS include sup
port of DECforms and a commercial implementation of the 
ANSI/ISO FIMS standard. 

Version 3.1 provides increased compatibility with data 
management products. It features a private asynchronous call inter
face to DECfotms, yielding efficient use of memory by allowing 
a single forms run-time process to control multiple terminals 
simultaneously in a multithreaded fashion. It also can convert 
existing VAX ACMS definitions stored in the DMU to CDO for
mat for use by the CDDf,~lus dictio~;y, where all definitions are 
stored. Minimum requirements are VAX/VMS VS.O and 
CDD/Plus V4.1. 

Pricing is processor-dependent.· Base prices are $22,000 for 
a development license, $11,000 for a run-time license and $5,500 
for a remote access license. 

• DEC announced hardware and WAN capabilities that provide 
multivendor desktop support, flexibility, price/performance and 
investment protection within an enterprisewide network. 
1. The 3270 Terminal Option Card for the DECserver 550 
enhances investments in IBM 3270s by allowing access to VAX 
applications such as ALL-IN-l. 
2. The MUX.server 300/DECmux 300 Remote Terminal Server 
offers a cost-effective soh.ition for connecting remote VTs to a local 
Ethernet network. 
3. The MicroServer-SP provides, through a synchronous line, 
economical connectivity from remote locations to a corporate net
work. Based on this hardware, the DECrouter 100, DECnet/SNA 
100 and X25router 100 provide remote networked PCs or 
workstations with access to a WAN such as SNA, X.25 or remote 
DECnet/OSI networks. 
4. The DECrouter 2000 offers three times the price/performance 
of the previous version and provides high-speed synchronous 
wide-area communications up to 2 megabits among remote areas. 
5. The DECrouter 200 offers twice the performance of the 
previous version and provides remote management capabilities and 
interconnection of up to eight PCs to DECnet/OSI networks. 
6. The VMS/SNA provides fast, reliable processing and a single 
connection to an IBM host. Using the VAX Packetnet System 
Interface, VMS/SNA provides the SNA link over X .25 networks. 

• DEC's LP37 line printer is a high-performance impact printer 

designed to bring high-volume, data processing-level printing 
capacity into open office, networked computing environments. 
Using improved band printing technology, it produces up to 1,200 
132-charactet lpm on continuous fan-fold paper and runs at about 
the same noise level as an office copier. 

The LP37 offers a printing capacity of 150,000 pages per 
month. It prints on several sizes and weights of paper stock, on 
multiple-part NCR or carbon-backed form sets and on various 
sizes and types oflabels and preprinted forms. The LP37 is com
patible with all VMS operating systems running on VAX 8000, 
6000 and 11170 series and MicroVAX II and 3000. 

The product is priced at $22,500. 

• DEC's VAXELN V4.0 features DECwindows support. This 
lets VAXs and VAXstations display multiple screens simqltane
ously in windows. With windowing, a real-time system running 
VAXELN can provide access to other VAXs in a network without 
affecting its monitoring or control Junctions. 

VAXELN supports DECnet, allowing real-time applications 
to be integrated into overall computer operations. Embedded and 
dedicated computers can be linked seamlessly to LANs or WANs. 
VAXELN application programs can be developed to send a win
dow across the network to a remote computer. The product runs 
on a variety ofVAXs ranging from the KA620 to the rt VAX 6340. 

VAXELN licenses cost from $1,071 to $25,833 for the basic 
development toolkit and from $428 to $32,340 for each run-time 
license for rtVAXs, depending on processor. 

• VAXNMS Services for MS-DOS Server software V2.2 and 
DECnetlPCSA Client software feature access to network applica
tions, PC mail and system management. 

With VAXJVMS Services for MS-DOS, any VAXJVMS 
system on a DECnet network can act as file, disk, application, 
print, security and network server for MS-DOS PCs. New features 
include MS-DOS DECwindows Display Facility, broadcast, PC 
mail functionality, support for 720-KB and 1.44-MB disks and 
menu-driven administration features. DECnet/PCSA Client soft
ware provides access to DEC networks and shared resources for 
DECstation 210, 316 and 320 PCs, IBM PCs and supported 
compatibles. 

In addition, prices of the DEPCAEthernet controller and Net
work Integration Packages are now 33 to 44 percent lower. Unit 
pricing ranges from $395 to $845. 

For more information about these products, contact your local DEC sales office or call (800)-DIGITAL. 
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Champion II Offers 
Printer Emulation . 
DeRex Inc. announced the Champion II 
Raster Image Processor. The Champion II 
offers extended printer emulation capabilities 
and high-performance graphics output in 
association with the DeRex S3000 II and 
S4500 II ion printer series. 

Champion II processors can be con
figured with one to four T414-15 Transputers 
and from 1 to 16 MB of dynamic RAM, 
·enabling processor throughput and features 
to be matched to print engines from 12 to 
100 ppm. A range of printer emulation, fonts 
and type styles are supported, any combina
tion of which can be selected for an applica
tion. Champion II processor interfaces in
clude parallel (Centronics, DataProducts), 
serial (RS-232C), SCSI and an optional 
RS-422. Character sets include ASCII, 
96-character standard and IBM extended 
graphics. Memory includes 1 MB ROM, 5 
MB RAM standard expandable to 32 MB, 
and 512 KB masked ROM. 

Pricing for the DeRex ion printer sub
system (with the Champion II controller) is 
$18,995 for the S3000 II and $25,995 for the 
S4500 II. The Champion II is field-installable 

in S3000 II and S4500 II installations and is 
priced at $5,595. 
For more information, contact Jim Rule, 
DeRex Inc., 7716 Wiles Rd., Coral Springs, 
FL 33067; (305) 753-0840. 

Circle 495 on reader card 

CMX451 Expands 
DECstation Memory 
Camintonn Corporation announced a 
DECstation 3100 memory upgrade kit, 
CMX451. The kit consists of two SIMM 
modules that are installed into expansion 
slots on the DECstation 3100. 

Each kit adds 4 MB to the DECstation 
memory to a total of 24 MB. The standard 
configuration of DECstation memory is 8 
MB. The CMX451 contains fast-access, 
1-megabit surface-mount SOJ RAM devices 
and is completely hardware compatible with 
the 32-bit memory expansion slots on the 
DECstation 3100. The high-capacity RAMs 
on the CMX451 require fewer components, 
which results in higher MTBF. 

The CMX451 is priced at $2,500. 
For more information, contact Camintonn 
Corp., 2332 McGaw Ave., Irvine, CA 92714; 
(714) 553-0247. 

Circle on 491 reader card 

EQL Accesses 
Focus Database 
Elliott Bay Computing Inc. announced EQL, 
an advanced natural-language front end for 
Information Builders Inc.'s Focus 4GL for 
VAXs. EQL can access any Focus database, 
independent of where it resides, on a main
frame, mini or micro. 

EQL is available for all PCs, PS/2s and 
compatibles under DOS and for all VAXs 
and MicroVAXs under VMS. EQL provides 
productivity enhancements for users and 
developers. Focus users get answers to 
English questions without waiting for 
custom development. Focus developers get 
rapid prototypes of their query and report
ing applications and TABLE source code that 
can be modified to fit the application's needs. 
EQL uses proprietary English parsing tech
niques. It automatically generates necessary 
code to link multiple database files. 

EQL for the VAX is priced from $770 
on a VAXstation to $29,880 on a VAX 8840 
supporting 100 to 150 users. EQL is 
distributed by Information Builders Inc. of 
New York City, publishers of the Focus 
4GL/DBMS. 
For more information, contact Tim Winston, 

ZOLTECH DELIVERS -
CUSTOM OR STANDARD 
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Zoltech's modular design allows literally thousands of 
configurations to be built with its V-series family of 
system chassis. Zoltech will deliver anything from empty 
metal shells to completely tested turnkey systems: You 
decide what you want to do and Zoltech will do the 
rest. Q-Bus and VME systems are our specialty, but we 
also do custom designs. 

VME TOO ... 
CIRCLE 262 ON READER CARD FOR VME 

Complete Systems 
Empty Chassis 

7023 Valjean Avenue, Van Nuys, California 91406 USA 
(818) 780-1800 Telex 755451 

CIRCLE 264 ON READER CARD FOR Q-BUS 
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MUST Reading 
Computing Books From Professional Press 

a.•u•u .. 
o .. ww. 1,_ 
... , c. u. ..... 

Introduction to VAX/VMS. 
Second Edition 
Introduction to V AXNMS is a guide 
for beginners and a reference for the ex
perienced user. From the basics to sys
tems and programming, Introduction to 
V AXNMS gives easy to follow 
instructions about the VAX computer 
family , DCL command language, 
command procedures, mail, backup and 
help features and more. Through 
pictures, examples and programs, you 
get explicit instructions for everyday 
use of V AXNMS and tips for prob
lems. Plus 8 Appendices and a Glossary 
for added reference. 

Order Introduetion to V AXNMS now. 
Complete the form below or call Trish 
at (215) 542-7008 (9-5 eastern time) 
with credit card information. 

Lets 
c 

Now 

L,_ 
Let'sC Now 
Let's C Now is a self teaching guide to 
the C language in two volumes. It has 
all the information you need to learn C 
language, from the basics to expert use 
and understanding. Twenty-six informa
tive chapters with tested examples, 
author's tips and suggestions make it 
easy to learn, even if you ' re not a 
computing expert. Use "C" on any 
operating system with DEC hardware 
(primarily for VAX and PDP). 

Order one or both volumes of Let's C 
Now on the order form below, or call 
Trish at (215) 542-7008 (9-5 eastern 
time). 

Complete and mail the form below 
with payment to order 
0 1, 2 or a/13 of these 

important computer handbooks 
NOW! 

VMS ADVANCED 
DEVICE DRIVER 

TECHNIQUES 

NEW • •• VMS Advanced 
Device Driver Techniques 
By Experts Lee Leahy of Digital 
Equipment Corporation and Jamie 
Hanrahan of Simpact Associates 

VMS Advanced Device Driver Tech
niques describes how to design, 
implement and debug device drivers for 
the VMS Version 5 operating system. 
Learn more about simple VMS device 
drivers , full duplex and state machine
based drivers, VAX BI Drivers, ad
vanced strategies and techniques you 
can use for debugging VMS device 
drivers and much more. From the low
Jevel "building bloc~s" to high-level 
design issues, it's everything you need 
to become a proficient user of VMS 
device drivers. 

Order now. Fill out the order form 
below or call Trish at (215) 542-7008 
(9-5 eastern time). 

~YES! I want to complete my computing library with one or more of these important computing handbooks from Professional Press! 

Name of Book Number of copies Shipping/Handling (per book) Total$ 

VMS Advanced Device Driver Techniques at $59.95 each US $3.00, Canada $5.00 

Introduction to VAXNMS Second Edition at $29.95 each US $2.00, Canada $4.00 

Let's C Now Volume I at $22.95 each US $2.00, Canada $4.00 

Volume 2 at $22.95 each US $2.00, Canada $4.00 

Volumes I and 2 at $42.95 per set US $2.00, Canada $4.00 

Total Number of Books Total$ 

0 Check/Money Order enclosed 0 Please charge: 0 VISA 0 MasterCard 0 American Express 

Account Number _ ___________ Exp. Date_ /_ Signature. ________ _____ Date ___ _ 

Name _______________________________ _ _ __________ _ 

Address. __________________ ________________________ _ 

City ____________________ State ___ ZIP _____ Telephone ( 

0 Call me about multiple copy discounts 

Mail or FAX this form to: Professional Press, Inc., P.O. Box 503, Spring House, PA 19477 (215)542-7008 •FAX (215)628-2845 



"Everyone 
irifluential 

inthe 
purchase of 

OEM 
Peripherals 

attends the 
Invitational 
Computer 

Conferences." 
~~~~~}AMESD.GREENUP~~~~~ 

VICE PRESIDENT 

SALES & MARKETING 

EXABYTE CORPORATION 

Because in every major market of the world 
the OEM Peripheral Series of the ICCs give 
the system designers what they need to know 
about disk and tape storage, optical, control-

lers, helical scan, DAT, 
media, test equipment 
and associated products. 

In one day, through 
product demonstrations 
and technical seminars, 
attendees learn the latest 
technology and discuss 
their application require
ments. Manufacturers 
have the opportunity to 
meet one-on-one with 
volume buying large end 
users, OEMs and systems 

integrators to demonstrate their products 
and reinforce their commitment to customer 
support on a regional basis. 

"By Invitation Only," guests attend 
free of charge. Manufacturers share the low 
cost with a minimum investment of time 
and sales effort. 

JOIN THE 1989/90 
OEM PERIPHERAL SERIES 

U. S./CANADA LOCATIONS 

September 7, 1989 January 23, 1990 
Newton/Boston, MA Ft. Lauderdale, FL 
September 20, 1989 March 5, 1990 
Dallas, TX San Jose, CA 
October 3, 1989 March 22, 1990 
Tysons Corner, (D. C.) VA Austin, TX 
October 18, 1989 April 11, 1990 
Chicago, IL Minneapolis, MN 
December 7, 1989 April 23, 1990 
Huntsville, AL Nashua, NH 
January 4, 1990 May 3, 1990 
Irvine, CA Toronto, Canada 

EU~OPE LOCATIONS 

September 14, 1989 
Copenhagen, Denmark 
September 21, 1989 
London, England 
September 26, 1989 
Frankfurt, W. Germany 
January 18, 1990 
Munich, W. Germany 

January 23, 1990 
Vienna, Austria 
January 30, 1990 
Paris, France 
February 1, 1990 
Milano, Italy 

ASK ABOUT THE ASIA/PACIFIC SERIES! 

For more information contact: Invitational 
Computer Conferences, a division of Data quest, 
3151 Airway Ave., C-2, Costa Mesa, CA 92626, 
Telephone: (714) 957-0171, ~ 
Telex: 5101002189 ICCDQ, 
FAX: (714) 957-0903. • 
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Elliott Bay Computing Inc., 200 W. Mercer, 
Ste. 309, Seattle, WA 98119; (206) 286-8153. 

Circle 496 on reader card 

Imaging Technology 
Enhances ITEX 200 
Imaging Technology Inc. announced the 
enhancement of its Series 200 image process
ing system by adding more than 15 software 
routines to its ITEX 200 library. The Series 
200 is a general-purpose, high-performance 
image processing subsystem for the 
MicroVAX II. ITEX 200 provides more than 
150 C or FORTRAN callable image process
ing functions and an interactive line inter
preter that speeds applications development 
by eliminating the need to recompile pro
grams as changes are made. 

The revision of ITEX 200 adds func
tions that broaden the applications base sup
ported by the software. New capabilities in
clude four-point warp; first, second and third 
moments; a Sobel edge finder with direction 
and magnitude; additional cursor functions; 
a cine function; a contiguous regions labeler 
and counter; and additional look-up table 
functions. 

The Series 200 image processing sub
system with 3 MB of image memory is 

priced at $28,995. ITEX 200 will be 
distributed to existing Series 200 sites at no 
charge. 
For more information, contact Betsy Minich, 
Imaging Technology Inc., 600 W. Cummings 
Park, Woburn, MA 01801; (617) 938-8444. 
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Omni 8800 GOS Family 
Meets CAD/CAE Demands 
Omnicomp Graphics Corporation an
nounced the Omni 8800 GDS, a family of 
modular graphics display products for the 
workstation and VME-bus markets. The 
Omni 8800 GDS family offers systems in
tegrators a range of scalable, fully integrated 
solutions for graphics applications such as 
CAD/CAE, solids modeling, image process
ing, mapping, animation, simulation and 
process control. 

Compatible with workstations from 
Sun, Apollo and others, the Omni 8800 GDS 
family teams Texas Instruments' TMS34020 
graphics processor and 40-Mflops 
TMS34082 floating-point coprocessor with 
the Motorola MC88000 RISC processor. A 
fully configured Omni 8800 GDS delivers 
a 4- x 4-KB frame buffer with 1,600 x 1,280 
display resolution, 24-bit true color and up 

to 12 independent graphics overlay planes. 
The system supports up to four independent 
graphics channels, with each graphics display 
controller having up to 24 MB of on-board 
video memory and 1 MB of DRAM. 

OEM pricing, per board, is from $3,000, 
quantity one. 
For more information, contact Omnicomp 
Graphics Corp., 1734 W. Belt N ., Houston, 
TX 77043; (713) 464-2990. 
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560DL Features 
DEC Emulations 
Output Technology Corporation announced 
the 560DL, a two-headed, high-speed dot
matrix printer. It delivers speeds of 560 cps. 
Targeted for single- and multiple-user PC 
applications, the 560DL handles data proc
essing, spreadsheets, financials, NLQ, bar 
codes, graphics and label printing. It's 
suitable for 80-column printing, is optimized 
for 136-column printing and excels in 
spreadsheet applications. 

The 560DL offers a full array of stan
dard features for added flexibility. These in
clude front panel menu programming, built
in bar codes, data buffers up to 20 KB, front 
and bottom paper feed, multipitch printing, 

ANSI--C 
From the People Who First Brought 
You Pascal for RSX 

Over 10 years of experience in compiler technology and 
a solid reputation for quality are behind Oregon Software's 
development of a true C++ compiler for VAX. 

Expect the fine performance you found in our Pascal-2 
family of products: generation of clear, correct, compact 
code; conformance to language standards; extensive error 
checking; clear, complete documentation. 

For more information, call 1-800-874-8501. 

OREGON SOFTWARE 

FOR EE* 
FR • e 

• Meets the latest specifica
tions for ANSl-C. 

• Switch-selectable for 
programming in ANSl-C, 
K&RCorC++. 

*WITH PURCHASE OF OREGON C++ 

6915 S.W. Macadam, Suite 200, Portland OR 97219 USA• (503) 245-2202 •FAX (503) 245-8449 
The following are trademarks: Oregon Software, Oregon C++, Pascal-2, Oregon Software, Inc., VAX, VMS, RSX, Digital Equipment Corp. 
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Call for FREE catalog 
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~ NATIONAL 
I ~~= 
,, 12109 Technology Blvd. 

Austin, Texas 78727-6204 
(512) 250-9119 
(800) 53 1-4742 U.S. 
(800) IEEE-488 in Texas 

Japan 81 (03) 788- 1921 • France (I )48 65 33 70 
United Kingdom 44-01 -549-3444 ·West Germany 49 89 807 081 

Italy 39-2-98491071 -2-3 ·The Netherlands 31 070-996360 

full international character sets and serial 
parallel interfaces. It features DEC, Epson 
and IBM Proprinter XL emulations. 

The 560DL is priced at $1,995 and is 
backed by a six-month warranty and nation
wide service. 
For more information, contact Marie Hartis, 
Output Technology Corp, E. 9922 Mont
gomery, Spokane, WA 99206; (509) 926-3855. 
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I* Software Runs With 
TCP/IP Networks 
Interconnections Inc. announced that it 
has extended its I• line of networking 
software for VAXs to include TCP/IP. The 
I• product line, which lets VAX/VMS 
systems be integrated with PC LANs using 
the Microsoft Network (MS-Net) network 
operating system, consists of two products: 
I*XNS, an interoperability solution for 
Ungermann-Bass Net/One customers, and 
I*TCP. 

I*XNS and I*TCP provide complete 
implementation of MS-Net for VAX/VMS. 
They're compatible with Net/One PC and 
interoperable · with Net/One OS/2 LAN 
Manager. I*XNS is based on the Xerox 
Network System protocol. I*TCP is based 
on Network Research Corporation's Fusion 
TCP/IP software and protocols. I*TCP lets 
Ungermann-Bass customers connect VAX/ 
VMS systems to Net/One TCP/IP LANs via 
standard DEC Ethernet interfaces. I*TCP 
can be used concurrently with I*XNS, 
DECnet and LAT on the same Ethernet 
interface and can coexist with any other 
TCP/IP implementation in the same VAX 
by using multiple Ethernet interfaces. 
For more information, contact Inter
connections Inc., 14711 N.E. 29th PL, Ste. 
100, Bellevue, WA 98007; (206) 881-5773. 
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LATITCP Supports 
Reverse LAT 
Inter Lan Inc. announced Vl. l of its LAT/ 
TCP Terminal Server. LAT/TCP Y.1.1 
supports full reverse-LAT capability, 
allowing non-DEC hosts to operate on LAT
based networks. It's supported on InterLan's 
NTS-100 and NTS-200 Terminal Servers 
and adds enhanced statistics and 
administrative commands. 

The software supports host-initiated 
connections, allowing the creation and 
management of print queues. 
Administrative commands allow the display 
and manipulation of print queues, server 
management and enhanced LAT and TCP/ 
IP session statistics. These commands 
enhance the sharing of network resources 
and provide the network administrator with 
information about potential problems. Non-

DEC hosts using an InterLAN terminal 
server supporting reverse LAT can take 
advantage of the LAT protocol. 

A software upgrade is free for those who 
have maintenance agreements with 
InterLAN. Others can purchase an upgrade 
for $159. 
For more information, contact Charles 
Dillon, InterLan Inc., 155 Swanson Rd., 
Boxborough, MA 01719; (508) 263-9929. 
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Forest Connects 
AS/400 And DECnet 
Forest Computer announced the Connection 
System, an IBM AS/400 and DECnet 
connectivity product. The Connection 
System is a turnkey solution that requires 
no third-party software on the DEC or IBM 
systems. 

The Connection System accommodates 
bidirectional file transfers between the AS/ 
400 and VAX equipment. On the IBM side, 
it uses an LU 6.2 transport into the AS/400 
Distributed Data Management (DDM) 
facility, the same facility used to provide 
distributed file access in many IBM networks. 
The Connection System's hardware interface 
to IBM is via a Token Ring connection. It 
appears as an AS/400 to other AS/400s on 
the ring. On the DEC side, it uses a standard 
Ethernet hardware interface into DECnet 
and emulates a DECnet end node. It 
interfaces to DECnet's File Access Listener 
(FAL) using the Data Access Protocol (DAP). 

The Connection System can be installed 
starting at $24,000. 
For more information, contact Jim 
Antonucci, Forest Computer, 17 49 Hamilton 
Rd., Okemos, MI 48864; (517) 349-4700. 
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BBC Ports Software 
To DECstation 3100 
Boston Business Computing Ltd. (BBC) 
announced that it's a DEC ISV. Under this 
program, BBC has ported two software 
packages to the DECstation 3100: VCL, a 
VMS emulator that implements commands 
in DCL; and EDT+, an emulation of VAX 
EDT. 

VCL and EDT+ create a migration path 
for VAX/VMS users by providing a user 
interface to integrate the Mips RISC 
architecture with existing V AXs. VMS users 
can move between DECstations running 
ULTRIX and VAXs running VMS. VCL 
features more than 50 DCL commands and 
utilities with more than 300 qualifiers, 
logical expressions, command files with flow 
control, VMS file specification, a 
customizable Help facility, symbols, 
wildcards, line editing and command history. 
EDT+ implements all VAX EDT features, 
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including Gold Key editing, an extended 
ASCII character set, UDKs, customizable 
Help, multiple buffers, disaster recovery and 
macros. 

Licenses for VCL and EDT+ on the 
DECstation 3100 cost from $995. 
For more information, contact Edward J. 
Gaudet, Boston Business Computing Ltd., 3 
Dundee Park, Andover, MA 01810; (508) 
470-0444. 
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PC Macsyma Targets 
Scientific Environment 
Symbolics Inc. announced that its Macsyma 
product is available on 80386-based PCs 
running MS-DOS. PC Macsyma is targeted 
at the engineering and scientific 
environments. 

PC Macsyma combines symbolic, 
numerical and graphical methods into an 
automated approach to mathematical com
puting, resulting in improvements in produc
tivity and mathematical computing power. 
It features powerful programming tools, in
cluding a debugger, a compiler and code 
generators for C, FORTRAN and TeX. In 
addition to automating basic operations in 
algebra and calculus, PC Macsyma automates 
a range of advanced symbolic operations, 
such as solving differential and integral equa
tions, computing Laplace and Fourier trans
forms, automating vector and tensor calculus 
and generating finite difference equations. 

PC Macsyma is priced at $2,900 for 
single copies. Educational discounts are 
available. 
For more information, contact Symbolics 
Inc., 8 New England Executive Park, Burl
ington, MA 01803. 
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Control Data Enhances 
ProAct Program 
Control Data Corporation announced an en
vironmental monitoring component for its 
ProAct Program of Service Enhancements for 
VAX system managers. It also announced 
software-based improvements to its ProAct 
1000- and 2000-level services. 

ProAct 3000 provides software and 
sensors that monitor computer-room 
environmental conditions, including 
temperature, humidity, floor water and 
smoke. You can predefine parameters for 
normal system operation. When operating 
conditions extend beyond normal limits, the 
software automatically prompts the system 
to avert system failure or data loss. Software 
supplied with ProAct 3000 works with 
VAX/VMS V4.0 and later and requires a 
SAM 2010 controller and sensors from Intra 
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Computer. Improvements to ProAct 1000 
and 2000 levels include disk utilization, proc
ess and security-monitoring capabilities. 

Prices for ProAct 3000 begin at $100 per 
site per month. Other ProAct prices range 
from five to 15 percent of monthly hardware 
maintenance costs. 
For more information, contact Bill Stoessel, 
Control Data Corp., 8100 34th Ave. S. , Min
neapolis, MN 55440; (800) 345-9903; (612) 
851-4131. 

Circle 402 on reader card 

RSTS/E 

Walker Richer & Quinn 
Offers PCNAX Solution 
Walker Richer & Quinn Inc. announced a 
solution for PC/VAX networking using 
Reflection, R-LAT and RSVP. R-LAT and 
RSVP work with Reflection to let PCs con
nect directly into Ethernet running the LAT 
protocol for terminal emulation, file transfer 
and printer services. 

R-LAT is a PC-based LAT driver that 

USERS 
Is your syste m too slow ? 

BP3 

BAS24K 

Lets your application programs 
run three times faster. 

Increases performance by 
compiling your Basic Plus 
programs into pure code. 

Lets your programs grow. 

Increases the maximum 
Basic Plus program size to 
24K words. 

Peter Dick 
SILVER PROGRAMS 
18 West Highland Avenue 
Philadelphia, PA 19118 
(215) 242-8878 
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~ 
Synctronics 

4901 Morena Blvd., Suite 302 
San Diego, CA 92117, (619) 581-6303 
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directly connects PCs to Ethernet and 
bypasses the terminal server. R-LAT im
plements terminal server functions on a PC 
equipped with Ethernet adapter cards. You 
can establish single or multiple sessions with 
one or more LAT services on the network. 
RSVP is made up of RSVP-PC and 
RSVPlink. RSVPlink resides on the VAX and 
accepts printer output transferred from the 
PC through Reflection. The unaltered infor
mation is passed to the designated printer. 
PC output sent to a local printer is in
tercepted by RSVP-PC and spooled to the 
PC's hard disk. 
For more information, contact Carolyn 
Bakamis, Walker Richer & Quinn Inc., 2825 
Eastlake Ave. E., Seattle, WA 98102; 
(206) 324-0350. 
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DCME-M30/32MB Features 
Proprietary Gate Array 
Clearpoint Research Corporation announced 
a single-slot, 32-MB memory upgrade com
patible with the BA23 enclosure. The 
DCME-M30/32MB features Clearpoint's 
proprietary gate array. The gate array reduces 
the number of components on the board, 
allowing for the implementation of double
sided, surface-mount technology. 

This gate array design ensures a high 
level of compatibility, regardless of DEC 
ROM code changes or CPU upgrades. The 
DCME-M30/32MB allows VAXstation 
3200 users currently restricted to addressing 
32 MB to address the maximum 64 MB 
offered by the system. Clearpoint's DCME
M30 series of MicroVAX and VAXstation 
3xxx-compatible memory products includes 
32-, 16- and 8-MB boards. Clearpoint 
memory products are supported by an un
conditional lifetime warranty. 

The DCME-M30/32MB is priced at 
$11,500, with quantity discounts available. 

For more information, contact Greely 
Summers, Clearpoint Research Corp., 
99 South St., Hopkinton, MA 01748; 
(508) 435- 2000. 
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CMS Enhancements Offers 
VAX 3100 Subsystems 
CMS Enchancements Inc. announced inter
nal and external hard-disk subsystems for 
VAX 3100s. The 31/2-inch internal hard-disk 
subsystems offer 40 to 100 MB of storage 
capacity and feature an average access time 
of 8 ms. External hard-disk subsystems offer 
155 to 766 MB of capacity and can be daisy 
chained for up to 5.6 GB of total storage 
capacity. 

Tabletop and pedestal enclosures are 
available to consolidate systems if you need 
multiple drives. You can upgrade diskless 
computers to standalone workstations. 

The subsystems are priced from $715 to 
$4,555. 
For more information, contact Agha 
Mahmood, CMS Enhancements Inc., 1372 
Valencia Ave., Tustin, CA 92680; (714) 
259-5903. 
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Computer Associates 
Unveils Masterpiece V2.0 
Computer Associates International Inc. an
nounced version 2.0 of its Masterpiece Series 
of financial software applications. Version 2.0 
features several enhancements. First, the ap
plications are portable, so the same software 
will run in both IBM and DEC environ
ments. Second, the software introduces user
interface technology that offers facilities 
previously available only on PCs. Third, 
client organizations can tailor the system to 
serve their requirements. 

The nucleus of the Masterpiece Series is 

REPRINmS? 
If you would like 

reprints of any article or advertisement, 
contact Reprint Resources 

155 Commerce Drive 
Fort Washington, PA 19034 

(215) 643-9143 
FAX (215) 643-916.4 
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the Master Host Environment (MHE). The 
MHE is the insulating layer of software that 
lets the same applications. logic be im
plemented across computing environments. 
The MHE provides a common set of features 
shared by Masterpiece applications. These in
clude platform independence, centralized 
security, multilevel help and an advanced user 
interface. They also include task and process 
management, custom tailoring capabilities 
and query and reporting tools. 
For more information, contact Susan D'Elia, 
Computer Assoc. lnt'l. Inc., 711 Stewart 
Ave., Garden City, NY 11530; (516) 227-3300. 
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Access Technology 
Bridges 20/20 And Rdb 
Access Technology Inc. announced the 
availability of the 20/20 Database Connec
tion for use with Rdb. By using Rdb's 
embedded SQL, the 20/20 Database Connec
tion provides a transparent bridge between 
20120 and Rdb. The product was designed 
to give spreadsheet users a way to retrieve 
information directly from a database into a 
20120 spreadsheet for reporting and analysis. 

With the 20/20 Database Connection, 
you needn't know a query language. Inter-
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mediate temporary files aren't needed. 
English-word menus and prompts commu
nicate what type of information is available 
and guide you through each step of building 
a query. After each query is completed, data
base information is placed directly into the 
spreadsheet, which automatically is for
matted for the appropriate data type. Access 
to the data is read-only. An option is available 
to connect to ALL-IN-1. 

The 20/20 Database Connection is 
priced from $250 for the VAXstation to 
$16,800 for the VAX 8978. 
For more information, contact Geoff 
Spillane, Access Technology Inc., 2 Natick 
Executive Park, Natick, MA 01760; (508) 
655-9191. 
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MVX3 Memory Boards Are 
For MicroVAX 3000 
EMC Corporation announced a series of 
memory boards for MicroVAX 3000 
systems. The MVX3 boards are available in 
8- and 16-MB capacities. 

MVX3 memory boards are 100 percent 
compatible with MicroVAX 3000-series 
(3200 to 3900) systems. They're priced up 
to 40 percent lower than DEC'S MS650-AA 

and BA boards. The boards use 1-megabit 
DRAMs and increase MicroVAX 3500 and 
3600 system capacities up to 64 MB. 

The MVX3 boards feature a lifetime 
warranty. 
For more information, contact John]. Ryan, 
EMC Corp., 171 South St., Hopkinton, MA 
01748; (508) 435-2541. 
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Sun Announces Servers 
And Workstations 
Sun Microsystems Inc. announced several 
servers and workstations. 

The SPARCstation 1 is a RISC-based 
system that performs at 12.5 mips and 1.4 
Mflops. It runs at 20 MHz, and the standard 
configuration includes 8 MB of memory ex
pandable to 16 MB. It features a preloaded 
operating system, two serial ports and two 
additional ports for Ethernet and SCSI-II 
peripherals. The product is priced at $8,995. 

The SPARCstation 300 family performs 
at 16 mips and 2.6 Mflops and offers expan
sion capabilities. The 330 offers 8 to 40 MB 
of main memory and 1.4 GB of SCSI mass 
storage. The 370 offers up to 56 MB of main 
memory and 5.5 GB of SMD disk storage. 
The family features 2- and 3-D graphics. 

• Second annual summer 
UniForum event. 

• See the latest UNIX systems 
hardware & software. 

• 20 tutorial sessions explore 
UNIX systems in-depth. 

• Plus complimentary introductory 
workshops daily. 

Get your FREE Show Badge Todayl 

Call 800-323-5155 for 
complete information. 

(.312-299-.31.31 in Illinois and canada) 

Or Write: 
lkliFon.mJBoston 
2400 East Devon Avenue • Suite 205 
Des Plaines, Illinois 60018 
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Systems are priced from $29,900 to 73,900. 
The SPARCserver 300 family is based 

on the SPARC RISC microprocessor. The 
servers provide packaging options from five
or 12-slot deskside systems to a 16-slot data 
center. They offer disk capacities up to 32 
GB. SPARCservers can share their compute 
and data-storage resources with any 
workstation or PC on a network. Prices 
range from $28,900 to $71,900. 

Sun also expanded the Sun-3 family. The 
Sun-3/80, Sun's lowest-cost workstation, 
performs 2- and 3-D graphics and renders 
24-bit true-color images. The expandable 
Sun-3/400 family includes deskside graphics 
workstations and servers. They are compati
ble with all Sun-3 systems. The Sun-3/80 
family is priced from $5,995 to $13,995; the 
Sun-3/400 family is priced from $40,900 to 
$66,900. 

THE PRICE 
IS RIGHT 
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AND ... so IS THE TECHNOLOGY, QUALITY & SERVICE! 

The price is right ... now what? 

computer Power, Inc. 
offers over 190 models 
of Uninterruptible 
Power Systems from 
400VA to 400kVA in 
all three types of 
technologies - standby 
<Off-Line>, on-Line and 
True on-Line. 
Now you can choose 
the UPS that ~h 
solves your ~~ ... 
power ,111 

problems ~. 
and -~ 
you're 
back 

COMPUTER 
POWER INC. 

124 West Main Street 
High Bridge, NJ 08829 

Telephone: <201> 638-8000 
1-800-526-5088, Ext. 170 

Fax: <201> 638-4931 Telex: 847481 
CPl-104 
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For more information, contact John 
Loiacono, Sun Microsystems Inc., 2550 
Garcia Ave., Mountain View, CA 94043; 
(415) 960-1300. 
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MacRAF Lets Apple Users 
Access Remote VAXs 
Datability Software Systems Inc. announced 
MacRAF, a Mac-to-VAX integration soft
ware package. It enables Apple users to ac
cess and use the processing power of a remote 
VAX without having to know remote com
puter commands. 

MacRAF offers the same capabilities to 
Mac users that Remote Access Facility (RAF) 
offers to IBM PC users. MacRAF features 
an LAT-compatible terminal emulator that 
lets you have multiple VTl00/200 VAX ses
sions on one screen at the same time. In ad
dition, MacRAF offers the same seamless file 
service and print service capabilites achieved 
with RAF. It takes full advantage of Ethernet 
networking technology, supporting any 
Ethernet Card that has an interface to the 
Ethcrtalk Driver, such as the Kinetics Ether
port SE and Etherport II and the Interlan 
NIA310 MacConnect Card. 
For more information, contact Christine 
Curtin, Datability Software Systems Inc., 
322 8th Ave., New York, NY 10001; (212) 
807-7800. 
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TurboCom Manages Fax, 
Telex And Teletex 
EEC Systems Inc. announced TurboCom, a 
VAX/VMS communications product. Turbo
Com manages Fax, Telex and Teletex 
messages in a VAX/VMS environment. It 
gives VMS users access to these communica
tions facilities from their own workstations 
or terminals. 

With TurboCom, you can create and edit 
messages with the built-in editor, EDT or 
any word processing system that handles 
ASCII files. Within the built-in editor, stan
dard text can be merged from TurboCom 
library files, from ASCII files already on the 
system or from archived messages already 
transmitted or received. TurboCom features 
message monitoring, a dialogue mode for 
Telex conversations and a text-search func
tion. Hardware requirements include a VAX 
with at least 40,000 free disk blocks and 
VT100s with advanced video option or 
VT220/320s. Software requirements include 
VAX/VMS V4.2 or later and VAX FMS 
Run-Time license V2.2 or later. 
For more information, contact Eric Dickman, 
EEC Systems Inc., 327/E Boston Post Rd., 
Sudbury, MA 01776; (508) 443-5106. 
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Confused? 

No wonder. 

Macintosh®-V AX/VMS™ Networking 
means a dizzying array of connectivity 

products, network architectures, 
and hardware options. 

(20 
Why not join us at our office in Marlton, NJ 

minutes from Philly, two hours from New York) 
to get your hands dirty and your head straight: 

July 12-14 & 26-28 1989 • 
August 9-11 & 23-25 1989 • 

September 6-8 & 20-22 1989 • 
October 11-13 & 25-27 1989 • 

November 15-17 & 29-1 1989 • 
December 13-15 1989 • 

The Macintosh/VAX Networking Lab 
Course length - 3 days 

Tuition - $950 

Training Objectives: 

• Find out how to connect your Macintosh and 
IBM PC-compatible workstations through a VAX 

•Understand AppleTalk and DECnet network 
architectures. 

• Learn how to install and use various 
AppleTalk network hardware products. 

•Learn how to install and manage various DECnet 
and AppleTalk based Mac/VAX networking products. 

• Learn how to use and evaluate Macintosh terminal 
emulators. 

•Learn how to develop VAX-based macintosh database 
applications 

Topics Covered: 

Network Architectures • 
DECnet, AppleTalk 

Network Hardware• 
Ethernet 
Local Talk 
Bridges 
Gateways 

Performance Factors • 

Terminal Emulators • 
VTlOO, VT220,VT240 
Tektronix 

VAX/VMS File Servers • 
AlisaTalk, PacerShare 

Networked Databases• 

Network Management • 

COMPUTER METHODS CORPORATION 
525 ROUTE 73 SOUTH • SUITE 300 • MARL TON, NJ 08053 . 

CONSUL TING • TRAINING • SOFTWARE ENGINEERING 

PHONE (609) 596-4360 FAX (609) 596-4362 

Macintosh and AppleTalk are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. 
VAX and VT are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 

IBM and IBM PC are registered trademarks of International Business Machines, Inc. 

CIRCLE 106 ON READER CARD 



ezBridge Links 
IBM And DEC 
Systems Strategies Inc. announced ezBridge, 
a family of communications software prod
ucts for linking IBM midrange and main
frame systems with VAXs. ezBridge is a 
combination of Systems Strategies' VAXLink 
and new products for connecting VAXs with 
IBM AS/400s, Systern/36s and Systern/38s. 

ezBridge uses only IBM and DEC hard-, 
ware. It's an integrated family of turnkey, 
plug-and-play software. It includes such 
products as On-Line, File Transfer/Mail, 
Peer-to-Peer (LU6.2/PU2.1), Remote Job 
Submission and X.25. It also includes APis, 
which are toolkits that allow you to build 
your own real-time applications spanning 
DEC and IBM processors. Services offered 
include ezBridge installation programs, 
multivendor network design services, ap
plication integration and packaged training 
courses. 

Prices for a single copy of each ezBridge 
software product range from $3,500 to 
$15,000, depending on configuration. Net
worked versions and quantity discounts are 
available. 
For more information, contact Lynn Tusa, 
Systems Strategies Inc., 225 W. 34th St., New 
York, NY 10001; (212) 279-8400. 

Circle 514 on reader card 

Glare/Guard Filters 
Reduce Screen Glare 
Optical Coating Laboratories Inc. announced 
that its Glare/Guard filters for color and 
monochrome monitors are available for DEC 
terminals. Glare/Guard filters enhance con
trast, eliminate perception of screen flicker 
and are made with optically coated tempered 
glass. 

Profile and ProfilePlus models conform 
to the VT220/230 curved monitor. They're 
mounted in a plastic frame that slips over the 
front of the monitor. Profile reduces glare by 
95 percent. ProfilePlus reduces glare by 99 
percent and eliminates VLF/ELF radiation, 
static and dust. Vantage and Professional Plus 
models are for VT52/55/240/246 and 
VT100-series terminals. Velcro strips allow 
easy installation and removal. Vantage 
reduces glare by 95 percent. Professional Plus 
reduces glare by 99 percent and eliminates 
VLF/ELF radiation, static and dust. 

Profile and ProfilePlus cost $69.95 and 
$109.95, respectively. Vantage and Profes
sional Plus cost $59 and $99, respectively. 
For more information, contact Optical 
Coating Laboratory Inc., 2789 Northpoint 
Pkwy., Santa Rosa, CA 95407; (707) 
545-6440. 

Circle 512 on reader card 
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Sl92C Expands 
DSA-Compatible Disk Family 
System Industries announced the expansion 
of its C-Series family of DSA-compatible 
disk drives with the introduction of an eight
inch 863-MB drive that provides 10.3 GB 
of formatted capacity per subsystem. The 
SI92C fits into the high midrange of drives 
currently available for direct connection to 
VAXclusters and DSA controllers. 

Using sputtered media and a thin-film 
head, the SI92C's MTBF is more than 50,000 
hours. SI92C-based subsystems are plug
compatible with HSC70/50/40, KDB50, 
KDASO and UDASO controllers for use on 
any VAXcluster, VAX or MicroVAX. To 
VMS or ULTRIX, the SI92C appears as a 
standard DEC disk drive fully compatible 
with SDI and MSCP. The SI92C is offered 
in two- to 12-drive configurations with for
matted capacity ranging from 1.7 to 10.3 GB. 

The SI92C is priced at $185,000 for a 
12-drive 10.5-GB system. The price includes 
installation and a one-year warranty. 
For more information, contact Brian 
Edwards, System Industries, 560 Cotton
wood Dr., P.O. Box 789, Milpitas, CA 
95035; (408) 432-1212. 

Circle 414 on reader card 

ACP 7000 Front 
Ends VAXBI Systems 
Advanced Computer Communications an
nounced the ACP 7000 communication 
processor. Available in two versions, the ACP 
7100 (HDLC) and the ACP 7250 (X.25) are 
high-performance communications front
end processors for use on VAXBI computer 
systems. 

The products support the same applica
tion interfaces the Q-bus and UNIBUS 
products use. The high-speed controllers 

System Industries' 
SI9ZC data storage 
subsystem comes 
in two- to 12-drive 
configurations 
with fonnatted 
capacities from 

. 1.7 to 103 GB. 

provide connections to satellite links and 
X.25 networks and provide a transparent 
migration path to the high-performance 
VAXBI environment. They support X.25 
and HDLC at line speeds of up to Tl. 
Extended frame and packet sequencing are 
supported for satellite links. HDLC framing
only mode is supported for use in custom 
configurations that don't require the entire 
HDLC protocol suite. 
For more information, contact Marianne 
Wasielewski, Advanced Computer Com
munications, 720 Santa Barbara St., Santa 
Barbara, CA 93101; (805) 963-9431. 

Circle 507 on reader card 

Laptop LANager Allows 
Network Troubleshooting 
Micro Technology Inc. announced laptop and 
portable configurations of its LANager 
Ethernet analyzer. These transportable con
figurations enable network managers to 
troubleshoot multiple networks and net
works in a wide geographic range. The 
battery-powered laptop configuration lets the 
LANager be used in government-secured 
networks without an isolated power supply. 

LANager is a standalone Ethernet 
analyzer for TCP/IP AppleTalk, Sun, DECnet 
and user-written protocols. It's designed to 
troubleshoot network problems and help 
managers make decisions about modifying, 
scheduling or reconfiguring networks. 
LANager decodes, analyzes and interprets all 
seven layers of the OSI model. Protocol con
tent, addresses, timing packet size, cumulative 
byte and network utilization data are reported 
in English. 

LANager costs from $20,500 to $29,500. 
For more information, contact Micro 
Technology Inc., 5065 E. Hunter Ave., 
Anaheim, CA 92807; (800) 999-9MTI. 

Circle 511 on reader card 
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Three s You Shouldn't 
Have ToShar / At The Office 

I n the workplace you would never think of sharing 
your coffee mug or your chair. So why are you still 

trotting down the hall to find out if there is a terminal 
available for your mainframe graphics applications? 
With TGRAF and your desktop computer there's no 
need to share a terminal; you can have powerful 
graphics terminal emulation right at your desk, 
inexpensively. 

What Does TGRAF Do For Your Desktop Computer? 

TGRAF will transform your desktop computer* into a 
power-packed Tektronix graphics terminal."' ·~ With 
TGRAF you won't have to leave your desk to run your 
host-based business, scientific, and CAD software. Plus, 
you'll have the additional benefits of a PC relative to a 
terminal: file transfer, hot-key between DOS and your 
host, simplified setup with local help files, and more. 

TGRAF Gives You The Power To Communicate 
Grafpoint provides you with graphics terminal emula
tion software that communicates through RS-232 or 
Local Area Networks giving your desktop computer 
the flexibility to communicate over a serial line or a 
variety of LANs. 

With TGRAF's comprehensive Tektronix graphics 
terminal emulation and Grafpoint's superior customer 
support service, you can forever put the terminal 
sharing blues behind you. Call Grafpoint for the name 
of your local distributor and order a no-risk 30-day 
evaluation copy. 

Cl GRAF'POlnT 
1485 Saratoga Ave., San Jose, CA 95129 
1-800-426-2230. In California 408-446-1919 
PLEASE CIRCLE 114 FOR DEMONSTRATION 

NEW! 4200 Tektronix Series Graphics Terminal 
Emulation Software now available for IBM PCs and 
PS/2s with VGA/EGA graphics adapters. 

• DEC VT220 Emulation 
• Support For Extended Display List 
• Support For Extended Memory 
• Segment Editing 
• RS-232 & Network Versions Available 

*Apple Macintosh II, IBM PC or clone, IBM PS/2 or clone, Intergraph 
Workstations, Silicon Graphics Workstations 

* *Grafpoint's TGRAF will emulate the following terminals : Tektronix 's 
4105/4107/4109/4205/4207/4208/4115/4125 graphics terminals and Digital 
Equipment Corporation's VT52NT100NT220. 

rr -- -------=;'1 II . ---------,, 
YES ! I want to learn more about the leader in 11 
Tektronix emulation. Send me your free pamphlet 
"Spend Less On A Graphics Terminal." 

Address _______________ _ 

Mail Stop _______________ _ 

City, State, Zip _____ _ _______ _ 

Phone ________________ _ 
(Area code) 

Please fill in coupon or attach your business card and mail 

PLEASE CIRCLE 275 FOR ADDITIONAL PRODUCT INFORMATION 



PixC Delivers 
Sun 386i Function~lity 
International Software Corporation an
nounced the PixC workstation, a 286- or 
386-based DOS or UNIX workstation that 
runs UNIX and DOS in separate windows 
with X support. PixC delivers Sun 386i 
functionality on any PC at less than half the 
price of a compatible Sun system. 

Consisting of a graphics coprocessor 
board, mouse and high-resolution monitor, 
PixC is available as. an upgrade to an existing 
8088, 80286 or 80386 system. Running as 
an independent X server, the PixC coproc
essor board offloads X server functionality 
from the main PC. Using an Intel 82786 
graphics chip and a NEC V50 CPU, the 
PixC board provides direct hardware sup
port for windowing. 
For more information, contact International 
Software Corp., Box 10648 Edgemont, 528 
Commons Dr., Golden, CO 80401; (303) 
526-0388. 

Circle 498 on reader card 

SWITCHmate II 
Provides LN03 Emulation 
Gold Key Electronics Inc. announced LN03 
emulation for the HP LaserJet in the six
system-to-two-printer SWITCHmate II 
Intelligent Printer Switch. LN03 emulation, 
previously available only in two-system/one
printer and three-system/one-printer models, 
provides a high level of compatibility. It 
supports DEC fonts and character sets, 
SIXEL graphics, DECVEC line drawing and 
LN03 protocol and command set. 

SWITCHmate II's user interface pro
vides access to LaserJet features unavailable 
on the LN03. Features include a large font 
library; letter, legal, envelope and manual 
paper feeding; dual paper cassettes and a 
variety of third-party sheet feeders; and 
duplex printing. 

The product is priced at $1,295. 
For more information, contact Deirdre 
Branch, Gold Key Electronics Inc., 11 Cote 
Ave., Goffstown, NH 03045; (603) 
625-8518. 

Circle 494 on reader card 

Focus-CIT Interface 
Allows CIT Features 
Information Builders Inc. announced the 
Focus-CIT interface. It allows Focus users to 
develop VAX-based applications that incor
porate DEC's Computer Integrated Tele
phony (CIT) technology. The Focus 4GL -
with direct interfaces to RMS, Rdb, DBMS, 
Ingres, Oracle, Sybase, Britton Lee and 
Adabase - used in conjunction with CIT 
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and the Focus-CIT interface lets you build 
CIT functionality into applications. 

The Focus-CIT interface provides pro
grammers with a 4GL environment in which 
they can develop applications using CIT 
features. For example, using focus, program
mers can develop applications that integrate 
and simultaneously transmit both voice and 
data from user to user and terminal to ter
minal. They also can initiate and disconnect 
phone calls, create conference calls and 
hold/retrieve a call. The Focus-CIT interface 
allows a security manager to control focus 
access to critical CIT functions. 
For more information, contact Gary 
McClain, Information Builders Inc., 1250 
Broadway, New York, NY 10001 (212) 
736-4433. 

Circle 510 on reader card 

Recital V5.5C Expands 
RMS Bridge Capabilities 
Recital Corporation announced Recital ver
sion 5.SC. Many features have been added, 
including enhancements to the RMS Bridge. 

The Recital RMS Bridge has support for 
relative and sequential RMS files with fixed
length record file structures. These enhance
ments let Recital support all RMS fixed
length record files. RMS data is accessible 
through the Recital 4GL or Recital's Assis
tant. VIEWS, temporary indexes, relation
ships between Recital tables and RMS files 
are supported through the Recital Bridge. 

Pricing for Recital ranges from $4,500 
to $45,000. 
For more information, contact Tony Gian
nelli, Recital Corp., 85 Constitution Ln. , 
Danvers, MA 01923; (508) 750-1066. 

Circle 513 on reader card 

Saber-C V2.1 Runs 
On Sun-3 Family 
Saber Software Inc. announced that Saber
C version 2.1 is available on Sun's Sun-3 
hardware family, including the Sun-3/80 and 
Sun-3/400, and on SPARC-based worksta
tions, including the SPARCstation 1, 
SPARCstation 330 and SPARCserver 330. 

Saber-C V2. l uses the capabilities and 
processing power of UNIX workstations to 
help software engineers cut development and 
maintenance costs. Performance improve
ments to Saber-C V2.1 allow programmers 
to test and debug C programs three times 
faster than the previous version. Saber-C 
combines a multiwindow user interface, an 
interpreter-based debugger and a compre
hensive program checker. It's available for 
existing Sun-2, Sun-3 and Sun-4 worksta
tions, as well as VAX computers running 
ULTRIX. 

Saber-C V2.1 is priced at $2,500. 

For more information, contact Sesha Pratrap, 
Saber Software Inc., 185 Alewife Brook 
Pkwy., Cambridge, MA 02138; (617) 876-7636. 

Circle 501 on reader card 

Q-Calc RealTime 
Processes On-Line Data 
Unipress Software Inc. announced Q-Calc 
RealTime, a real-time spreadsheet designed 
as an integrated module for real-time applica
tion development. Q-Calc RealTime users 
working in UNIX and XENIX workstation 
environments receive instantaneous updates 
in cell values from an electronic on-line data 
source, allowing them to monitor financial 
data, calculate new values and receive alert 
messages. 

Q-Calc RealTime provides a Lotus-like 
interface and accepts Lotus-developed files 
and macro libraries. It gives users graphics 
as well as Lotus-style keystrokes and screen 
display so that Lotus users can be produc
tive immediately. Q-Calc RealTime is avail
able for Sun 3, 4, 386i, IBM RT, HP 
9000/300, XENIX 386 and DEC . 3100 
workstations. 

Q-Calc RealTime is priced from $1,495 
per workstation. Source code is available for 
$25,000. 
For more information, contact Sandy Burns, 
UniPress Software Inc. , 2025 Lincoln Hwy., 
Edison, NJ 08817; (201) 985-8000. 

Circle 515 on reader card 

QD35-lll Enhances SMD-E 
Drive Performance 
Emulex Corporation announced the 
QD35-III SMD-E disk controller with 1 
MB of cache memory designed specifically 
for MicroVAX 3500/3600/3800/3900-series 
computers. The QD35-III offers Emulex's 
controller features, including MSCP im
plementation, rotational positioning sensing 
and zero latency read, with the added 
capability of cache memory for such applica
tions as imaging and graphics. 

It features a 68020 microprocessor, 
caching per logical drive and zone caching. 
Zone caching is effective if you want to ear
mark only part of a large directory for cache. 
In this instance, only the portion of the data 
between logical block boundaries is read to 
cache. Caching per drive allows caching to 
be turned on or off per individual logical 
drive. The QD35-III also features a sector 
read-ahead feature. 

Pricing for the controller begins at 
$2,995. 
For more information, contact Jean Ratajczak, 
Emulex Corp., 3545 Harbor Blvd., P.O. Box 
6725, Costa Mesa, CA 92626; (714) 
662-5600. 

Circle 405 on reader card 
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Cipher Tape Drives 
Boost Storage Capacity 
Cipher Data Products Inc. announced 
increased data storage capacity to 5 70 MB on 
its 3000i family of 1/2-inch cartridge tape 
drives using extended-length tape cartridges 
manufactured by BASF and Xidex. The 3000i 
drives use industry-standard 3480-type 
cartridges to ensure data reliability. 

The drives offer data transfer rates up to 
nearly 1 MB per second, more than three 
times faster than 1/4-inch tape drives, 8mm 
tape drives and digital audio tape (DAT) 
drives. The 3000i backs up 1 GB of data in 20 
minutes, compared to more than one hour 
for 8mm and DAT drives and more than two 
hours for 1/4-inch drives. 
For more information, contact Tom 
Anderson, Cipher Data Products Inc., 9715 
Business Park Ave., San Diego, CA 92131; 
(619) 693- 7227. 

Circle 466 on reader card 

PE106 Supports Five 
Full-Height Peripherals 
Dyna Five Corporation announced a general
purpose expansion enclosure for systems 
such as the Q-bus Micro 11/MicroVAX and 
from such companies as Sun Microsystems. 
Designed to provide greater storage capacity 
where only additional peripherals are 
required, the PE106 enclosure supports up to 
five 5 1/4-inch full-height peripherals -
floppies, Winches.ters or cartridge tapes. A 
combination of 5 1/4- and eight-inch 
peripherals can be used. 

A 252-watt power supply operates on 
either l 15V or 230V. The unit features 
power-fail detection and interrupt generation 
from power supply, thermal monitor and 
shut down and two peripheral and power
supply cooling fans. It features all metal 
construction and is designed for UL and FCC 
compliance. 
For more information, contact Sam Lane, 
Dyna Five Corp., 173 Freedom Ave., 
Anaheim, CA 92801; (714) 525-8795. 

Circle 467 on reader card 

ESS Maintains 
DEC Computers 
Electronic Service Specialists Ltd. (ESS) 
announced that it provides depot repair 
services, spare parts and maintenance 
training for VAX 8500-, 8 700- and 8800-series 
computers. ESS depot maintenance service 
includes all system peripherals for the series. 

Maintenance training is conducted at 
ESS' training facilities or at your data 
processing center. Both new and repaired 
parts for the DEC superminicomputers are 
covered against failure by the ESS one-year 
warranty. ESS is part of Bell Atlantic's fourth-
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party services and serves customers in the 
U.S., Canada, Europe and Australia. It 
provides hands-on instruction in DEC 
computer equipment maintenance and 
repair. 
For more information, contact Keith 
Patterson, Electronic Service Specialists Ltd., 
N. 92 W. 14612 Anthony Ave., Menomonee 
Falls, WI 53051; (414) 255-4634. 

Circle 550 on reader card 

Excelan Supports 
Appletalk Phase 2 
Excelan Inc. announced support for 
AppleTalk Phase 2, the new version of 
Apple's networking protocol for Macs. 
Software upgrades providing Phase 2 
compatibility are available for Excelan's line 
of Mac connectivity products, including the 
EtherPort series of network interface cards, 
the EtherSC external Ethernet connector and 
the FastPath 4 LocalTalk-to-Ethernet 
gateway. 

FastPath 4 includes routing capabilities to 
support Phase 2's multiple zones. In addition 
to routing among AppleTalk, TCP/IP or 
DECnet protocols, it can serve as a bridge 
between AppleTalk and AppleTalk Phase 2. 

FastPath 4 upgrades cost $85. 
For more information, contact Peter Troop, 
Excelan Inc., 2180 Fortune Dr., San Jose, CA 
95131; (408) 473-8361. 

Circle 551 on reader card 

Joiner Announces 
Jnet Version 3.4 
Joiner Associates Inc. announced Jnet V3.4. 
Jnet is an implementation of IBM's NJE 
services for VAX/VMS. NJE is a standard 
application for file transfer among users and 
applications, distributed batch and print 
services and electronic mail and document 
distribution. V3.4 implements a new Jnet 
architecture. 

Jnet BSC/3 70 Vl .0, a component of 
previous Jnet versions, now is packaged as an 
optional product. Vl.O includes two line 
drivers used to communicate between VAX/ 
VMS systems and IBM System/3 70-
architecture mainframes running VM and 
MVS over dedicated BSC lines. Jnet V3.4 and 
Jnet BSC/3 70 Vl .0 together replace Jnet V3.3. 
Their separation lets the Jnet product family 
support a range of networking needs without 
burdening every customer with the cost, 
installation and maintenance of every 
available link. 

Jnet clusterwide licenses range in price 
from $1,125 to $51,375. Jnet BSC/370 is 
priced at $6,000 per node. 
For more information, contact Brian Koenig, 
Joiner Assoc. Inc., 3800 Regent St., Madison, 
WI 53705; (608) 238-8637. 

Circle 554 on reader card 

"VAX management 
made easier''™ 

It's true I Now VAX management can be 
made easier with AbilityVMS™, the first 
"Second Generation" system software 
product for V AXNMS, released this 
month by AVAIL Technologies, Inc. 

AbilityVMS was designed to make Disk, 
File and Process management easier 
and more productive, allowing effective 
cost management of and increased 
performance from system resources. 

AbilityVMS is the perfect balance 
between power and ease of use, 
incorporating a topical menu interface 
for the novice and powerful DCL 
commands for the experienced VAX 
system manager. 

AbilityVMS allows VAX managers to: 

• Determine file accessibility/security 

• View process information 

• Evaluate disk space utilization 

• Display disk and volume information 

• Find file ownership inconsistencies 

• Track system resource consumption 
by user, group or all users 

• Check the activity or performance of 
other system software products like 
disk defragmenters and others 

• Plus much, much more. 

"VAX management made easier" is an 
offer only AbilityVMS can make! 

Qualifiec( VAX managers may obtain a 
complimentary evaluation copy or 
further information by contacting 
Christopher G. Franklin at: 

AVAIL Technologies, Inc. 
19800 MacArthur Blvd., Suite 500 

Irvine, California 92715-2421 
Phone 714-955-0685 • Fax 714-955-2367 

For fastest procurement, call toll free: 

A eo0-634-6552 

Visit AVAIL at DEXPO West '89 

Avail - to be of use, worth. benefit or advantage; effective use or help. 

Ability VMS, the AV All.. logo, and "VAX manage-nt made easier" 
are trademarks of AV All.. Technologies, Inc. All rights reserved. 
VAX, VMS, VAX/VMS are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp. 

CIRCLE 369 ON READER CARD 
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-------------jill**·lldrmfi11•1Mi'9------
sun 

3/60 3/80 386i 4/110 

SPARCstation! 
Memory upgrades with 

lifetime warranty available 
and on sale now. 

.·.: ......... : 

..... fif::::.N:~lc~~§ .. 
TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 

Sacramento, CA. 
1.800.825. 7466 

In CA 916.641.6220 
•sun,3/60,3/80,386i,4/l 10 and SPARCstation 
l arc reg. trademarks of Sun Microsystems Inc. 

CIRCLE 217 ON READER CARD 

LN03Logos& 
Signatures 

let us create a custom LN03 font 
from your artwork and you can begin 
placing your signatures, logos, 
letterheads and trademarks In your 
DECpage or WPS-Plus documents 
(or almost any VAX or PDP-11 LN03 
printing application). 

Start producing results 
tailored to your corporate Image. 

(317) 882-8019 

The Corporate IMAGE 

CIRCLE 345 ON READER CARD 

Kill Idle 
Processes 
With HITMAN, you can free 
terminal lines and plug security 
leaks by logging inactive ten;ninals 
off your VAX. HITMAN is safe 
and easy to use. And, it works 
under VMS 5.0! 

$695 
SAIGA Systems 
Suite 215, 801 - 6th Street S.W. 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2P 3V8 

(403) 263-1151 
CIRCLE 209 ON READER CARD 
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BUY, SELL, RENT, LEASE, 

~aesv;~~-
• DEC SOURCE! 

***FOR SA.LE * * * 
• 861XA-AE 
• 834BB -AE 
• VS355-AA 
• VS315-AA 
• VS460-EA 

* AND LOTS OF OTHER GOOD VALUES * 
MEADOWLARK ENTERPRISES 
Marl(er mahersm DEC Eqwpment since t981 ~ 

37 High Street 
Danvers. MA 01923 , 

(508)777-4666 
FAX (SOS ~ 777-8433 800-0EC-OLER • • 

CIRCLE 205 ON READER CARD 

Used DEC 
equipment 
is a bargain 

Most used equip
ment is maintained 
under contract with 
either Digital or a 
third party 
maintenance firm 
and will carry a 
warranty as to its 
working condition. 

(313) 475-8333 

DIGITAL 
DEALERS ASSOCIATION 

107 S. Main St.• Ste. 202 •Chelsea, Ml 48118 

CIRCLE 208 ON READER CARD 

VAX CAREERS 
Winning combinations of these skills can propel 
YQll into some of the best companies on the 
East Coast!!!! 

DATA PROCESSING I ENGINEERING 
- FORTRAN, COBOL, C, MACRO 
- ROB, ORACLE , INGRES 
-VMS, ULTRIX, NETWORKING 
- FACTORY AUTOMATION , PROCESS CONTROL, PLC'S 
- MANUFACTURING, CIM , MRP 
- PHARMACEUTICALS 

BRENDA CAREY, C.P.C. 
Digital Recruiter 

Amos& 
& Associates 

633·8 Chapel Hill Road 
Burlington, NC 27215 

(919) 222·0231 
FAX (919) 222-1214 

CIRCLE 202 ON READER CARD 

VAX " RENTALS 
MV3600 

MV3800/3900 
VAX 6000 SERIES 
VAX 8000 SERIES 

Systems & Peripherals 
• Fast Turnaround 
• Dependable Products 
• Upgrade/ Add-On Flexibility 

CIRCLE 203 ON READER CARD 

MVII • MV 3000 
DISK • TAPE · CRT 

DEC Station 3100 
3- to 6-month term 

Immediate delivery 
Purchase accruals 

CIRCLE 200 ON READER CARD 

Don,t Get Zapped! 
High inrush current can destroy your sensitive VAX 
CPUs and peripherals In less time than It takes to 
flip a switch. 

THE SOWTION? 
Power up with Z·LINE TPC 115-10 MTD™& 
the smallest power distribution , 
and control system available. Z·JJ NE 
POWER UP WITH - - - / 

. -i . ::f:: ··:.r::J ,:-:;...:].: ·: 
"" '7=~· · : : : 5: -;-,. ;, -. ~'";'" -: __ 

Our proprietary Multiple Time Delay TM circuitry 
sequences your power-up to protect your systems 
from the spikes and surges, EMI & RFI , that destroy 
your hardware and erase your data. And our 
remote on/off and emergency shutdown gives the 
power control back to you. 

All Pulizzi Engineering MTD TM controllers are 
compatible with DEC and UPS systems. 
PRICES FROM $436 TO $305 

DON'T WAIT UNTIL IT HAPPENS, CALL TODAY/ 
PULIZZI ENCINEERINC INC. 

3260 S. Susan Street, Santa Ana, CA 92704-6865 
(714) 540-4229 FAX (714) 641-9062 

CIRCLE 210 ON READER CARD 
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--------111 il·lli·l*liri11ii9....__------
W·HO'S ON DEC.?? 

WE ARE!!! 
BOSTON BOARDS & SYSTEMS, INC. 

55 Rear Main Street, Kingston, MA 02364 

5 Years/$5 Million+ in Annual Sales/ 10,000 Sq Ft/ Test Bays 
Full Tech Support/ Outstanding Sales Engineers!! 

( 617) 585-7777 
Our Guarantee is Our Reputation! I 

Boston Boards 
& 

Systems 

Make One More Call: Ask for Sales!! 
Urgent: MVII Buyers: Any Custom Configuration 

Over $1,000,000 in MVII Inventory!! 

PRICE 
REDUCTION!!! 

Boston Boards 
& 

Systems 

DRIVES!! 
'89 READY TO SHIP!! 

DEC SYSTEMS!! 
RA60 
RASO 
RA81 
RA82 
SA/482 
RA/70 

, CLUSTER!! 
HSC5XBA 
HSC5XCA 
HSC50AA/CA 
HSC70 
etc. 

ETHERNET!! 

TU78 
TUS0/81/+ 
TK50/70 
CONTROLLERS 
'RD53 
RD54 

SC008AA/AC 
C1750 
C1780 
CIBCA 
KDB50 
KDA50 

COMMUNICATIONS!! 
DHUll 
DHVll 
DZQll 
DEST A 
DESVA 

DMZ32 
DELQA 
DEQUNA 
DEC SERVER 
DSRVA 

11/03 
11/23 
11/73 
11/24 
11/44 
11/70 
11/83 
11/84 

11/725 
11/730 
11/780 
11/785 
VAX8200 
VAX8300 
VAX8600 
VAX8700 

WE ALSO BUY NEW & USED ~£:\ ~ ~r.M . 
EXCESS *DEC INYENTORY EMC2 Efpb££ c~~L ~ KENNEDY ·runrsu = . .,. 

FAX: 617-585-6211 
TELEX: #920-038BBS *Digital is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation 
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DEC PRO's 
used 

Eau1omen1 
CIBSSllledS 
give JOU 

more value 
tor vour 

eau1omen1 
dollar. 

Many buyers look at used 
equipment first because they 
know that performance is 
the real issue. In DEC PRO's 
Used Equipment classifieds, 
you 'II reap the benefits of a 
rapidly changing DEC 
marketplace by getting the 
proven power and perfor
mance you want NOW -

DEC* DEPOT REPAIR • DEC* SERVICE TRAINING 
DEC* SPARE PARTS 

~e~ -1-YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL EQUIPMENT SALES & REPAIRS - "'s,._ 

at the price you want to pay 
NOW! 

Don't be a victim of vapor
ware. Go for the goods with 
a proven track record. Go 
for them in DEC PRO's Used 
Equipment classifieds! 
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u 
c 
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F • 11 YEARS IN THE DEC* BUSINESS 

A • PDP 8 TO VAX, AND PERIPHERALS COVERAGE s 
T • 5 DAY STANDARD TURNAROUND ON REPAIRS 

• OPTIONAL 24 HR. EMERGENCY REPAIR 

s • ADVANCE SWAP/EXCHANGE PROGRAM 

E 
R 

• LEASING OR RENTALS 

v • FLAT RATE REPAIR PRICESNOLUME DISCOUNTS 

I • UPGRADES AND ECOs AT NO ADDITIONAL COST 

c • TRAINING, AT YOUR FACILITY OR ESS's 

E • AN INVENTORY IN EXCESS OF 100,000 ITEMS 

• SAME DAY SHIPMENTS ON PURCHASES 

• OPTIONAL 24/7 COVERAGE 

• PERSONALIZED SERVICE/COMPETITIVE PRICES 

Be sure to look for us in 
DEC PROFESSIONAL, and 
online in our ARIS electronic 
bulletin board (215) 542-9458. ~e~ -CDCt DEPOT REPAIR & SPARES - "'s,._ 

****** 
Advertisers: 

is 

CALL US FOR QUOTES 
REPAIRS/BUYING/SELLING/ 
RENTING/TRAINING/LEASING 

PHONE: 414-255-4634 

FAX: 414-255-5418 

TELEX: 260183 
ESS LTD MEFS 

If you want to reach 
the largest number of 

computer professionals 
working in the DEC 

environment, call: 

Mary Browarek 
(215) 542-7008 Your Answer for DEC* Repairs & Spares 

CIM 
POSITIONS 

FACTORY/PROCESS AUTOMATION 
Positions utilizing DEC and other computers, networking, program
mable logic controllers, distributed control systems, etc. US based 
positions, all fee paid. Use a headhunter who specializes' 

KEN COVA, COVA AUTOMATION SERVICES 
5371 Shannon Park Drive, Dublin, Ohio 43017 

FAX: 614/792-3525 PHONE: 6141792-6662 

• PRO 350/380 MEMORY BOARDS 

•DISK DRIVES - BIG&. FAST FOR PRO 

• RAM-DISK Software for 
Micro1Rsx,*11 M (+) &. Ptos* 

Call 415-420-9579 
Proto Systems 

1238 Josephine St , Berkeley, CA 94703 

C LANGUAGE CONSULTING AND EDUCATION by 
noted DEC PROFESSIONAL columnist. Also other 
languages and packages on RSX, VMS, RSTS and 
MS-DOS, including DBMS and DECnet. Applica
tions experience includes real-time, process con
trol, engineering, scientific and commercial sys
tems. Rex Jaeschke. (703) 860-0091. 

AUGUST 1989 

LSI· 
DP· 

VAX· 
SYSTEMS & PERIPHERALS 

• CPUs • MEMORIES 
• DISC & TAPE DRIVES 
• CRTs • TERMINALS • PRINTERS 
• INTERFACES Etc. 

~DIGITM 
COMPUTER 
EXCHto..NGE INC 
2487 Industrial Parl<way West, Hayward, CA 94545 

-· CALL-(415) 887-3100 
c::k:::kJ '!:~;~ .•• FAX (415) 887·5590 TLX 709536 

• A~1stered lrademark ol Dlg1tal EQu1pmen1 Corporation 

REMTEC FUJITSU 2294K. 336MB, $1,800. 
(415) 463-3511 . 

•;J@~;11~1t9 
If you would like 

reprints of any article 
or advertisement, 

contact 
Reprint Resources 

155 Commerce Drive 
Fort Washington, PA 19034 

(215) 643-9143 
FAX (215)643-9164 

MTI MDl76R 760MB Removeable ('RA') Disk 
Drive - $9,995.00 or best offer. 
(301) 926-9102. 

TOSHIBA MK186FB-168MB $995. Fully 
Guaranteed. (415) 463-3511 

CALL (215) 542-7008 
NOW TO PLACE YOUR AD. 
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"Every 
professional 
interested in 

Engineering 
Graphics 
should go 

to the 
Invitational 
Computer 

Conferences." 
~~~~~~LOYD TARVER~~~~~~ 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, 

WORKSTATION MARKETING 

INTERGRAPH CORPORATION 

Because in every major market of the 
wor Id the Engineering Graphics Series of 
the ICCs give the desktop engineering pro -
fessionals what they need to know about 

graphics workstations, 
application software, 
color printers/plotters, 
monitors, image pro
cessors and other 
associated products. 

In one day, through 
product demonstrations 
and technical seminars, 
attendees learn the 
latest technology and 

discuss their application requirements. 
Manufacturers have the opportunity to 
meet one-on-one with volume buying 
large end users, OEMs and systems inte
grators to demonstrate their products and 
reinforce their commitment to customer 
support on a regional basis. 

"By Invitation Only," guests attend 
free of charge. Manufacturers share 
the low cost with a minimum investment 
of time and sales effort. 

JOIN THE 1989/90 

ENGINEERING GRAPHICS SERIES 

U.S. LOCATIONS 

September 25, 1989 February 6, 1990 
Tysons Corner, (D.C.) VA Dallas, TX 

October 12, 1989 
Irvine, CA 

December 6, 1989 
Newton, MA 

EUROPE LOCATIONS 

May 10, 1990 
Munich, W. Germany 

May 15, 1990 
Paris, France 

April 19, 1990 
Troy (Detroit), MI 

May 21, 1990 
San Jose, CA 

May 21, 1990 
London, England 

ASK ABOUT THE ASIA/PACIFIC SERIES! 

For more information contact: Invitational 
Computer Conferences, a division of Dataquest, 
3151 Airway Ave., C-2, Costa Mesa, CA 92626, 
Telephone: (714) 957-0171, ~ 
Telex: 5101002189 ICCDQ, ... 
FAX: (714) 957-0903. • 
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BACK END 

Answers From 
Beyond The Grave 

John C. Dvorak This month, 
the Back End 
is a question 
and answer 

column in which readers ask questions 
of deceased computer scientists and 
celebrities. Swami John C. Dvorak has 
returned from a trip to Bombay where 
he learned to communicate with the 
world beyond the grave. As is often the 
case with psychic phenomenon, we've 
already received letters for these stiffs. 

QUESTION: I'd like to ask Alfred E. 
Neumann, the inventor of the stored 
program and the binary concept, if those 
ideas were his, a collaboration or stolen. 
Also, did he eat carbohydrates before he 
went into "idea mode"? 
D.R. Long 
Island, New York 
ANSWER: It's Dr. John Von Neumann, 
not Alfred E. Neumann! Von Neumann 
appeared to me last night and said that 
he conceived the ideas during a 
nightmare he had in the fall of 1944. An 
army of ones fought an army of zeros. 
"It was then that I decided that binary 
is the key to computers, and the stored 
program is the key to their future,'' Von 
Neumann said. "As for carbohydrates, 
I wish I knew. I had a hot dog before 
the dream, which may have been 
responsible for the idea. I just can't say. 
I always enjoyed bread, I'll say that." 

QUESTION: I'd like to ask Marvin 
Minsky if artificial intelligence 
developed as part of a feud between the 
mathematicians and the cybernetics 
types. 
D.B. 
New Orleans, Louisiana 
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ANSWER: Much to Minsky's delight, 
he's not dead. So we'll have to wait un
til he dies to get the answer from beyond 
the grave. Sorry. 

QUESTION: I'd like to ask Tom Watson 
Sr. if he ever imagined that IBM would 
become what it is today. Does he have 
any suggestions for today's managers at 
IBM? 
M.S. 
Perkinsville, Oregon 
ANSWER: Mr. Watson is dismayed by 
today's IBM and its lack of creativity 
and unwillingness to bet the company 
on new ideas. He's upset that employees 
have been laid off or asked to retire. 

"And why did they stop using the 
company song book? People like to 
sing,'' he said. "The problem is they 
never updated the songs, and they 
ridiculed the old ones. Why can't they 
hire some modern rockers to write IBM 
lyrics? These new guys just aren't 
creative enough." His suggestion for 
today's managers: "Get a life!" 

QUESTION: If you can contact Blaise 
Pascal, ask him if he'd like living in 
today's computerized world. 
O.T 
Orlando, Florida 
ANSWER: Pascal is pleased that a pi;o
gramming language was named after 
him, although he has no idea why. The 
idea of programming for a living makes 
him sick. "What I like most about the 
late 1900s is the phenomenal changes in 
the transportation network. If I could 
fly ... can you imagine? Boy, would my 
arms be tired! Ha ha ha! Get it? Ha ha 
ha!" Apparently, Pascal is quite a kidder. 

QUESTION: This may be radical, but 
can you ask Isaac Newton if he expected 
his Newtonian physics to be uprooted 

and ruined by modern physics? 
].S. 
Montclair, California 
ANSWER: Newton says, "Hogwash! I 
had it right the first time. These new 
physics bozos haven't adequately ex
plained gravity, have they? I defy them 
to get me a gravity particle! Let's face 
it, if these guys knew what they were 
doing, they'd be further along. Everyone 
leads the soft life today." 

QUESTION: I want to ask a question of 
John C. Dvorak, undead columnist. 
Who are you kidding with this column? 
There's no such thing as psychic com
munication. What's your game? 
G.A. 
Ft. Worth, Texas 
ANSWER: If there's no psychic com
munication, then explain why you 
wrote before the column was even 
published. 

QUESTION: I'd like to ask three ques
tions about Albert Einstein. First, did he 
like orange juice? I heard that he was on 
an orange-juice-drinking binge when he 
thought of the theory of relativity. Sec
ond, would things have been easier ifhe 
had a desktop computer at the time of 
his great discoveries? Finally, is there 
anything that he wishes he had back 
in the 1940s? 
FJ. 
Toledo, Ohio 
ANSWER: Albert says that he wasn't a 
fan of orange juice and that the story 
was perpetrated by the orange-juice
hating Nazis. Second, he wishes he had 
a computer back then, but he can't 
understand why nobody can write a 
decent operating system. Finally, what 
does he wish he had in the 1940s? A 
wacky Dvorak column. That's what! • 
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The JukeBoxLibrary -
our all-you-can-eat buffet for the 

storage-hungry system. 

~ Really hungry? Satisfy your system's big 
appetite for high-performance data storage 
with the new, fat-free 125 to 1,000-gigabyte 
JukeBoxLibrary™ helical-scan tape sub
system from SUMMUS. 
~ Savor the convenience of high-capacity 
data archiving or acquisition. Store giga
bytes of digital data, images or documents 
for reference and manipulation. A single 
compact JBL-125 subsystem has an on-line 
capacity that's equivalent to 900 9-track 
tapes and fits in a standard 19-inch NEMA 
rack. With eight JBL-125's in two 60-inch 
enclosures, users can access 7,200 9-track 
tapes worth of data - a full terabyte. 
~ High-density data storage that can save 
tens of thousands of dollars in operating and 
equipment costs.* Engineered for superior 
reliability, our mechanically simple auto
loading carousel feeds two fast GigaTape™ 
helical-scan drives. Using our feature-rich 
JukeBoxLibrarian™ software, you'll be able 
to quickly locate and access any file you 
want from the 54-cartridge carousel. 
© 1989 SUMMUS COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

Plug & Play Data Storage and Interchange 
MINI-COMPUTERS WORKSTATIONS MICROCOMPUTERS 

DEC DEC, SUN IBM. APPLE MACINTOSH 

The JukeBoxlibrary- t::::::::=~CF:::::::::::=='!'I-. 
Upto1 ,000gigabytes __ 
of data storage, the 
equivalentof7 ,200 _ ....--: 
9-tracktapes, intwo ,,_,, ,,_,, 
60-inch enclosures . 

~ Not quite so hungry? There's more on the 
menu. Our GigaTape 8mm drives can be 
configured from 2.3 gigabytes up. Or choose 
from our new rewritable magneto-optical 
LightDisk™ or a smorgasbord of fast, reli
able disk drives in our GigaBox,™ with 170 
megabytes to 20 gigabytes on-line. 

Specifications and pnces are sub1ect to change without notice G1gaTape, GtgaBox. G1gaSafe, JukeBoxllbrary, JukeBoxlibranan. ~nd Light01sk a~e Tradervtarks of SUMMUS COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
Ap~e Macmtosh, COMPAQ, DEC, IBM. Novell, NetWare. and Sun are TradeMa1ksol their respective corrl)an1es 'Compared to typical tape or optical subsystems wtlh similar capac1t1es and performance 
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~ Icing on the cake. SUMMUS' commit
ment to your needs means a single source 
of compatible data storage subsystems for 
DEC, IBM PC, Apple Macintosh, and Sun 
computers, with programs underway for 
others. And our GigaSaf e TM software allows 
you to read and write ANSI standard data 
among all of them today, tomorrow, or ten 
years from now. Finally, we serve up our 
first-rate support, flexible service options, 
progressive upgrade plans, and years of 
experience with every purchase. 
~ We've cooked up compact, high-capacity 
data storage solutions for Georgia-Pacific, 
Lockheed, GE, Chevron, NASA and other 
hungry outfits. Call us toll-free today to see 
what's on the menu for you. 

~ 1-800-255-9638 

-=E=.=: =~~~ ~---y 

COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
WHEN YOU NEED THE RIGHT SOLUTIONS 
17171 PARK ROW • SUITE 300 • HOUSTON1 TX 77084 

713/492-6611 • FAX 713/492-0092 



MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE AND CAPACITY: 
MAX.PORT utilizes the fastest disk drives available today. 
MAX.PORT is up to 50% faster than DEC's RA82 and 10% 
faster than the RA90. With our MAX.PORT you can configure 
up to l l .5GB in the same footprint as DEC's SA482 or SA600. 

Intelligent MAXIMUM COMPATIBILITY: MAX.PORT 
Cabling: attaches directly to your HSC, BI, Unibus or 

Only EMC 
Has It. 

Qbus disk controller to ensure 100% compat
ibility. MAX.PORT utilizes all DEC system 
and HSC level diagnostics as well as DEC for
matting procedures. 

MAXIMUM SUPPORT: Our MAXPORTs 
come with a full, one year, on-site and parts 
warranty; they are custom built and tested to 
ensure problem-free installation and use. 
MAXPORT's unique, off-line RS232 service . 
port not only allows you the flexibility to 
field re-format your drives off-line but also 
gives you access to EMC's corporate technical 
resources through our Remote Access 
Maintenance Program (RAMP). 

MAXIMUM SERVICE: EMC supports over 10,000 customers 
worldwide through our network of service centers staffed 
with our own customer service engineers and technicians. 
We stock spare parts in every office and offer from 2 to 24 
hour response programs. Our corporate technicians are avail
able 24 hours a day. 

MAXIMUM INVESTMENT PROTECTION: MAX.PORT 
costs up to 30% less than Digital's drive and by utilizing 
proven Winchester technology MAX.PORT requires signifi
cantly less operating dollars than DEC's RA81 or 82. What's 
more, you can field upgrade your MAX.PORT MRA600 
(622MB) to a 1200 (1244MB) simply by adding an additional 
disk actuator- that's 100% investment protection! 

Whether you need high performance disk arrays or high per
formance memory upgrades - you need a solid, reliable, 
BusinessWeek 1,000 company. Let EMC make your systems 
more reliable and your bottom line more solid; call us at 
800-222-EMC2 (in MA: 508-435-1000 and in Canada: 
800-543-4782). Ask for extension D924. 

EMC2 The System 
Enhancement Company. 

tJt{fs~~~~~t~;:f:r~d~~~:~~f~~~~~ EE~~P~~~rc~:~ration . 
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